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Abstract

The aim of this study is to explore the rationales for English public universities to
engage in campus operational sustainability (OS) activities and the barriers to
progressing OS, mainly based on the perceptions and experiences of university
personnel directly involved in these activities at a managerial level. Some scholars
criticize that the previous application of organizational legitimacy theory in the field
of sustainability research is more concerned with society as a whole and does not
examine particular stakeholder groups. There is also a lack of research empirically
investigating the reasons for OS engagement in higher education institutions through
neo-institutional perspectives. More in-depth engagement based empirical research on
various barriers to progressing OS is needed.

This study adopts neo-institutional theory and organizational legitimacy theory to help
explain the rationales for English public universities’ OS engagement. The researcher
draws on insights from sustainability literature, so as to better understand a range of
barriers to OS progress in universities.

The philosophical stances of this study are based on constructionism and
interpretivism. The research adopted a qualitative research approach and used
semi-structured interview and document analysis to gather data. The semi-structured
interview was the main data collection method and document analysis was the
additional, supporting method to supplement the interviews. A purposive sampling
strategy was employed to select participants. The researcher conducted in-depth
interviews with one experienced manager directly involved in OS from each of 20
English public universities with different organizational characteristics. Additionally,
a large number of relevant external and internal documents were gathered and
analyzed. Template analysis was used as the main method to analyse data. Prior to the
main study, a pilot study of three universities was undertaken. Moreover, a number of
approaches were applied to ensure research ethics and research quality.

This research identifies a range of coercive, normative and mimetic institutional
mechanisms, influencing the universities’ rationales for OS engagement. In this
context, the government, students and media are perceived as influential sources of
legitimacy. The analysis also reveals conflicts between managers’ attempts to pursue
moral legitimacy for substantive OS changes and universities’ pragmatic self-serving
benefits. When facing such conflicts, universities may sometimes engage in symbolic
OS activities for maintaining legitimacy in a superficial way, with limited substantive
actions. In addition, the researcher divides the barriers to OS progress into
organizational-related and social institutional-related barriers and proposes a number
of approaches which could address the barriers.
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Chapter One: Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Sustainability issues, such as carbon, energy, sustainable procurement and ethical

investment, have gained importance in both management theory and practice. The

challenge of sustainability is highly complex and organizations must address such

complexity. Specifically, Alshuwaikhat and Abubakar (2008) stress that, because of

universities’ large size, diverse population and broad range of activities, they can be

considered ‘small cities’. And their significant, sometimes negative, impact on

environment and society cannot be ignored.

This introductory chapter lays a foundation for the thesis. It begins with a clarification

of key concepts which are essential to the research issue and aim. It then presents an

overview of relevant aspects of the existing literature, together with an explanation of

the importance and rationale of the study. It also discusses the focus and scope of this

research. Subsequently, the research questions and objectives are outlined. This is

followed by a brief introduction of the theoretical perspectives and research methods

adopted to address the research questions. The next section identifies the

under-researched areas in previous studies and highlights the theoretical and practical

contributions which this study is intended to make. Finally, the thesis structure is

provided to guide the readers.

1.2 Background of this research

Applied DBA studies differ from PhD research, which emphasizes the original

contributions to theoretical knowledge. The practice-based DBA research intends to

make an original contribution to the field of professional practice (Northumbria

University, 2021). The aim of this DBA study is to explore the rationales for

English public universities to engage in sustainability activities in campus
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operations and the barriers to progressing campus operational sustainability,

mainly based on the perceptions and experiences of the university personnel directly

involved in these activities at a managerial level. In order to understand the research

issues, the relevant, essential concepts like sustainability and (campus) operational

sustainability (OS) need to be clarified. Sustainability can be defined as the

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and

Development of the United Nations, also known as the Bruntland Report, 1987, p. 8)1.

However, some researchers argue that sufficient guidance is not provided by this

under-specified definition (Bebbington and Gray, 2001). The notion of sustainability

comprises three aspects: environmental, social and economic sustainability.

In the context of organizational operations, “sustainability is the capability of an

organization to transparently manage its responsibilities for environmental

stewardship, social well being, and economic prosperity over the long term while

being held accountable to its stakeholders” (Pojasek, 2012, p. 94). From the

organizational perspective, sustainability can be defined as an organization’s ability to

simultaneously consider the environmental, social and economic impact of its

operations and take actions accordingly. OS concerns organizational policies,

procedures, behaviors and cultures, etc. (Henríquez-Machado et al., 2021; Nawaz and

Koç, 2019; Kleindorfer et al., 2009).

More specifically, according to Washington-Ottombre et al. (2018, p. 565), campus

operational sustainability refers to “higher education institutions’ endeavors to

manage environmental issues and promote social change”. Campus operational

sustainability is concerned with developing “a healthy campus environment, with a

prosperous economy through energy and resource conservation, waste reduction and

1 Noticeably, while some of the pivotal studies cited in this research were published some time
ago, they are seminal works that offer great insights and are referenced frequently by other
scholars.

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/action/doSearch?ContribAuthorRaw=Pojasek,+Robert+B
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an efficient environmental management, and promotes equity and social justice in its

affairs and exports these values at community, national and global levels”

(Alshuwaikhat and Abubakar, 2008, p. 1778). Similarly, Velazquez et al. (2006) point

out that a university’s campus operational sustainability involves promoting the

reduction of negative social, environmental and economic impacts caused by the use

of its resources to undertake its activities in and around the campus.

In a broad sense, (campus) operational sustainability (hereafter OS) activities are

universities’ decisions and actions regarding carbon, energy, waste and recycling,

water, travel and transport, construction and refurbishment, biodiversity, sustainable

procurement, fair trade, ethical investment and banking, and equality and diversity,

etc. This research focuses on these OS activities, which are not confined within the

‘campus walls’. Many of these issues/elements are inter-connected to one another.

Carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas emissions from humans are major

contributors to climate change (The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,

2013). The carbon emissions should include scope 1 (a university makes directly),

scope 2 (a university makes indirectly, e.g. it purchases the energy, is being generated

on its behalf, to heat and cool buildings) and scope 3 (a university is indirectly

responsible for, e.g. staff and student travel and procurement throughout its supply

chain). Energy consumption is the most relevant area of carbon emissions. Nearly half

of a university’s direct and related carbon emissions are also attributed to travel, waste,

food and procurement operations (People & Planet, 2019d). Universities need to

reduce energy waste and use more renewable energy. In addition, universities should

work hard in terms of building design and upgrades for improving energy efficiency,

combined heat and power systems, energy-efficient vehicles and significant changes

in human behavior.

Wastes and recycling deals with waste recycled, composted or anaerobically digested.

Water use reduction relates to water consumption and rainwater used. To reduce
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traffic congestion and lessen the environmental impact of transportation, a university

must promote sustainable modes of transportation and urge staff and students to

decrease the number of car journeys onto campus. International travel in relation to

students’ trips, academics’ research and teaching and other university activities is also

important in this respect. In sustainable construction and refurbishment, waste is

reduced both on and off site; reused or recycled materials are used; local operators are

selected to implement sustainable construction solutions. In addition to improving

well being, biodiversity offers critical ecosystem services for mitigating and adapting

to climate change. Universities should protect existing biodiversity on their campuses

while enhancing opportunities for nature's variety of organic life.

Sustainable procurement is “the act of adopting social, economic and environmental

factors alongside the typical price and quality considerations into the organisations’

handling of procurement processes and procedures” (Chartered Institute of

Procurement and Supply, 2021). Typical sustainable procurement practices include

conformity with environmental/social regulations and targets, comprehensive supplier

vetting for fair labour practices and the removal of hazardous materials and waste

throughout the supply chain. The organization should also actively and consistently

engage in fairtrade. In terms of ethical investments and banking, universities should

take the position that investing in fossil fuel extraction companies is no longer

ethically or ecologically responsible. It is recommended that universities reinvest in

renewable energy firms or funds. A university should be committed to doing business

only with banks that have an active policy of excluding finance for fossil fuel

corporations and projects, rather than doing business with fossil fuel funding financial

institutions. A university should foster an inclusive environment that encourages

equality and diversity. The organization should cultivate a diverse community where

all members can achieve their full potential and thrive, regardless of their background.

It should offer living wages to all its employees on campus.
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“Campus sustainability efforts aim to foster the rethinking of our society and the

realization of social change. More specifically, they seek to cultivate more sustainable

and just interactions between people and nature, amongst diverse groups of people,

and between generations.” (Washington-Ottombre et al., 2018, p. 565). In this light,

studies (e.g. Godemann et al., 2014; Alshuwaikhat and Abubakar, 2008) suggest that

sustainable campus operations should be environmentally friendly and healthy,

socially fair and just and economically sustainable (maintaining a balance between

economic returns and caring for the needs of diverse stakeholders, future generations

and the environment). Such holistic, inclusive and broad-based understandings of

OS-related organizational activities have been applied by many scholars in

sustainability studies on higher education institutions (e.g. Washington-Ottombre et

al., 2018; Lozano, 2006; Alshuwaikhat and Abubakar, 2008). The definition of

sustainability and the concept of OS are applied throughout this research. This

research focuses on the organizational rationales for and barriers to OS engagement. It

is not intended to extensively evaluate the OS performance of English public

universities. The purpose of this brief overview of different aspects of OS included in

this study is to help the readers better understand the research context and research

questions being examined.

It has been widely recognized that the present main university activities encompass

education (teaching), research, public/community outreach and campus operations

(Hoover and Harder, 2015; Waas et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2014; Lozano, 2006;

Velazquez et al., 2005; Cortese, 2003). While sustainability teaching, research and

public outreach are also crucial and related, they are not included in this study,

because the in-depth examination of each of these broad, multifaceted and complex

topics may sometimes require different approaches, perspectives and participants. It is

worth noting that a number of sustainability studies have also only focused on campus

OS in universities (e.g. Godemann et al. 2014; Elliott and Wright, 2013; Altan, 2010).
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O’Dwyer (2004) points out that any single research project has to focus on a relatively

constrained area with a view to developing sufficient theoretical and practical depth

while maintaining balance with the breadth. While there are a few relatively small

private higher education institutions with degree-granting power in England, the vast

majority of English universities are publicly funded. Considering the data access

issues and the significance of such public organizations in the sector, this research

emphasizes English public universities. Furthermore, given the practical constraints,

in order to provide a clear focus, this study concentrates on exploring the

above-mentioned research issues mainly through the perceptions and experiences of

internal organizational personnel who are directly involved in the OS of their

universities at a managerial level (see 3.4.3 ‘Sample selection’ for more details).

Historically, universities play vital roles in social development by nurturing leaders in

public and private sectors, educating responsible members of societies and serving the

interests of the general public (Cortese, 2003). However, universities have long been

traditional organizations (Lozano, 2006; Elton, 2003), “contributing to and even

accelerating unsustainable ways of development (Sterling & Scott, 2008; Wals, 2008),

and by resisting changes” (Lozano et al., 2013, p. 3). Although some universities have

undertaken limited OS initiatives, many scholars criticize that sustainability is not

fully integrated into their organizational operations; and OS activities are only

‘add-ons’ to the existing organizational systems (Leal Filho et al., 2019; Aleixo et al.,

2018; Avila et al. 2017; Ferrer-Balas et al., 2010). Hence, it is imperative to critically

examine and positively change the universities’ current engagement in this respect.

Higher education institutions are big and complex organizations (Denman, 2005).

Within these institutions, a large number of units are inter-related (Rogers, 1995), and

they have a variety of structures, principles, values, norms, sub-systems and members

that are affecting and being affected by each other (Kotter, 1996). Universities need to

respond to multiple and sometimes competing demands stemming from increasingly

complex core missions and goals (Shriberg, 2002). Fundamentally, while private
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companies may emphasize the short-term interests of shareholders and profitability,

public universities have to balance financial performance with the long-term social

values underpinning their goals and operations (e.g. serving the public interest) and

the not-for-profit nature of public organizations (Ball et al., 2014). Moreover, higher

education institutions cannot be isolated from the larger environmental and social

systems within which they exist and operate (Stacey, 1993). It is of crucial importance

to engage diverse constituents in an interdisciplinary and holistic way, in order for

higher education institutions to take the lead on sustainability (Godemann et al.,

2014).

In the past decade, the strategic context in relation to OS in English universities has

changed significantly. For instance, the UK government enacted the Climate Change

Act in 2008, the former university regulator Higher Education Funding Council for

England (HEFCE) established sector carbon reduction targets and strategies in 2010,

and student-led activist group People & Planet initiated a UK university sustainability

league table in 2007. While OS is a challenging and evolving area for higher

education institutions, the majority of public universities in England have undertaken

some relevant activities, due to various reasons (Shiel and Williams, 2015). Adding to

this complexity, the recent COVID-19 pandemic has also profoundly impacted

universities and their OS.

1.3 Research questions and objectives

Based on the research aim, the following research questions are posed to direct the

study:

 Research question one: Why do public universities in England engage in

sustainability activities in university campus operations?
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 Research question two: What are the barriers encountered by public universities

in England while engaging in sustainability activities in campus operations and

how do these barriers affect such activities?

In addressing the research questions, the research objectives are:

(1) To understand the rationales for public universities in England to engage in

(campus) operational sustainability-related activities as perceived by managers

directly involved in such activities.

(2) To explore barriers to (campus) operational sustainability progress in English

public universities.

(3) To make theoretical and practical contributions and offer suggestions that could

help universities, sustainability-related professionals and constituents to advance

(campus) operational sustainability.

1.4 Brief overview of the theoretical framework and research methods

A number of theoretical perspectives have been adopted in sustainability-related

literature. In terms of research question one, this study adopts neo-institutional theory

and organizational legitimacy theory to help explain the rationales for universities’ OS

engagement. The use of these two complementary theories may provide a

finer-grained picture of why English public universities undertake OS-related

activities (see Borgstedt et al. 2019; Islam and Deegan, 2008; Suchman, 1995). With

regard to research question two, the researcher draws on insights from the

sustainability literature in order to better understand a range of barriers to OS progress

in universities. It is noteworthy that these theoretical perspectives are not pre-selected;

instead, they emerged out of the data collection and analysis.

The philosophical stances of this study are based on constructionism and

interpretivism (Bryman, 2016). The research adopted a qualitative research approach

and used a combination of semi-structured interview and document analysis to gather
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data. A purposive sampling strategy was employed to select participants. The

researcher conducted in-depth interviews with one experienced manager directly

involved in OS from each of 20 English public universities with different

organizational characteristics. More than 800 relevant publicly available external and

organizational internal documents were also gathered and analyzed. Template analysis

was used as the main method to analyse data, supported by NVivo. Prior to the main

study, a pilot study of three universities was undertaken. Moreover, a number of

methods were applied to ensure research ethics and research quality.

1.5 Summary of contributions

The researcher identifies several gaps in the prior literature. By addressing these gaps,

this study is intended to make three theoretical contributions. Firstly, to explain the

rationales for universities’ OS engagement, this DBA study adopts both organizational

legitimacy theory and neo-institutional theory as the theoretical framework. Within

the field of sustainability research, although organizational legitimacy theory has been

widely used in related literature, it is not without its critics. Deegan (2014, p. 265)

criticizes that the previous use of legitimacy theory “tends to focus on society at

large” and does not examine “particular groups within society”. He points out

“proponents of legitimacy theory often talk about ‘society’ and compliance with the

expectations of society […] this provides poor resolution given that the society is

clearly made up of various groups having unequal power or ability to influence the

activities of other groups”. In a similar vein, Maughan and O'Dwyer (2010, p. 4)

stress that many sustainability-related studies, utilizing legitimacy theory, “portray

this external audience as a homogenous group (O'Dwyer, 2002). While such a broad

theoretical perspective can provide an innovative perspective in an embryonic field of

study it can become progressively less insightful as the field develops (Unerman,

2008)”.
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This study conducts an in-depth analysis on different stakeholders who confer

legitimacy to a university with regard to its OS engagement (e.g., the government,

students and the students-led activist group and the media) and the influences of these

stakeholders. This research also addresses this issue by examining why and how

universities respond to the demands of these different stakeholders and maintain

legitimacy from them. Universities manage legitimacy from these stakeholders mainly

for protecting/furthering universities’ pragmatic organizational self-interest.

Moreover, Crossley et al. (2021) point out that there are very limited empirical studies

relating to the use of substantive and symbolic legitimation approaches (Ashforth and

Gibbs, 1990) within operational sustainability research generally, and they are almost

non-existent with respect to higher education institutions’ OS. This research reveals

that sample universities adopt both substantive and symbolic strategies, but their

approaches are more inclined towards symbolic legitimation. In the process of OS

engagement, universities experience conflicts between pursuing moral legitimacy for

the good of society and environment and seeking universities’ own instrumental

benefits. Universities in many cases respond to the sustainability demands of

stakeholders in a symbolic, superficial way. There are limited and insufficient

substantive OS engagements for attaining moral legitimacy. Short-term symbolic

legitimation activities may undermine the long-term development of moral legitimacy

for sustainability. This study suggests that universities’ preference on symbolic

legitimacy management strategies (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990) offers some potential

explanations for the lack of full integration of sustainability into campus operations as

proposed in prior studies (e.g., Leal Filho et al., 2019; Aleixo et al., 2018).

Secondly, deliberate legitimacy-seeking motives cannot completely explain the

complex rationales for OS engagement. Neo-institutional theory “expands the focus

from the rational, resource-dependence perception common in sustainability-related

literature... to a more subtle form, which is influenced by a mixture of factors, more

complex than deliberate managerial decision-making” (Bebbington et al., 2009, p.
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592). The neo-institutional theory provides a differing, but complementary, lens to

understand how various social factors influence the rationales for sustainability

commitment (Higgins and Larrinaga, 2014; Borgstedt et al., 2019).

While a growing body of social and environmental studies in the management domain

relies on neo-institutional theory, there is a lack of research empirically investigating

the reasons for OS engagement in public higher education institutions through

neo-institutional perspectives. This study adds to the body of knowledge concerning

sustainability by exploring rationales for OS activities at public universities in

England from a neo-institutional perspective. In addition to examining the questions

of who the influential institutional actors are, and what types of institutional

mechanisms there are, this research also enriches our understanding of why they are

influential, how they exert influences (e.g. through what means or channels), and the

decline (change) and limitations of some of the influences. Moreover, organizational

legitimacy theory and neo-institutional theory complement each other in the

examination of the complex rationales for organizational OS engagement from

differing perspectives and with different levels of resolution (see Islam and Deegan,

2008; Suchman, 1995; Borgstedt et al. 2019), contributing to a deeper and fuller

understanding of the research issues.

Thirdly, this research also seeks to make a contribution to the literature regarding the

barriers to progressing OS (or deeper and broader OS engagement). While some

research has been carried out on identifying barriers in theory, scholars have called for

further empirical investigations into these issues in the university setting to examine

the applicability and relevance of barrier-related concepts in practice (Blanco-Portela

et al., 2017; Ceulemans et al., 2014). More in-depth studies are needed to emphasize

the critical account of such impediments (Shiel and Williams, 2015).

On the basis of the themes emerging from the data, the researcher broadly divides the

barriers to OS progress into two main categories: organizational-related barriers and
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social institutional-related barriers. This study empirically explores such a wide range

of impeding factors from a reflective and critical perspective and develops an

inclusive conceptual framework analyzing the barriers to universities’ OS

advancement. The researcher also argues that some of the barriers identified by the

previous sustainability literature (e.g. a lack of sustainability policies, committees,

working groups and offices) may not be appropriate for OS progress in the context of

English public universities. This finding implies that sufficient attention has to be paid

from a contextual perspective in sustainability theory development. In addition, the

researcher adds new factors such as the impact of the COVID 19 pandemic in the

discussion of the barriers. These emerging factors have not been deeply addressed by

the existing sustainability literature in the context of higher educational institutions.

In terms of practical contributions, it is essential for all internal and external

stakeholders, especially university leaders, managers and practitioners with

sustainability-related responsibilities, as well as government authorities, to fully

understand the complex organizational rationales for OS engagement. The findings of

this study could be helpful in steering the OS of organizations (especially higher

education institutions) to the appropriate strategic direction and make systemic

sustainability transformation in the long term. It is equally important to note that

understanding various barriers to advancing OS allows universities and their

constituents to anticipate such obstacles. Furthermore, this research proposes a

number of approaches which could address the barriers and potentially make

substantive sustainability changes.

The main motivations for choosing this topic are the significance of OS and the

under-research areas, as identified above. The researcher’s personal and professional

interest (e.g. personal concerns about the seriousness of social and environmental

problems and prior sustainability-related consulting and research experience) also

encouraged him to undertake this study.
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1.6 Thesis structure

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter One provides the introduction to

the research, whilst Chapter Two presents a comprehensive review of the extant

literature regarding sustainability and OS in the context of universities. Key areas for

consideration consist of rationales for and barriers to the related sustainability

engagement. A critical discussion of the main theories adopted in the field is provided.

The chapter then concentrates on the relevant aspects of legitimacy theory and

neo-institutional theory which are the foundations for the theoretical framework

adopted in addressing the issue of ‘rationales’ (research question one). The chapter

also synthesizes the insights from the sustainability literature relating to the barriers to

OS as the broad conceptual framework for answering research question two.

Chapter Three details the research methodology and methods. It explains the

ontological and epistemological positions in undertaking this study prior to the

discussion of the rationale for the use of qualitative research and the overall research

design. Subsequently, this chapter explains the data collection methods adopted (i.e. a

combination of semi-structured interviews and document analysis), followed by the

purposive sampling strategy and the criteria for selecting research participants. The

data collection process (pilot study and main study) and the multiple data sources are

also discussed. After that, this chapter details the use of template analysis, with the

support of NVivo software, as the method of data analysis. It then moves to consider

various research ethical issues and procedures. Finally, the criteria to assess the

quality of this study and approaches to ensuring research quality are presented.

Chapter Four presents data analysis and findings. Firstly, it provides the context for

conducting this qualitative study. As the study findings unfold, the researcher

compares the results with the existing literature and theories. This chapter presents a

detailed account of the research results and uses a large number of pertinent quotes as

evidence to analyze and support each theme and sub-theme explored.
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In Chapter Five, the researcher provides a (further) critical discussion on the main

findings/arguments of this thesis in relation to the extant literature. The theoretical

and practical contributions are considered. The chapter also suggests a number of

important, practical approaches to making substantive transformation towards OS and

overcoming barriers. And, finally, research limitations and recommendations for

future studies are identified.

1.7 Chapter summary

This chapter has set the scene for this practice-based DBA study. It has covered

important issues such as research background, definitions of key concepts, research

focus, the importance of this study, and the research aim, objectives and questions.

The theoretical framework and research methods of this study have been briefly

introduced. It then identified the under-researched areas in the extant literature and

highlighted the contributions as well as motivations underpinning the study. Finally,

the structure of the thesis was presented.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter consists of three main sections: the general review of the relevant

sustainability literature and the theoretical frameworks adopted in this study for

analyzing the organizational rationales for and barriers to OS engagement. Firstly, it

discusses the concepts of sustainability, development of sustainability research and

OS in universities (section 2.2). Secondly, regarding research question one

‘rationales’, this chapter examines sustainability literature relating to this issue,

neo-institutional theory and organizational legitimacy theory (section 2.3). Thirdly,

sustainability literature concerning the barriers to OS progress for research question

two ‘barriers’ is provided (section 2.4). It should be noted that the use of these

theoretical lenses is mainly based on the themes that emerged from the data. The

research gaps identified in the existing literature are presented in the end.

2.2 Literature on sustainability and (campus) operational sustainability research

This section covers three bodies of literature: the concepts of sustainability,

development of sustainability research and OS in universities.

2.2.1 Concepts of sustainability

As noted previously, among many definitions of sustainability, the Bruntland Report’s

(1987) definition is the most widely accepted and quoted one: sustainability refers to

“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their own needs” (p. 8). Sustainability comprises three

main aspects: environmental sustainability, social sustainability and economic

sustainability (Hopwood et al., 2010; Alyamani et al., 2020). “Economic

sustainability provides us with future income and resources. Environmental
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sustainability provides a stable ecosphere that supports and protects life, including the

provision of food and water. Social sustainability provides well-functioning societies

that protect and enhance quality of life and safeguard human rights” (Hopwood et al.,

2010, p. 4).

Essentially, Hawken (1993, p. 139) stresses that economic sustainability does not

mean continued economic growth or short-term financial return; instead,

“sustainability is an economic state where the demands placed upon the environment

by people and commerce can be met without reducing the capacity of the environment

to provide for future generations.” If pragmatic considerations like economic returns

or organizational growth/expansion compromise the capacity of society and

environment to meet the needs of future generations, such economic development is

unsustainable. To some extent, individuals and organizations have to limit their

economic activities and unlimited wants. This notion of economic sustainability is

accepted by many researchers (e.g. Landrum and Ohsowski, 2018; Deegan, 2014;

Shriberg, 2002; Daly and Cobb, 1994).

The relevant literature suggests that the concept of sustainability has the following

characteristics (Shriberg, 2002; Leal Filho, 2000): firstly, sustainability emphasizes

long-term impacts on our future generations, society and environment (Reyes and

Scholz, 2019). Secondly, individuals and organizations all have ethical obligations

and moral responsibilities for social and environmental sustainability. The type of

development should be socially just, ethically fair, environmentally sustainable, and

economically sound in the long run. Expectations and interests of vulnerable

stakeholders with less power should not be ignored (Schaltegger and Burritt, 2018).

Thirdly, sustainability requires systemic and holistic thinking and actions that should

be trans-boundary and inter-disciplinary (Aleixo et al., 2018). And, fourthly,

sustainability is an inclusive and integrated concept, because the three dimensions of
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sustainability are interdependent (see Landrum 2018; Landrum and Ohsowski，2018).

Traditionally, many prior studies have emphasized either ‘environmental’ or ‘social’

topics. However, in the past decade, there has been a trend towards integrated

sustainability research in the management literature (Wu et al., 2016).

Although some people support incremental approaches to OS (and it is easier for

managers to do so in practice), such strategies are unlikely to make organizations truly

embrace social and environmental accountability and bring about the fundamental

transformation of society towards sustainability in the long term (Landrum and

Ohsowski, 2018). In other words, while incremental approaches to social and

environmental change are needed, they are insufficient (Gladwin et al., 1995). Hence,

the above-mentioned characteristics of sustainability help “potential change agents

conceptualize and operationalize systemic, paradigmatic shifts by rejecting sole

reliance on incremental change” (Shriberg, 2002, p. 20).

2.2.2 Development of sustainability research

Over the last few decades, there has been a significant increase in sustainability

research published in leading business management journals (Montiel and

Delgado-Ceballos, 2014). As Kaufmann and Cleveland (1995) explain, sustainability

is a trans-disciplinary concept and needs a multi-disciplinary approach. Therefore, in

addition to prominent business management journals, the relevant interdisciplinary

journals, focusing on sustainability topics, should also be included. Please refer to the

table below for a list of leading academic journals publishing sustainability studies. In

spite of the increase in sustainability research, the literature on social responsibility

and sustainability is fragmented and is scattered across various sub-fields of

management research (Aguinis and Glavas, 2012; Ullah et al., 2020).
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Table 2.1 A list of leading journals publishing sustainability-related articles

Top general management journals Academy of Management Journal

Academy of Management Review

Journal of Management

Organization Studies

Journal of Management Studies

Strategic Management Journal

Academy of Management Perspectives

Harvard Business Review

California Management Review

MIT Sloan Management Review

Specialized social/environmental

management-related journals
Business Ethics Quarterly

Journal of Business Ethics

Business & Society

Business & Society Review

Organization & Environment

Business Strategy and the Environment

Business Ethics: A European Review

Accounting, Auditing & Accountability

Journal

Sustainability Accounting, Management

and Policy Journal

Interdisciplinary sustainability-related

journals
Journal of Cleaner Production

International Journal of Sustainability in

Higher Education
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Sustainability

Adapted from Montiel and Delgado-Ceballos (2014)

Globally, the United Nations, governments from many countries and

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are concerned about social and

environmental issues. They have joined forces and achieved a number of milestones

in respect of sustainability, including 1987: Bruntland Commission (our Common

Future), 1992: UN Conference on Environment and Development (Rio de Janeiro)

Agenda 21, 2000-2015: 8 Millennium Development Goals, 2012: Rio +20 (Rio de

Janeiro), and 2015: 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals, etc. Moreover, the

reporting standards, such as the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), have been

developed to measure and disclose an organization’s sustainability performance, on a

voluntary basis.

A number of theoretical perspectives have been adopted in sustainability-related

literature, for example, legitimacy theory, institutional theory, stakeholder theory and

agency theory (Starik and Kanashiro, 2013). A complete examination of all these

theories relating to sustainability is beyond the scope of this DBA study. However,

this literature review does present an overview of the two main theories which are

applied in this field: neo-institutional theory and organizational legitimacy theory (see

section 2.3). Each theoretical perspective offers unique insights to expanding and/or

deepening our understanding of sustainability activities, but each has its critics.

2.2.3 Research on (campus) operational sustainability in universities

Although universities are similar to other organizations in many aspects, they do have

some distinctive features. Understanding such features is essential to the exploration

of universities’ decision-making and behaviour in relation to OS. Additionally, it is

relevant when researchers assess whether the findings of this study can be applied to
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other public organizations or private companies, considering the similarities and

differences of organizational characteristics and contexts. Prior literature identifies

some of the relevant features of universities, particularly English public universities,

as below.

Traditionally, the missions of higher education institutions are teaching, research and

service. However, as large social institutions in today’s society, the missions and goals

of universities are more complex. Universities are expected to comply with the

requirements of diverse stakeholders and accomplish complex, sometimes competing,

objectives. Hence, it takes a great deal of time and energy for campuses to review and

establish goals and priorities, and to really embed sustainability into their missions

(Shriberg, 2002). Adding to this complexity, as not-for-profit social institutions,

English public universities must strike a balance between the financial bottom line

and social principles and values that underpin their goals and activities in the long

term (e.g. serving the public interest sustainably and being good, responsible

examples in the society) (see Ball et al., 2014).

In a university, senior administrators, academics and professional service staff are

subject to the influences of multiple professional and managerial cultures. Rothblatt

(1995, p. 35) notes, “Universities contain a mixture of collegiate, managerial,

senatorial, centralized and decentralized governing styles.” Kuh and Whitt (2000, p.

169) also point out, “Colleges and universities are not monolithic entities. Subgroups

have their own artifacts and values, which may differ from the host’s institutional

culture.” For instance, faculty members are accountable for and affected by both their

home universities as workplaces and their academic disciplines/professional careers

as researchers and educators (Shriberg, 2002). Such different cultures and

responsibilities may reinforce each other, but sometimes they may conflict. In some

instances, the multiplicity and competition among professional and managerial

cultures are likely to impede collaboration in addressing trans-disciplinary issues like

sustainability (Shriberg, 2002). In particular, the demanding requirements of academic
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life may structurally remove faculty members from engaging in OS. Across the sector,

“this structure has served to imbed the assumption, amongst the faculty, that focusing

on the campus is a distraction from the core mission of teaching and research” (Sharp,

2002, p. 139).

All public universities in England have been affected by the public sector reform -

New Public Management which is derived from neoliberalism (O’Neill and Sinden,

2021; Bleiklie, 2018; Bessant et al., 2015). As a widely influential ideology and

policy model, neoliberalism was promoted by the governments of Thatcher in the UK

and Reagan in the US in the 1980s and has become “the defining political-economic

paradigm” (McChesney, 1999, p. 7). Some of the key ideas of neoliberalism include

open market competition, deregulation, economic liberalization and privatization

(Bleiklie, 2018; Bessant et al., 2015). In this context, as a reform model, New Public

Management is characterized by a focus on improving financial and operational

efficiency, market competition, private sector business-style management practices,

outcomes/outputs (rather than processes) oriented, quantifiable performance

measurement and evaluation, and quasi-corporate culture (Bleiklie, 2018; Elliott and

Wright, 2013; Godemann et al., 2014; Hood 1991).

In association with New Public Management, the government has, in recent years,

changed the funding models of English public universities by significantly cutting

public funds while raising student tuition fees. Consequently, universities are under

increasing financial pressures to reduce operational expenses and staffing. Some

scholars argue that New Public Management has an adverse effect on universities’ OS

(O’Neill and Sinden, 2021; Bessant et al., 2015; Elliott and Wright, 2013), although it

may improve the organizational responsiveness to students’ services.

Public universities are regulated by the government and are subject to relevant laws

and policies. Internally, they have strategic governing bodies such as the

council/board of governors, and the executive board/team led by a Vice-Chancellor
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for their day-to-day management. Green and Hayward (1997) note that “academic

CEOs” play influential and active roles in their organizations, especially when New

Public Management becomes prevalent in this sector. In addition, there are faculty and

student governing bodies (e.g. academic senate and students’ union) as well as

managers from various functions with different responsibilities, influences and

authority (Shriberg, 2002).

Despite the fact that a growing number of higher education institutions have adopted

OS-related practices, many scholars argue that sustainability is still not being

holistically integrated into universities’ organizational systems (e.g. Aleixo et al.,

2018; Avila et al. 2017; Jorge, 2015; Milutinovic and Nikoli, 2014). In some aspects,

universities are conservative and slow to changes in respect of their operations

(Lozano et al., 2013). Alshuwaikhat and Abubakar (2008) criticize that the

conventional and reactive environmental management practices in universities are

largely on an ‘ad hoc’ basis which cannot lead to substantive sustainability

transformation. The incorporation of sustainability into universities’ operations

remains fragmented (Leal Filho et al., 2019). Hence, the fundamental and even radical

changes advocated by leaders and scholars relating to universities’ social and

environmental development conflict with the incremental improvements that often

take place within these institutions (Shriberg, 2002; see also O’Neill and Sinden,

2021).

The extant literature has examined many areas of OS in universities, such as

construction and refurbishment, energy consumption, water usage, waste management,

transport and travel, and procurement practices (e.g. Leal Filho et al., 2019;

Pacheco-Blanco and Bastante-Ceca, 2016; Adams et al., 2018; Dagiliut and

Liobikiene, 2015). However, in operational terms, Waas et al. (2010) note that many

universities emphasize their campus environmental management, but sufficient

attention has not been paid to social issues in connection with their operations.

Specifically, a large number of university top executives are not fully aware of the
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importance of sustainability in tackling problems like social and economic

inequalities in and around the organization (Avila et al., 2017). Therefore, the existing

OS practices in universities are not inclusive and holistic (Waas et al., 2012).

2.3 Organizational rationales for OS engagement

Having discussed the characteristics of universities and broad areas relating to OS, the

following sections will focus on the literature regarding the central issues of this study:

organizational rationales for and barriers to operational sustainability. Based on the

evidence in this study, regarding research question one, this study adopts a

neo-institutional perspective (the influence of institutional mechanisms),

organizational legitimacy theory, coupled with the relevant sustainability literature to

help explain the rationales for English public universities to engage in sustainability

activities in their (campus) operations. It is worth noting that such theoretical

framework and categorization are not pre-selected; instead, they emerged from the

data collection and analysis.

2.3.1 Overview of sustainability literature regarding rationales for engaging in

OS and business case motivations

Universities adopt OS practice for a number of reasons. Bebbington et al. (2009)

suggest that the combination of external institutional factors with internal

organizational dynamics contributes to the rationales for an organization to engage in

sustainability. With regard to higher education institutions’ operations, Cortese (1999,

p. 3) contends that, in the absence of strong social pressures, a university may not

change “its direction far enough or fast enough” to fundamentally transform towards

sustainability. An organization undertakes social and environmental activities partly

because of social institutional influences exerted by external stakeholder groups

(Aguinis and Glavas, 2012). In the case of universities’ OS, government authorities,

funding providers, activist groups, media, professional associations and peer
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universities are viewed as the influential institutional constituents (see Leal Filho et

al., 2019; Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Alshuwaikhat and Abubakar, 2008; Ferrer-Balas

et al., 2008).

Diverse constituents have different demands and expectations as to how an

organization makes sustainability commitments. Constituents exert their influences on

organizations’ sustainability policies and actions by playing varied roles and taking

different actions. However, such external-oriented institutional influences may

sometimes give rise to symbolic sustainability reactions from organizations, as “…

these [organizational sustainability-related] initiatives are simply intended to appease

stakeholder demands or meet the minimum requirements of standards” (Aguinis and

Glavas, 2012, p. 941).

In terms of internal-oriented rationales, many authors (e.g. Engert et al., 2016;

Aguinis and Glavas, 2012; Bansal and Roth, 2000) point out that organizations

undertake sustainability initiatives mainly because of instrumental reasons for

self-interest. Managers consider that sustainability is beneficial to regulatory

compliance, operational efficiency, cost saving, economic returns, risk control,

organizational legitimacy, organizational image and competitive edge (Jo and Na,

2012; Brammer and Millingon, 2005). Universities’ OS engagement is especially

motivated by reputation and image management (Dyball, 2010; Sammalisto and

Arvidsson 2005; Shriberg, 2002). Additionally, organizations undertake sustainability

activities partly because of normative motivations like moral responsibility for social

and environmental sustainability, namely, ‘the right thing to do’ (Aguinis and Glavas,

2012; Aguilera et al., 2007; Bansal and Roth, 2000).

In association with the strategic or pragmatic perspective, the business case appears to

be a prevailing organizational rationale for sustainability activities (Landrum and

Ohsowski, 2018; Pedersen et al., 2017; Panwar et al., 2017; Hahn et al., 2015).

According to Schaltegger et al. (2012, p. 10), “A business case for sustainability
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intends and realises economic success through (and not just with) an intelligent design

of voluntary environmental and social management”. These business case rationales

comprise direct business cases such as cost saving/financial income and indirect (or

extended) business cases, for example, managing risks, enhancing organizational

reputation and using sustainability engagement as marketing/branding tools which

also benefit the financial performance and position of the organization (Schaltegger

and Burritt, 2018; Panwar et al., 2017; Carroll and Shabana, 2010). Organizations can

maintain good financial performance in their operations while taking their social and

environmental responsibilities and contributing to the development of a sustainable

society. This means that they can ‘do well by doing good’. Hence, such understanding

is also considered as a ‘win-win’ for sustainability-related engagement (Reyes and

Scholz, 2019; Schaltegger and Burritt 2018; Porter and Kramer, 2011; Kurucz et al.,

2008).

A large number of studies analyze the link between ‘do well’ and ‘do good’ and

provide various suggestions on how the ‘business case for sustainability’ could be

made and ‘win-win’ objectives could be achieved (e.g. Pedersen et al., 2017;

Schaltegger et al., 2012; Porter and Kramer, 2011). However, the notion of a win-win

business case in this context is not without its critics. Molthan-Hill (2015) argues that

the authors of these studies (promoting the business case) tend to assume that an

organization has to aim for economic returns and/or competitive advantages, and such

assumptions are only briefly discussed or largely unquestioned (Aehlstroem et al.,

2009).

In her comparative study between British and German managers’ rationality for

organizational sustainability engagement, Molthan-Hill (2015) argues that, in the

current (Anglo-American) organizational systems, these business case assumptions

are mainly perceived “as if they are a given as unchangeable objective realities” (p. 3).

Instead, they are socially constructed and subject to change. In contrast, German

managers tend to view that organizations should make long-term sustainability
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changes that require significant investments, as long as the organizational survival is

not jeopardized. Molthan-Hill (2015) questions and criticizes the current ‘business

case’ organizational rationality for carrying out sustainability activities. She advocates

that the organizational self-interest-oriented ‘business case’ rationales should be

challenged and changed. As a possible alternative rationale, the German

understanding of ‘survival’ may be adopted when organizations make strategic

decisions for sustainability transformation.

From a critical perspective, the logic behind this ‘win-win business case’ concept is

still largely based on making good business; its focus is narrow and limited to

‘business as usual’ (Reyes and Scholz, 2019; Macgregor, 2015; Banerjee, 2008;

Bebbington et al., 2009). For example, it is often argued that organizations use

sustainability as a device to strategically protect their image and manage their

reputation for the purpose of obtaining support from society. Therefore, such

organizational rationale for sustainability may be superficial (Leung and Snell, 2017).

In addition, while the prior literature focuses on the prevalence of the business case

motivation and argument in the private sector, the influence of such rationality on the

OS engagement of not-for-profit English public universities (with a strong emphasis

on social values and public interests) remains unclear.

There is also a large volume of studies examining the rationales for organizational

engagement in sustainability through lenses of differing social/organizational theories.

These will be critically reviewed in the following sections.

2.3.2 Neo-institutional theory

In this section, the researcher first provides an overall discussion of basic ideas of

neo-institutional theory, then highlights the neo-institutional theoretical framework

employed in this study (integrated with the relevant sustainability empirical studies

using neo-institutional theoretical lenses). Neo-institutional theory “expands the focus
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from the rational, resource-dependence perception common in sustainability-related

literature... to a more subtle form, which is influenced by a mixture of factors, more

complex than deliberate managerial decision-making” (Bebbington et al., 2009, p.

592). Compared with mainstream theories in explaining rationales for organizational

OS commitments (e.g. Organizational legitimacy theory and resource-based theory),

neo-institutional theory provides a differing, but complementary, lens to understand

how various social factors influence the rationales for organizational sustainability

commitment (Higgins and Larrinaga, 2014; Borgstedt et al., 2019). Suchman stresses

(1995, p. 572) neo-institutional theory “adopts a more detached stance and

emphasises the ways in which sector-wide structuration dynamics generate cultural

pressures that transcend any single organisation’s purposive control”.

2.3.2.1 Introduction of neo-institutional theory

In terms of the development of institutional theory, some scholars suggest there is old

and new institutionalism. According to DiMaggio and Powell (1991, p. 13), old

institutionalism focuses on contending interests, informal structures, coalitions and

organizations, etc. (Selznick, 1949, 1957; Clark, 1960, 1972). By contrast, the

emphasis of new institutionalism is on legitimacy, classification, routines, scripts,

cognitive/cultural elements, sectors and society, etc. (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983;

Meyer and Rowan, 1977). However, as institutional theory develops further,

researchers tend to draw on insights from both old and new institutionalism. As Scott

(1994, p. 78) suggested, "I see convergent developments among the approaches of

many analysts as they recognize the importance of meaning systems, symbolic

elements, regulatory processes, and governance systems". Therefore, “It is this

convergence around multiple themes, the coming together of the old and the new

institutionalism that we label neo-institutionalism” (Greenwood and Hinings, 1996, p.

1023).
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Organizational forms, structures, decision-making processes and practices are greatly

influenced by socially constructed norms and rules (Scott, 2014). Social values,

expectations and taken-for-granted assumptions may differ from culture to culture,

vary across countries, and change over time. Neo-institutional theory considers

organizations as functioning appropriately within the social context in terms of

regulations, norms, values and cultural frameworks (Scott, 2014; Oliver, 1997). An

organization complies with institutional influences due to the fact that there are some

rewards for compliance like enhanced ability to manage legitimacy, access resources

and secure survival in the long run (Scott, 2014).

A widely cited definition of institutions is suggested by Scott (2014, p. 56):

“institutions comprise regulative, normative, and cultural-cognitive elements that,

together with associated activities and resources, provide stability and meaning to

social life”. In this sense, Vermeulen et al. (2007) note that institutions direct people

and organizations’ motives and behaviors, based on the predefined norms from which

the institutions are developed, promoting or restricting organizational activities.

DiMaggio and Powell (1983, p. 148) define an organizational field as “those

organizations that, in the aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional life.”

Hoffman (1999) stresses that fields may be based on ‘industries’ or ‘technologies’;

they may also be associated with ‘issues’. In the context of universities’ OS, the

organizational field comprises government authorities, students and student-led

organizations, activist groups, media, professional associations, peers and competitors,

local communities, employees and suppliers “that partake of a common meaning

system” (see Scott, 1995, p. 56).

Organizational hypocrisy

Brunsson’s theory of organizational hypocrisy (1989, 1990, 1993, 2002, 2007) may

provide interesting insights into the examination of organizations’ sustainability
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commitments. The three main outputs of an organization, according to Brunsson

(1989), are talk, decisions and actions. Talk (i.e. spoken or written words that a firm

uses to communicate with its constituents), decisions and actions are approaches to

maintaining legitimacy. Different sub-structures inside an organization may

selectively utilize these tools to manage stakeholder groups (Brunsson, 2007). When

these outputs are inconsistent, organizational hypocrisy may occur.

Talk and decisions are viewed as incompatible with actions in the context of

organizational hypocrisy. They are, however, not decoupled. Rather, as Brunsson

(2007, p. 115–116) explains: “In the model of hypocrisy talk, decisions and actions

are still causally related, but the causality is the reverse: talk or decisions in one

direction decrease the likelihood of corresponding actions, and actions in one

direction decrease the likelihood of corresponding talk and decisions. The model of

hypocrisy implies that talk, decisions and actions are ‘coupled’ rather than

‘decoupled’ or ‘loosely coupled’, but they are coupled in a way other than usually

assumed”.

Traditionally, organizational theory has assumed that organizational action is a direct

outcome of the organizational leaders’ and members’ thoughts and decisions.

However, organizations have been observed to ‘‘talk in one way, decide in another

and act in a third’’ (Brunsson, 2002, p. xiii) – using hypocrisy in a counter-coupled

manner. Organizational hypocrisy is ‘‘a way of handling conflicts by reflecting them

in inconsistencies among talk, decisions, and actions’’ (Brunsson, 2007, p. 115).

Organizational hypocrisy attempts to explain the inconsistencies among a firm’s talk,

decisions and actions, and how these inconsistencies may help firms manage the

competing stakeholder expectations with more flexibility.

Hypocrisy does not necessarily require a large amount of energy or mobilization.

Undertaking a set of actual actions are much more expensive and difficult than talk

and decisions. Nonetheless, they address the possibilities for change while concealing
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the fact that little has fundamentally transformed in the way priorities are articulated

or actions are taken. Given the competing demands of diverse stakeholders, Brunsson

(2007) contends that organizational hypocrisy is in practice necessary and that, in

some circumstances, hypocrisy may increase organizational legitimacy. Even yet, a

firm may still be accused of hypocrisy for ‘‘failing to act in accordance with the ideals

it espouses’’ (Lipson, 2007, p. 5). As a result, organizations have a significant danger

of their hypocritical tactics being too obvious to stakeholders (la Cour and Kromann,

2011), compromising the perceived behavioral integrity and legitimacy in the long

term (Simons, 2002).

An organization, as a political entity, may create several, relatively separated

sub-structures (e.g. sustainability office) in response to specific requirements of

stakeholder management. Separate organizational activities and departments intended

to achieve aims that are inconsistent with the organization’s core objectives. If duties

and procedures for dealing with stakeholder pressures are formed independently, their

somewhat autonomous and inconsistent actions are less likely to be called into

question. Thus, from a pragmatic perspective, an important approach for top

executives is to coordinate their talk, decisions and actions in such a manner that they

construct a legitimate solution, appease competing stakeholder requirements, and

avoid revealing the detrimental inconsistencies among these activities.

However, Brunsson (1993) suggests that the hypocrisy explained above is not always

purposeful. For example, for an organization to meet both the demand of social norms

and operational efficiency, it is rather forced to do so. Brunsson (2002, p. 28) points

out that while “action takes place in the here and now, ... talk and decisions are often

associated with the future.” Therefore, by talking and deciding on future actions,

today’s actions are distanced from today’s ideas and the support is maintained for

managers and actors (Brunsson, 1993).
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Using Brunsson’s theory, Cho et al. (2015) contend that conflicting social institutional

influences require firms to engage in hypocrisy, significantly restricting the potential

for sustainability reports to become substantive disclosures. They conclude that the

concept of organizational hypocrisy is valuable to the literature of sustainability

reporting because it offers theoretical space for more formally acknowledging and

incorporating how the dominant economic system and competing stakeholder

demands limit individual firms’ action choices. When analyzing post-Cold War peace

operations, Lipson (2007) notes that talk and decisions compensate for incompatible

actions. This type of counter-coupling gives a firm a means of appeasing some

stakeholders through less expensive talk and decisions on future actions while

spending more substantial resources on present actions that meet the demands of more

influential stakeholders. Stakeholders’ perceptions of a firm’s actions are shaped by

talk and decisions.

2.3.2.2 The neo-institutional theoretical framework adopted in this research: the

influence of institutional mechanisms

An increasing number of researchers are focusing on the social influences of a variety

of stakeholder groups on the reasons for sustainability engagement (e.g. Jaber and

Oftedal, 2020; Ullah et al., 2020; Zuo et al., 2017; Wijethilake et al. 2017; Gürtürk

and Hahn 2016; Zhao and Patten, 2016; Higgins and Larrinaga, 2014). Social contexts

and their influences are examined by neo-institutional scholars from the perspectives

of various institutions: laws, rules, norms, ideas and cultures (Lounsbury and Crumley,

2007). Within the area of sustainability research, Bebbington et al. (2009) note that,

rather than deliberate and rational managerial decisions (as suggested by strategic

legitimacy perspective), neo-institutional theory is mainly concerned with how

different constituents affect focal organizations to “behave in ways that are ‘normal’

to ‘fit in’ and appear ‘appropriate’ within the contexts in which they operate”

(Bebbington et al., 2009, p. 592).
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DiMaggio and Powell (1983, p. 148) pay close attention to the similarities among

organizations in terms of their structures, practices, understandings and cultures. They

note: “once a field becomes well established, however, there is an inexorable push

towards homogenisation. … Once disparate organisations in the same line of

businesses are structured into an actual field (as we shall argue, by competition, the

state, or the professions), powerful forces emerge that lead them to become more

similar to one another”. Based on this, DiMaggio and Powell (1983, p. 149) define

isomorphism as “a constraining process that forces one unit in a population to

resemble other units that face the same set of environmental conditions”. Nonetheless,

isomorphism may or may not result in operational efficiency.

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) contend that coercive, normative and mimetic

institutional mechanisms may give rise to isomorphism or similarities in

organisational fields. It is noteworthy that, as Beckert (2010) stresses, while the focus

of DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) article is on providing theoretical explanation for

isomorphism from an institutional perspective, they also recognize organizational

diversity and variation (see DiMaggio and Powell, 1983, p. 148)2. Scott (2014) further

analyzes the institutional influences under three pillars: regulative, normative and

cultural-cognitive.

2.3.2.2.1 Coercive institutional mechanisms

Coercive mechanisms emphasize the influences of law, government, market and other

structures of control. “Such pressures may be felt as forced, as persuasive, or as

invitations to join in collusion” (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983, p. 150). Scott (2014)

2 Institutional researchers have given attention to both homogeneity and heterogeneity. While the
focus on organizational variation in forms and approaches is an exciting and popular research
agenda (see Greenwood et al., 2014), Meyer and Höllerer (2014) argue that the recent institutional
studies tend to overemphasize organizational differences and underestimate similarities. Scholars
should not lose sight of other key elements of researching institutions such as recurrence and
relative durable patterns. “Thus, a certain degree of similarity among an institution’s various
enactments – some kind of ‘family resemblance’ – is inherent in the very notion of ‘institution’.”
(Meyer and Höllerer, 2014, p. 1229).
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points out that regulative characteristics are evident in some coercive institutional

mechanisms like legislation and government policies. Legislators and government

agencies have the power to impose their expectations or demands on organizations.

On the one hand, these coercive forces can enforce punishments when organizations

breach regulations. On the other hand, they can offer rewards when organizations

comply. In such cases, “managers act rationally and make conscious and instrumental

choices by calculating the trade-off between anticipated benefits and the likely

sanctions” (Bebbington et al., 2009, p. 594). In the context of OS in English

universities, for example, the UK Climate Change Act (2008) and a set of building

regulations and government planning permissions have direct impacts on

organizational OS issues. A public university in England is likely to be coerced into

engaging in carbon and energy reduction activities by the pressures from such

regulatory forces.

Coercive institutional pressure is supported by a number of sustainability empirical

studies. For example, organizations may experience the coercive influences from

regulators and other government authorities (e.g. Wijethilake et al., 2017; Bebbington

et al., 2009; Zhao and Patten, 2016; Beddewela and Fairbrass, 2016; Qian et al., 2011),

overseas business partners or customers in developed countries (e.g. Bebbington et al.,

2009; Islam and Deegan, 2008), and investment funds (e.g. Bebbington et al., 2009).

It should be noted that, while coercive influences may increase sustainability-related

(e.g. environmental management) practices, the relevant organizational engagement

mainly driven by passive regulatory compliance may be superficial (Scott, 1995;

Bebbington, et al., 2009; Jennings and Zanderbergen, 1995), because such rationales

are not actively embracing the moral responsibility.

2.3.2.2.2 Normative institutional mechanisms

Isomorphism may arise through normative mechanisms. A normative mechanism is

related to professional influence and professionalization (DiMaggio and Powell,
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1983). Professional standards, structures, processes and approaches are developed by

professional bodies in a related field. Education institutions, professional networks

and associations provide formal and informal education and training, promote

professional socialization, disseminate new knowledge and facilitate the diffusion of

best practices, resulting in normative isomorphism.

According to Scott (2001, p. 175), normative isomorphism “introduces a prescriptive,

evaluative and obligatory dimension into social life, reflecting the values (what is

preferred) and norms (how things should be done) of the social system. Social actors

working in particular organisational roles are expected to fulfil certain social

commitments and obligations”. Normative pressure focuses on “a logic of

appropriateness replaces, or sets limits on, instrumental behaviour” (Scott, 1995, p.

51). Hence, the key question here is not about “What choice is in my own best

interests?” but rather, “Given this situation and my role within it, what is the

appropriate behavior for me to carry out?” (Scott, 2014, p. 65). In this respect,

‘appropriateness’ means people and organizations have ethical responsibilities to act

in socially expected ways (March and Olsen 1989), without giving priority to their

self-interest over the interests of other social actors. In the case of English

universities’ OS, for example, student social and/or environmental activist groups

criticize and challenge the current ‘business as usual’ practices of universities’ OS and

their slow OS progress. They also strongly advocate for substantive transformation

towards sustainability in the university sector, contributing to normative mechanisms.

Many sustainability empirical studies support the views of DiMaggio and Powell

(1983) and Scott (2014) regarding normative institutional pressures. For instance,

normative influences may be exerted by professional associations and education and

training (e.g. Beddewela and Fairbrass, 2016; Wijethilake et al., 2017; Zhao and

Patten, 2016), NGOs (e.g. Beddewela and Fairbrass, 2016), community expectations

(e.g. Qian et al., 2011), and personal or organizational moral values (e.g. Wijethilake

et al., 2017; Bebbington et al., 2009).
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2.3.2.2.3 Mimetic institutional mechanisms

In uncertain situations, organizations tend to mimic the practices of their successful

peers; such imitation is influenced by mimetic mechanisms (DiMaggio and Powell,

1983). If goals are unclear or organizational members do not completely understand

or thoroughly test innovative technologies or new practices, mimetic isomorphism is

likely to occur. Furthermore, a ritual element exists in mimetic isomorphism

(DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). That is to say, organizations mimic legitimate symbols,

practices and routines, so as to convey a message that they are conforming to the

expectations of relevant stakeholders.

When facing uncertainty, organisations tend to “restrict their selection of

organisational structures or practices to those that are being employed by a large

number of other organisations or by those organisations which are recognised as being

successful within the institutional environment (Carpenter and Feroz, 2001)… the

imitation of successful peers is deemed to be a safe strategy” (Zhao, 2011, p. 84).

In addition to reducing uncertainty as to what practices to adopt, managers pay

attention to the importance of ‘fit-in’. This means that organizational actions need to

be ‘normal’, depending on social contexts. In doing so, organizational legitimacy can

be maintained (Scott, 2014). Otherwise, organizations may lose legitimacy (as

compared to other organizations in the same field), if they do not make an attempt to

follow innovative activities such as OS undertaken by their peers (Unerman and

Bennett, 2004). Importantly, if managers think that sustainability strategies can

strengthen organizational competitive positions, they would be more motivated to

imitate what their successful peers do (Jennings and Zanderbergen, 1995).

Mimetic institutional influence is supported by some sustainability empirical studies

(e.g. Ullah et al., 2020; Wijethilake et al., 2017; Gürtürk and Hahn, 2016; Bebbington

et al., 2009; Zhao and Patten, 2016). For instance, sustainability managers of a large
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apparel manufacturing company in Sri Lanka stated that the organization imitated

some management control practices for sustainability of leading organizations in the

industry, in particular those of its competitors. Leaders and competitors in the sector

exerted mimetic pressures on the case company in this context (Wijethilake et al.,

2017). Similarly, some large New Zealand companies monitored and bench-marked

themselves against the activities of other large corporations in the country. They

joined the Business Council for Sustainable Development and initiated sustainability

reporting practices, partly because other large peers did the same things, illustrating

mimetic influence (Bebbington et al., 2009). Notably, when investigating

sustainability practices of higher education institutions, some scholars stress that peer

pressure especially from competing universities promotes sustainability within

organizations (Aleixo et al., 2018; Ferrer-Balas et al., 2008; Sammalisto and

Arvidsson, 2005).

In practice, Scott (1995, p. 144) notes that “concrete institutional arrangements will be

found to combine regulative, normative and cognitive processes together in varying

amounts.” Organizations are likely to encounter multiple institutional pressures

arising from various institutions in different circumstances; different forms of

influences may be exerted by the same institution (Scott, 2014).

2.3.3 Organizational legitimacy theory

Social institutional factors cannot fully explain the complex rationales for

organizational OS engagement. Deliberate, rational legitimacy-seeking motivations

have also been discussed by the extant literature. In this section, the researcher first

introduces the basic concepts of legitimacy theory, then discusses the organizational

legitimacy theoretical framework (different sources of legitimacy, conflicts in the

process of maintaining legitimacy and substantive-symbolic legitimation) utilized in

this study.
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2.3.3.1 Introduction of legitimacy theory

Many scholars point out that, initially, it was Weber who introduced legitimacy into

organizational theory (Johnson et al., 2006; Ruef and Scott, 1998; Suchman, 1995).

Suchman (1995, p. 574) offers a generic definition of legitimacy as “a generalized

perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper or

appropriate within some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs and

definitions”. In a similar vein, Lindblom (1993, p. 2) provides another definition:

“legitimacy is a condition or status which exists when an entity’s value system is

congruent with the value system of the larger social system of which the entity is a

part. When a disparity, actual or potential, exists between the two value systems, there

is a threat to the entity’s legitimacy.”

Deephouse and Suchman (2008) state that legitimacy can be assessed for and

conferred to a variety of subjects. This research is concerned with organizational

legitimacy. According to Deephouse et al. (2017, p. 9), “organizational legitimacy is

the perceived appropriateness of an organization to a social system in terms of rules,

values, norms, and definitions.” An entity should try to be seen as operating within its

society’s norms and value systems. An entity has to be (or be perceived to be)

accountable, ethical and legitimate, as required by its various relevant publics

(Lindblom, 1993).

Organizational legitimacy can have a serious impact on organizations, so its

importance and benefits cannot be ignored (Deephouse et al., 2017). Earlier studies

indicate that it is essential for organizations to maintain the legitimacy of their

activities, so as to ensure their long-term survival and development. In some cases,

legitimacy may also be managed by organizations as a strategic tool to achieve

organizational goals such as acquiring resources, enhancing competitive positions and

strategic choice, obtaining stakeholders’ support, improving financial performance,

gaining access to markets, and avoiding criticisms or challenges from the public (Choi
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and Shepherd, 2005; Suchman, 1995; Brown 1998). Otherwise, “organizations that . . .

lack acceptable legitimated accounts of their activities . . . are more vulnerable to

claims that they are negligent, irrational or unnecessary.” (Meyer and Rowan, 1991, p.

50).

Legitimacy theory is concerned with the “central notion of an organisation’s ‘social

contract’ with society and predicts that management will adopt particular strategies

(including reporting strategies) in a bid to assure the society that the organisation is

complying with the society’s values and norms (which are predicted to change over

time)” (Deegan, 2009, p. 294). A ‘social contract’ can be considered as an implied

contract between an organization and the society in which it exists and operates

(Deegan, 2014; Patten, 2020; Deegan, 2009).

Broadly speaking, an organization’s legal status is granted by society, and the

permission for an organization to own and use social and natural resources is also

given by society. An entity has no inherent right to such resources; it needs to meet

explicit and implicit demands of the society as to how an organization is supposed to

conduct its operations. Nonetheless, when an entity fails to behave in a socially

acceptable manner and does not comply with the ‘social contract’, sanctions can be

imposed by the society on the entity, restricting and even stopping its operations

(Deegan, 2014, 2009, 2002; Guthrie and Parker, 1989).

Deegan (2014, p. 254) describes “legitimacy gap” as “the situation where there

appears to be a lack of correspondence between how society believes an organization

should act and how it is perceived that the organization has acted”. The growing gap

is likely to pose a ‘threat’ to the legitimacy of an entity. Previous studies show that

organizational legitimacy may be threatened when its sustainability activities differ

significantly from what society expects (e.g. Deegan, 2014, 2009; Newson and

Deegan, 2002). Organizations may employ sustainability initiatives as tools in order

to narrow legitimacy gaps, avoid legitimacy threats and eventually secure legitimacy.
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The state of organizational legitimacy is in flux. Legitimacy changes may occur when

there are changes in social norms and expectations, and an organization needs to

respond to these transitions in society, “or the legitimacy gap will grow as the level of

conflict increases and the levels of positive and passive support decrease” (Lindblom,

1993, p. 2). Relevant publics constantly evaluate an organization’s goals, strategies,

actions and results for the purpose of meeting their changing demands. As a result, the

legitimacy gap can still change, even though an entity does not adjust its practice.

Many scholars have used organizational legitimacy theory to examine managerial

rationales for engaging in sustainability-related activities (e.g. Leung and Snell, 2017;

Usmani et al., 2020; Schaltegger and Ho¨risch, 2017; Deegan, 2014; O’Dwyer et al.,

2011; Cho, 2009). A detailed examination of relevant empirical studies adopting

legitimacy perspectives will be provided in the following sections.

2.3.3.2 Organizational legitimacy theoretical lenses adopted in this study

In accordance with legitimacy theory, an organization’s practice is legitimate when it

is perceived to be socially accepted. However, organizational legitimacy is mainly on

the basis of people’s perceptions (Dowling and Pfeffer, 1975). Deegan (2014, p. 248)

further suggests “for an organization seeking to be legitimate it is not the actual

conduct of the organization that is important, it is what society collectively knows or

perceives about the organization‘s conduct that shapes legitimacy.”

2.3.3.2.1 Sources of legitimacy

According to Deephouse et al. (2017), “to be considered a source of legitimacy, the

stakeholder must not only make an assessment about the legitimacy of the subject but

that assessment must generalize into a broader view of the overall appropriateness of

the organization in its social system” (p. 14). An organization may seek to gain
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support or acceptance from the sources of legitimacy. The commonly researched

sources are regulators, government agencies, media, funding providers/investors,

social movements and activist groups, professional bodies, consumers and the general

public, etc. (Deephouse et al., 2017; Deephouse and Suchman, 2008).

Organizations continue to reach various sources to legitimize their behavior. However,

in this process, they can, to some extent, deploy different approaches to

determine which sources of legitimacy to emphasize, because some sources are

perceived to be more influential than others (Deephouse et al., 2017; Oliver, 1991;

Suchman, 1995; Clemens and Cook, 1999). In the context of sustainability, Laughlin

(1991) also proposes that organizations may engage in some social and/or

environmental activities mainly for the purpose of gaining and sustaining legitimacy

from influential sources (powerful stakeholders).

Regulators and government agencies are the authorities who “have standing and

license, derived from the organisation’s legitimating account of itself” (Deephouse

and Suchman, 2008, p. 55). This group sets out rules to

regulate how organizations should conduct themselves in certain areas and directly

impacts the operation and continuation of organizations (Bitektine, 2011; Deephouse

and Suchman, 2008). Another related source of legitimacy is certain professional

bodies with “collective authority over what is acceptable theory” (Deephouse and

Suchman, 2008, p. 55).

Media is an important source of legitimacy. As Baum and Powell (1995) propose,

media may sometimes be considered as one of the indicators of legitimacy from

broader society. Further, news media may function as “a monitoring service by

reporting illegitimate activities” (Hybel, 1995, p. 244). Various forms of media are

employed to assess and communicate organizational legitimacy (Deephouse and

Suchman, 2008), such as traditional news media reports (Pollock and Rindova, 2003;

Deephouse, 1996; Brown and Deegan, 1998), prestige media like the Wall Street
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Journal and the New York Times (Lamin and Zaheer, 2012; Bansal and Clelland, 2004)

and social media (Castelló et al., 2016). It should be noted that, while media reports

may sometimes represent people’s opinions, the views of the general public can also

be affected by media coverage (Fombrun and Shanley, 1990; Deephouse, 1996).

Organizations also seek other sources, such as funding providers/investors (Certo,

2003), customers (Islam and Deegan, 2008) and activist groups (Rao et al., 2000), to

legitimize their activities. In some cases, activist groups can play important roles in

shaping the views of the general public and regulations/policies of governmental

authorities. “They actively advocate for the legitimation of certain subjects and the

de-legitimation of others” (Deephouse et al., 2017, p.16).

Each of these sources of legitimacy can provide certain forms of regulatory, financial,

social and/or political support to protect or further the self-interest of focal

organizations (Leung and Snell, 2017). Crucially, Suchman (1995, p. 576)

characterizes (strategic) legitimacy approach and notes it often “depicts legitimacy as

an operational resource (Suchman, 1988) that organization extract --- often

competitively --- from their cultural environments and that they employ in pursuit

their goals….”. In some cases, organizations may conform to the certain expectations

of some influential sources, especially when social demands are congruent with

seeking organizational practical self-interest and critical resources. This view has been

shared by many leading scholars adopting legitimacy theory in their research (e.g.

Suchman, 1995; Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990; Beddewela and Fairbrass, 2016; Sonpar et

al. 2009).

2.3.3.2.2 Conflicts in the process of maintaining legitimacy and

substantive-symbolic legitimation

Legitimation refers to the process by which organizations seek legitimacy

(Soobaroyen and Ntim, 2013). Suchman (1995, p. 576) points out another key theme
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of legitimacy theory: “In keeping this instrumental view, strategic legitimacy

researchers generally assume a high level of managerial control over legitimation

process,… predicts recurrent conflicts between managers and constituents over the

form of legitimation activities, with managers favoring the flexibility and economy of

symbolism, whereas constituents prefer more substantive responses (e.g. Ashforth &

Gibbs, 1990). Legitimation, according to this view, is purposive, calculated and

frequently oppositional” (p. 576). Consistent with this view, sustainability-related

literature suggests that narrow, pragmatic organizational self-interest may conflict

with moral legitimacy - the rightness for the good of society and environment

(Deegan, 2014; O'Dwyer et al., 2011).

Suchman (1995) proposes three types of legitimacy: moral, pragmatic and cognitive3.

This research focuses on the examination of the concept of moral legitimacy.

According to Suchman (1995), moral legitimacy emphasizes constituents’ perceptions

as to whether the action of an organization is the right thing to do. Moral legitimacy is

not about serving the pragmatic self-interest; instead, it is dependent upon ethical and

normative assessment (Aldrich and Fiol, 1994). That is to say, the basis of an

organization’s moral legitimacy is concerned with whether its actions make positive

contributions to social welfare - an altruistic reason. Suchman (1995, p. 579) stresses

that “at its core, moral legitimacy reflects a prosocial logic that differs fundamentally

from narrow self-interest.”

Moral legitimacy comprises four sub-types: consequential, procedural, structural and

personal legitimacy (Suchman, 1995). Consequential legitimacy centres on whether

an organization achieves socially expected outcomes. That is to say, is the entity seen

as doing the right things by its audiences? Consequential moral legitimacy means that

organizations would make concrete changes to their operational activities. By

3 Pragmatic legitimacy for organizational activities is concerned with the perception/assumption
of the focal organization’s most immediate audiences on practical outcomes relating to the
audiences’ self-interest. Cognitive legitimacy reflects the taken-for-granted cognition. Cognitive
legitimacy is the most difficult to obtain.
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employing procedures and techniques which are in line with social values, procedural

legitimacy can be established. Structural legitimacy emphasizes an organization’s

“socially constructed capacity to perform specific types of work” (Suchman, 1995, p.

581). It represents the general features of an organization which can be more

long-lasting. Personal legitimacy is related to the charisma of individual leaders of an

entity. However, personal legitimacy is transitory and less common.

In the context of sustainability, Ellram and Golicic (2016, p. 599) state: “While these

actions [seeking moral legitimacy of caring for society and environment] are not

necessarily free from self-interest, the prosocial perception is such that the primary

goal of such behavior supersedes narrow self-interest (Suchman, 1995)”. However,

Deegan (2014) criticizes that, in practice, many organizations’ social or environmental

activities are passive and reactive to social expectations, as opposed to taking

responsibility in true and proactive manners. In the process of pursuing legitimacy,

organizations often encounter various conflicts between instrumental motives for

securing narrow organizational self-interest and moral responsibilities for taking care

of the broader society and natural environment. Scholars point out that problems

occur when an organization’s sustainability legitimacy management actions act as a

means of maintaining its existing operation (Bebbington et al., 2009; Unerman and

Bennett, 2004). In some instances, an organization’s management team may think that

“unless specific concerns are raised then no accountability appears to be due”

(Deegan, 2014, p. 264). Maintaining ‘business as usual’ seems to be the main

motivation for securing legitimacy. Consequently, present sustainability-related

practices do not result in or even prevent organizations from making actual,

substantive changes towards sustainability.

When facing multiple expectations of different sources of legitimacy and competing

existing organizational goals, priorities and self-interest, Oliver (1991) suggests that,

as opposed to full conformance, organizations may make compromise responses to

social institutional expectations by maintaining a balance among different
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stakeholders or pacifying them. Under such circumstances, balancing refers to

accommodating a variety of stakeholders’ demands by showing conformity to at least

some of these expectations (e.g. by meeting minimum government standards). In the

meanwhile, organizations also seek internal interests. Pacifying involves partial and

even ceremonial conformance with some expectations of powerful stakeholders, while

focusing organizational attention on appeasing them (Oliver, 1991).

Compromise is viewed as a form of reaction by an organization to institutional

expectations and influences (Oliver, 1991). Organizations may utilize compromise

strategies to adhere to and accommodate social rules, principles, values or definitions.

However, such strategies only lead to partial and limited institutional compliance and

firms tend to more actively promote their own agendas and further their own interests.

Hence, the compromise could reflect organizational resistance to social demands in an

indirect way (Oliver, 1991).

In some cases, an organization is likely to selectively conform to constituents’

expectations and to adopt sustainability practice accordingly. Such selective

engagement is based on the power, urgency and legitimacy of the relevant publics’

demands (Mitchell et al., 1997) rather than the organization’s genuine social and

environmental accountability. It appears that sustainability is employed by

organizations to portray themselves as socially and environmentally responsible

entities, so as to keep the business environment in which they operate favorable and

stable. In other words, sustainability can be viewed as a strategic tool for managing

organizational legitimacy (Leung and Snell, 2017).

Substantive and symbolic legitimacy management approaches

Importantly, Ashforth and Gibbs (1990) suggest two general legitimation approaches:

substantive and symbolic management. Substantive management involves “material

change in organisational goals, structures, and processes or socially institutionalized
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practices” (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990, p. 178). Examples of substantive management

strategies include role performance and coercive isomorphism. Role performance

means “the organization may simply meet the performance expectations of those

societal actors upon which it depends for critical resources” (Ashforth and Gibbs,

1990, p. 178). And the concept of coercive isomorphism has been discussed in

‘2.3.2.2.1 Coercive institutional mechanisms’, such as conforming to the relevant

laws and governmental regulations.

By contrast, symbolic management means “rather than actually change its ways, the

organization might simply portray - or symbolically manage - them so as to appear

consistent with social values and expectations” and “transforms the meaning of acts”

(Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990, p. 180). Tactics of symbolic management include:

espousing socially acceptable goals, offering accounts, ceremonial conformity and

associating with legitimate symbols, and so on (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990, pp.

180-181).

Espousing socially acceptable goals refers to publicly supporting socially expected

goals but actually accepting less socially desirable ones. For instance, many firms

publicize policies on various sustainability-related issues, but pay less attention to

monitoring and enforcing they are followed consistently (Savage et al., 2002).

Offering accounts involves providing explanations “to remove one from a situation

that may reflect unfavorably on one's image or claims to legitimacy” (p. 181). For

example, organizations may make excuses; their responsibility for particular cases

may be denied or minimized by such excuses. Ceremonial conformity is concerned

with partial conformance, but with emphasis on symbolic, superficial impressions. In

effect, such actions merely offer the appearance of conformance but lack substantive

commitments. As an example of ceremonial conformity, ethics committees,

environment committees or task forces for reviewing industrial accidents may be set

up, to give the impression of action without the substance (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990).
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In securing legitimacy, organizations may use either substantive or symbolic

management approaches or both. A substantive legitimation strategy entails real,

material changes in organizational operations to comply with societal values and

expectations, whereas a symbolic strategy seems to adhere to societal values and

expectations but does not substantially change organizational operations. However,

Ashforth and Gibbs (1990, p. 181) warn that “the organization might adopt certain

highly visible and salient practices that are consistent with social expectations while

leaving the essential machinery of the organization intact.” Suchman (1995, p. 597)

also criticize that organizations may appear to conform to moral legitimacy by

showing “hollow symbolic gestures to the public, or mix self-serving claims with

moral demands for the whole society”.

Organizational legitimacy theory is widely used in relevant sustainability empirical

research (Patten, 2020; Borgstedt et al., 2019). For example, Adams (2013) conducted

an analysis of the relevant strategic document data on the websites of sample

universities and her study unveiled that the majority of organizations only offered lip

service to essential and challenging sustainability issues or problems, reflecting

symbolic and superficial legitimation. Leung and Snell (2017) examined why and

how companies in Macao’s gambling industry undertook sustainability-related

activities. Their analysis suggested that these firms used such activities to seek

legitimacy with the government and other influential stakeholders. In return for

meeting some of their expectations, gambling companies could obtain different

self-serving benefits. In their study, sustainability-related policies and practices were

mainly for securing corporate self-interest and only incidentally pursued moral

legitimacy by meeting some normative demands. Organizational sustainability

engagement was more symbolic than substantive, and sustainability was largely

subordinated to pragmatic business interest.

In analyzing sustainability-related decisions and activities of multinational

enterprises’ subsidiaries in Sri Lanka, Beddewela and Fairbrass (2016) noted that
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conformity was likely to occur if an organization thought such compliance could lead

to the fulfillment of its self-interest. They also argued that some organizations used

compromise and manipulation responses (Oliver, 1991) to strategically establish

legitimacy and reconcile the conflicts between stakeholders’ sustainability-related

demands and organizational self-interest. Furthermore, the researched organizations

were not engaging in sustainability-related activities simply to fulfill their moral,

social obligations, but for more pragmatic, instrumental reasons. O’Dwyer et al. (2011)

investigated the process of establishing legitimacy for sustainability assurance/audit

practice and revealed the conflicts between moral legitimacy (i.e. ethically

accountable for non-client public users of assurance statements) and pragmatic,

narrow interests for assurance business providers and their corporate clients. They

stressed that, in some cases, the attempts at securing self-serving organizational

interests undermined the attainment of moral legitimacy.

Crossley et al. (2021) point out that few operational sustainability empirical studies

have explicitly adopted symbolic-substantive legitimation theoretical lens. Rodrigue

et al. (2013) analyzed the environmental governance practices of firms from

environmentally sensitive industries and suggested that sample companies mostly

adopted environmental governance practices in a symbolic manner to manage

stakeholder perceptions on organizational environmental performance and maintain

legitimacy, with limited substantive impact on operations. The authors pointed out

that symbolic legitimation was viewed as a type of impression management that

helped companies to better manage constituent relationships and even influence

constituents’ perceptions (see also Ashforth and Gibbs 1990). Such impression

management assisted companies in maintaining and improving their organizational

reputation.

Soobaroyen and Ntim (2013) studied the corporate disclosure concerning HIV/AIDS

health issues in South Africa. They noted that sample corporations used both

substantive and symbolic strategies, but their approaches were more inclined towards
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symbolic legitimation. Despite the fact that there had been a normative expectation,

among different stakeholders, that South African large companies should take their

HIV/AIDS health-related responsibility in a substantive way, the evidence of their

analysis suggested insufficient adherence to such societal expectations for substantive

actions. Substantive legitimation was at best piecemeal. Crossley et al. (2021)

researched the social and environmental practices at UK small and medium-sized

enterprises and revealed that these enterprises utilized a mix of symbolic and

substantive means of legitimation. It had not been attempted previously to apply this

legitimacy theoretical perspective within small and medium-sized enterprises’ social

and environmental practices, so their study was the first of this kind (Crossley et al.,

2021).

2.3.4 Joint consideration of these two complementary theories

The orientations and emphases between ‘inside-out’ organizational legitimacy theory

and ‘outside-in’ neo-institutional theory are different (Porter and Kramer, 2006;

Suchman, 1995). From an organizational/managerial point of view, the (strategic)

organizational legitimacy perspective views legitimacy as operational resources for

organizations to pursue their own goals and assumes manager-stakeholder conflicts

over symbolic or substantive legitimation (Sucman, 1995; Elsbach, 1994).

Neo-institutional theory is different but complementary to organizational legitimacy

theory in sustainability research. From a social/institutional point of view, the

neo-institutional approach focuses on how different institutional (largely external)

mechanisms combine to influence organizational rationale and behavior in a broad

sense (Bebbington et al., 2009). Suchman stresses (1995, p. 572) neo-institutional

theory “adopts a more detached stance and emphasises the ways in which sector-wide

structuration dynamics generate cultural pressures that transcend any single

organisation’s purposive control”. These two theories are interrelated and overlap to

some extent; both are pertinent to this study.
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Joint consideration of these two related theories can enrich our understanding of OS

in universities and provide a refined explanation as to why English public universities

engage in OS activities than would be possible if only one theoretical perspective was

adopted. Suchman (1995, p. 577) points out: “…real-world organizations face both

strategic operational challenges and institutional constitutive pressures, it is important

to incorporate this duality into a larger picture”. Gray et al. (1995, p. 67) also suggest

that different complementary theories are “sources of interpretation of different

factors at different levels of resolution”. Many scholars have combined multiple

theories to gain richer insights when studying sustainability issues (e.g. Borgstedt et

al., 2019; Fernando, 2013; Islam, 2009; Islam and Deegan, 2007; Deegan, 2009).

2.4 Barriers to operational sustainability progress

In terms of research question two, the researcher draws on insights from relevant

sustainability literature so as to better understand the various barriers to OS

engagement of universities in England.

Having examined the issue of ‘organizational rationales’, the following sections will

discuss the existing literature which helps to understand the second research topic

under study: ‘barriers’. In this research, barriers refer to the factors that could

influence the further advancement of operational sustainability in a negative manner

(Velazquez et al., 2005). The researcher draws on insights from prior literature in

relation to factors impeding sustainability progress, in order to offer a general sense of

reference to the barriers to OS in universities. The barriers are broadly grouped into

two main categories: organizational-related barriers (focus on internal, organizational

factors or causes) and social institutional-related barriers (mainly derived from

external social contexts which are beyond individual organizational level).

2.4.1 Literature concerning main organizational-related barriers
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This study synthesizes the main potential organizational-related barriers inhibiting OS

progress as discussed in sustainability literature. The related barriers found in the

literature concern organizational strategic directions (e.g. inconsistency between OS

and universities’ focus on short-term economic interests, and low priority of OS),

management and structure (e.g. insufficient commitments of top management, lack of

sustainability policies, committees and offices), insufficient financial and human

resources, lack of awareness, interest and understanding among different

organizational members, and silo mentality, etc.

The extant literature suggests that sometimes the long-term (and even

trans-generational) nature of OS may clash with organizational short-term economic

interests (Kuppig et al., 2016; Slawinski et al., 2017; Cagno et al., 2013). Velazquez et

al. (2005, p. 6) label universities’ “profits mentality” as a barrier in this regard. In

many instances, university leaders aim to ensure that organizational activities increase

revenues or decrease expenses in the short term. Consequently, the “focus on

short-term profit as a result of managerial thinking and policy making in HE [higher

education]” (Verhulst and Lambrechts, 2015, p. 3) may discourage long-term

investments in sustainability (Avila et al., 2017). Dahle and Neumayer (2001) also

stress that some advanced sustainable technologies and equipment which take a long

time to pay for themselves are not widespread among universities; in contrast,

sustainability projects with short-term economic payback periods are favoured.

However, these activities could make it harder to economically justify the

programmes with long payback periods (more than five years). Similarly, Sourani and

Sohail (2011) note that the lack of a long-term perspective obstructs OS development.

Since some benefits of OS are usually realized over time, not all parties involved

could see/value them and, as a result, some might not be interested in making OS

investments.

Newman and Breeden (1992, p. 211) assert: “It [environmental sustainability issue] is

arguably the hardest to address, because environmental risks are less personal, less
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immediate and, therefore, have less apparent urgency.” In this light, a great barrier to

OS advancement in universities appears to be the low priority of such issues within an

organization (Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Leal Filho et al., 2019; Elliot and Wright,

2013; Krizek et al., 2012; Velazquez et al., 2005). Crucially, this factor may create or

exacerbate other barriers (Shriberg, 2002). For example, the lack of financial and

human resources could be partly due to the fact that strategic priority is not given to

OS in universities. Sharp (2002, p. 133) reinforces this point: “If we do manage to get

the environmental imperative on the agenda of university decision makers it is often

seen as a late arriving competing priority that will have to wait its turn to be addressed

– and who knows when this will be”.

Velazquez et al. (2005) note that lack of sustainability leadership at the senior level

within universities is considered a significant barrier. Often, instead of senior

managers, students or sustainability practitioners take the lead on the transition

towards sustainability. The lack of responsibility for sustainability at the university

top executive level hinders the ‘whole institution’ sustainability change (Adams, 2013;

Aleixo et al., 2018; Avila et al., 2019; Blanco-Portela et al., 2018). Senior

administrators determine the allocation of financial and administrative resources. A

bottom-up sustainable initiative is unlikely to succeed in the long run, without their

necessary assistance (Avila et al., 2017). Additionally, the lack of sustainability

management structures (e.g. policies, committees, working groups and offices) in

some universities may hamper sustainability advancement (Avila et al., 2017; Avila et

al., 2019).

According to prior sustainability literature, financial resources for sustainability

initiatives are the main concern for many universities (e.g. Avila et al., 2017; Aleixo et

al., 2018; Avila et al., 2019; Blanco-Portela et al., 2018). Financial difficulties may

stifle investment in more sustainable programmes, particularly if a higher initial

capital cost is needed. Some may even use these as excuses to avoid tackling

OS-related problems (Sourani and Sohail, 2011). On the other hand, the low funding

https://www.emerald.com/insight/search?q=Leith%20Sharp
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availability limits organizational capacity to make further sustainability-related

investments, even though some higher education institutions want to improve. In

addition, the lack of funds is likely to negatively affect the future planning and

development of OS activities (Velazquez et al., 2005). The slowing economy and

government policy changes (i.e. state funding reduction) have impacted universities

and they have had to cut budgets by decreasing expenses among university

departments and initiatives. Money is reallocated to the prioritized areas, but

sustainability is not a top priority for a great number of universities (Blanco-Portela et

al., 2018; Leal Filho et al., 2019; Velazquez et al., 2005).

Many previous studies suggest that a lack of human resources is another barrier (e.g.

Aleixo et al., 2018; Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Ceulemans et al., 2014; Bero et al.,

2012). There are usually very few dedicated staff specifically allocated to OS within

universities, and the majority of executives, faculty members, supporting staff and

students who participate in OS activities have other primary duties and main tasks

(Velazquez et al., 2005). The small number of managers with OS responsibilities

heavily rely on volunteers to promote and implement OS projects. However, busy

academic and professional service volunteers have to balance their OS engagement

with their heavy job workload. Student volunteers also face the pressure of

performing well in their academic development, especially during end of term

assessment, and fulfilling their personal obligations at the same time (Velazquez et al.,

2005). Consequently, these other organizational members’ lack of time for OS

because of their primary responsibilities is a serious constraint to continuous OS

progress (Sourani and Sohail, 2011; Dahle and Neumayer, 2001).

In many instances, staff directly responsible for OS criticize that a significant number

of organizational members in universities are not fully aware of OS issues or are not

strongly interested in OS (Aleixo et al., 2018; Velazquez et al., 2005). In addition, it

appears that many people in the university community have not gained a complete

and deep understanding of their social and environmental responsibilities and the
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urgency of taking immediate actions. The lack of awareness, interest and knowledge

about OS may lead to limited participation and engagement (Avila et al., 2019; Dahle

and Neumayer, 2001).

Another cognition/culture-related barrier is concerned with inward-looking silo

mentality. de Waal et al. (2019, p. 2) explain that silo mentality is a mindset when

“groups, teams, or departments do not want to share skills, knowledge, or information

with other areas” within an organization or do not “act as ‘one business’”. These

organizational silos are related to “the excessively insular mindset or mentality

through which these boundaries shape behaviors and ways of working that inhibit

cross-boundary collaboration and cooperation” (de Waal et al., 2019, p. 2). Some

scholars warn that such psychological boundaries may sometimes lead to

compartmentalization and segregation (de Waal et al., 2019; Diamond and Allcorn,

2009).

Adams (2013, p. 386) argues that “siloed thinking and funding across both functions

and disciplines, encouraged both by the way universities tend to organise into

academic disciplines and by adherence to rigid or traditional norms about what

constitutes an appropriate university structure and focus”. Waheed (2017a) also notes

that only a small proportion of students, employees and external constituents

recognize the dynamic and complex relationships that exist between issues of

sustainability in a systemic way. A large percentage of members of each stakeholder

group are still looking for solutions separately and attempting to fix only the parts of

the issues which concern them. Moreover, “this inward-looking perspective has

encumbered the long-term perspective as well as collective awareness of the shared

challenge” (Waheed, 2017a, p. 3).

On the basis of the literature review above, the table below presents the main

organizational-related barriers to OS progress. The relevant literature discussing these

topics is also included.
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Table 2.2 The summary of relevant literature regarding the

organizational-related barriers to OS progress

Organizational-related barriers Authors from literature

Inconsistency between OS and universities’

focus on short-term economic interests

Avila et al., 2017; Verhulst and

Lambrechts, 2015; Kuppig et al.,

2016; Panwar et al., 2016; Slawinski et

al., 2017; Cagno et al., 2013; Sourani

and Sohail, 2011; Velazquez et al.,

2005; Dahle and Neumayer, 2001.

Sustainability is not a top strategic priority

within organization

Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Leal Filho

et al., 2019; Elliot and Wright, 2013;

Krizek et al., 2012; Velazquez et al.,

2005; Shriberg, 2002.

Insufficient support and commitment of top

management

Ávila et al., 2019; Blanco-Portela et

al., 2018; Avila et al., 2017; Aleixo et

al., 2018; Blanco-Portela et al., 2017;

Leal Filho et al., 2017; Brandli et al.,

2015; Leal Filho et al., 2015;

Ceulemans et al., 2014; Waas, et al.,

2012; Ferrer-Balas et al., 2008;

Shriberg, 2002; Velazquez et al.,

2005; Dahle & Neumayer, 2001.

Lack of sustainability policies, committees,

working groups and offices

Avila et al., 2019; Avila et al., 2017;

Leal Filho et al., 2017; Brandli et al.,

2015; Leal Filho et al., 2015;
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Nidumolu et al., 2009.

Insufficient financial resources

Ávila et al., 2019; Aleixo et al., 2018;

Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Avila et

al., 2017; Ceulemans et al., 2014;

Elliot and Wright, 2013; Bero et al.,

2012; Waas et al., 2012; Sourani and

Sohail, 2011; Jabbour, 2010; Krizek et

al., 2012; Velazquez et al., 2005;

Shriberg, 2002.

Lack of dedicated human resources

Aleixo et al., 2018; Blanco-Portela et

al., 2018; Ceulemans et al., 2014; Bero

et al., 2012; Jabbour, 2010; Velazquez

et al., 2005.

Other organizational members’ lack of time to

participate

Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Aleixo et

al., 2018; Ceulemans et al., 2014;

Sourani and Sohail, 2011; Fenner et

al., 2005; Velazquez et al., 2005;

Dahle and Neumayer, 2001.

Lack of awareness and interest among different

organizational members of university

Aleixo et al., 2018; Ávila et al., 2019;

Leal Filho et al., 2017; Ceulemans et

al., 2014; Jabbour, 2010; Fenner et al.,

2005; Velazquez et al., 2005;

Shriberg, 2002.

Insufficient knowledge regarding different areas Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Aleixo et
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and practices of sustainability al., 2018; Ávila et al., 2019; Leal Filho

et al., 2017; Brandli et al., 2015;

Ceulemans et al., 2014; Elliot and

Wright, 2013; Waas et al., 2012;

Jabbour, 2010; Velazquez et al., 2005;

Dahle & Neumayer, 2001.

Silo thinking and working within organizations

de Waal et al., 2019; Waheed, 2017a;

Shiel and Williams, 2015; Adams,

2013; Hansen, 2009; Aaker et al.,

2008; Diamond and Allcorn, 2009.

2.4.2 Literature concerning main social institutional-related barriers

In addition to organizational-related barriers, the external institutional dimension of

barriers is equally important. The extant literature indicates the following key social

institutional-related barriers: insufficient or inadequate legal and governmental

influences, limited social pressures from non-government stakeholders, and, recently,

the main negative impacts of COVID-19 on universities and OS, etc.

According to sustainability literature, a lack of rigorous regulations and government

policies may impede the development of OS in universities. And effective execution

and enforcement of regulations need to be emphasized (Brandli et al., 2015; Leal

Filho et al., 2015; Avila et al., 2019; Waas et al., 2012; Chang and Deegan, 2010).

Many government sustainability-related strategies, guidelines and targets are

dependent upon universities’ voluntary actions, but researchers warn that voluntarism

does not always work well in these contested and complex issues and advocate that

mandatory regulations are necessary (Sourani and Sohail, 2011; Estevez, 2002).
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Moreover, the government does not allocate sufficient funding to organizations for OS

(Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Sourani and Sohail, 2011). This factor is likely to

adversely affect organizations’ sustainability investments and hinder their long-term

thinking. These authors also point out the government’s lack of long-term perspective.

For instance, the government might only be in power for a couple of years and thus

that time would not be enough to achieve many of the social and environmental

benefits offered by sustainability commitments. Consequently, “government and

politicians may be reluctant to invest in more sustainable solutions, favouring thereby

their own short-term interests over the long-term interests of the wider society”

(Sourani and Sohail, 2011, p. 234).

From the perspective of neo-institutional theory, Oliver (1991) proposes that, while

strong coercive mechanisms are likely to force organizations to conform to

institutional demands, the low degree of legal or governmental coercion may lead to

organizational resistance to institutional forces. “When the degree of institutional

enforcement, vigilance, and sanctions for noncompliance are more moderate,

organizations often seek compromises on the scope or timing of their compliance”

(Oliver, 1991, p. 168). Therefore, within the area of sustainability, the insufficient or

inappropriate coercive influence imposed by central government, sector regulator and

local authorities could be a barrier to OS advancement in English universities. For a

detailed discussion of neo-institutional theory, please see sections 2.2.4.2

‘Introduction of neo-institutional theory’ and 2.3.1.2 ‘Neo-institutional theory: the

influence of institutional mechanisms’.

A number of scholars posit that a lack of strong social pressures is also likely to

hinder OS progress (e.g. Blanco-Portela et al., 2017; Brandli et al., 2015; Ceulemans

et al. 2014; Waas et al., 2012; Ferrer-Balas et al., 2008). Without great demands from

different stakeholder groups in the society, a university may find almost no urgent

reasons to change its status quo (Cortees, 2003). In this sector, Adams (2013)
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contends that the influences of students and sector professional bodies are limited.

Stubbs et al. (2013) suggest that, if the social pressures are low, organizations may not

be motivated to make the systemic and cultural transitions needed to promote OS.

From the neo-institutional perspective, the absence or inadequate presence of different

institutional mechanisms may become part of the external institutional barriers to OS

in universities. If institutional influences were lacking, inappropriate or contending,

OS engagement might be more symbolic (and superficial) than substantive, especially

when the pragmatic benefits of such engagement were not readily visible to

organizations (Chang and Deegan, 2010; Bebbington, et al., 2009; Aguinis and

Glavas, 2012). Organizations are not likely to truly embrace sustainability-related

initiatives when the relevant social institutional contexts are weak or absent. In other

words, unfavorable or insufficient institutional conditions and arrangements,

including the actions and influences of pressure groups, media, consumers,

professional associations and the general public, may constrain and even undermine

the development of sustainability-related activities (Amaeshi, et al., 2016; Campbell,

2007; Deakin and Whittaker, 2007; McWilliams and Siegel, 2001). Hence, a lack of

adequate institutional pressures could partly explain why OS transformation is

difficult and sustainability is not completely incorporated into organizational systems

(Chang and Deegan, 2010).

The global spread of the COVID-19 pandemic has profound and complex influences

on universities’ operations in general and OS in particular. The recent literature shows

concerns over the increased economic pressure (caused by the COVID crisis) on

higher education institutions. Much of the emphasis has been on the possible decrease

in the number of overseas students. Researchers also note the potential income

reductions from fewer domestic students, decreased research activities, and reduced

incomes from catering, student housing and conferencing (Bolton and Hubble, 2020).

It is estimated that, in the long term, the total losses arising from COVID-19 in the

UK higher education sector would be about £11 billion. This pandemic has become a
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serious threat to the university sector and 13 higher education institutions in the UK

may face the potential danger of insolvency if no government bailout is provided

(Institute for Fiscal Studies, 2020). These mounting financial pressures could severely

affect OS-related financial and human resources.

Moreover, COVID-19 has led to a significant increase in medical and domestic waste,

which in turn could result in increased environmental damage (You et al., 2020). All

kinds of virus infection protective devices, such as face coverings, plastic gloves and

hand sanitizers, are being extensively used, adding to the volume of healthcare and

safety waste. The irresponsible disposal of such waste causes further environmental

degradation (Rume and Islam, 2020; Singh et al., 2020; Zambrano-Monserrate et al.,

2020) within and around university campuses. Moreover, the increased household

waste has given rise to soil, water and air pollution directly or indirectly, in particular

as a result of the boom in internet shopping for domestic deliveries (Rume and Islam,

2020)4. Although some research has been carried out on identifying barriers, scholars

point out that there is a need for more in-depth empirical studies to comprehensively

examine these issues with detailed analysis and discussion in the context of

universities (Blanco-Portela et al., 2017; Ceulemans et al., 2014), particularly through

direct engagement with the participants during interviews.

On the basis of the literature review above, the table below presents the main social

institutional-related barriers to OS progress. The relevant literature discussing these

topics is also included.

Table 2.3 The summary of relevant literature regarding the social

institutional-related barriers to OS progress

Social institutional-related barriers Authors from literature

4 Apart from the negative impacts, the researcher also considers some positive influences of
COVID-19, which will be explored in 5.4.2. ‘Contributions to and recommendations for practice’.
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Insufficient or inadequate legal and

governmental coercion

Alotaibi, et al., 2019; Blanco-Portela

et al., 2018; Ávila et al., 2019;

Wijethilake et al., 2017; Leal Filho et

al., 2017; Brandli et al., 2015; Leal

Filho et al., 2015; Waas et al., 2012;

Dahle and Neumayer 2001; Chang and

Deegan, 2010; Sourani and Sohail,

2011; Velazquez et al., 2005.

Limited social pressures from non-governmental

stakeholders

Blanco-Portela et al., 2017; Brandli et

al., 2015; Ceulemans et al. 2014;

Adams, 2013; Waas et al., 2012;

Dahle and Neumayer, 2001; Stubbs, et

al., 2013; Aguinis and Glavas, 2012;

Ferrer-Balas et al., 2008; Chang and

Deegan, 2010; Bebbington, et al.,

2009; Campbell, 2007.

The main negative impacts of COVID 19 on OS

Bolton and Hubble, 2020; Institute for

Fiscal Studies, 2020; You et al., 2020;

Rume and Islam, 2020; Singh et al.,

2020; Zambrano-Monserrate et al.,

2020; Fadare and Okoffo, 2020.

2.5 The research gaps identified in the existing literature

The researcher identified several gaps in the prior literature. Firstly, although

legitimacy theory has been widely used within the field of sustainability research, it is
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not without its critics. Deegan (2014, p. 265) criticizes that the previous application of

legitimacy theory in sustainability research “tends to focus on society at large” and

does not examine “particular groups within society”. He points out “proponents of

legitimacy theory often talk about ‘society’ and compliance with the expectations of

society […] this provides poor resolution given that the society is clearly made up of

various groups having unequal power or ability to influence the activities of other

groups”. In a similar vein, Maughan and O'Dwyer (2010, p. 4) stress that many

sustainability-related studies, utilizing legitimacy theory, “portray this external

audience as a homogenous group (O'Dwyer, 2002). While such a broad theoretical

perspective can provide an innovative perspective in an embryonic field of study it

can become progressively less insightful as the field develops (Unerman, 2008)”.

Moreover, Crossley et al. (2021) point out that there are few empirical studies relating

to the use of substantive and symbolic legitimation approaches (Ashforth and Gibbs,

1990) within operational sustainability research generally, and they are almost

non-existent with respect to higher education institutions’ OS. The limited prior

empirical sustainability studies examining the use of legitimacy management

strategies (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990) are mainly found in analyzing large publicly

traded corporations (Crossley et al., 2021), rather than public sector organizations,

especially public higher education institutions. These studies are largely concerned

with private companies’ external social/environmental disclosure (reporting) practices

(instead of actual internal operational sustainability practices). Considering the unique

characteristics of public universities in England (see ‘2.2.3 Research on operational

sustainability in universities’), whether findings from the adoption of substantive and

symbolic legitimation approaches in publicly listed companies can be applied to

public universities remains unclear, but important to understand. Ashforth and Gibbs’

(1990) substantive and symbolic legitimacy management theoretical framework may

offer new insights into the reasons why public universities engage in OS.
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Secondly, while studies adopting neo-institutional theory have focused on analyzing

private companies’ sustainability practices (Juárez-Luis et al., 2018), there is a lack of

empirical research examining the organizational rationales for OS engagement in

public higher education institutions through neo-institutional perspectives.

Complementary to strategic organizational legitimacy perspective, neo-institutional

theory “expands the focus from the rational, resource-dependence perception common

in sustainability-related literature... to a more subtle form, which is influenced by a

mixture of [social] factors, more complex than deliberate managerial

decision-making” (Bebbington et al., 2009, p. 592). Neo-institutional theory provides

a differing lens to understand how various social institutional factors influence the

rationales for sustainability commitment (Higgins and Larrinaga, 2014; Borgstedt et

al., 2019). As argued by Bebbington et al. (2009, p. 589), “institutional approaches

tend to move away from considering organizational activities as something managers

purposely initiate to achieve carefully considered outcomes, and focus instead on the

shaping effects of social pressure.”

Thirdly, although some research has been carried out on identifying barriers to

progressing university OS in theory, there is a lack of in-depth empirical

investigations into these barriers in the university setting to examine the applicability

and relevance of barrier-related concepts in practice (Blanco-Portela et al., 2017;

Ceulemans et al., 2014). More engagement based studies are needed to emphasize the

critical account of such impediments (Shiel and Williams, 2015).

2.6. Chapter summary

This chapter has critically reviewed the literature relevant to addressing the research

objectives of exploring the rationales for and barriers to English public universities’

OS. The examination of different but complementary perspectives of neo-institutional

theory and legitimacy theory forms the underlying theoretical foundation for

‘organizational rationales’ (research question one). The synthesis of related
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sustainability literature provides a comprehensive conceptual framework for the

issues of ‘barriers’ (research question two). This chapter has also highlighted several

important but overlooked issues in the extant literature that this research intends to

address.
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Chapter Three: Research Methodology and Methods

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter reviewed the theoretical perspectives and literature in relation to

the study; this chapter discusses the research methodology and methods. It begins by

explaining the researcher’s ontological and epistemological positions in conducting

this professional DBA study. Then the use of qualitative research is justified and the

overall research design is outlined. The researcher subsequently examines data

collection methods (i.e. a combination of semi-structured interviews and document

analysis), followed by the purposive sampling strategy and the rationale for selecting

research participants. The data collection process (particularly how the pilot study and

main study were carried out) and the multiple data sources are also presented. After

that, the researcher details the adoption of template analysis, with the assistance of

NVivo software, as the method of analyzing data. The chapter then moves on to

consider different research ethical issues and procedures. Finally, the researcher

discusses the criteria to assess the quality of this study and various approaches to

ensuring research quality.

3.2 The concepts of research methodology and research method

Research methodology and research method are essential elements of a social

scientific study. These two different concepts are closely linked. The distinction

between them is that methodology is broader than method. Research methodologies

are concerned with the approaches (and their rationales) to the whole research process,

from the ontological and epistemological stances to data gathering and analysis

(Hussey and Hussey, 1997). Methods are guided/impacted by methodologies. On the

other hand, research methods are specific ways or tools to collect and analyse data.

3.3 Ontological and epistemological positions in this research
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The philosophical stances of researchers affect their orientation to academic work.

Easterby-Smith et al. (2002, xi) stress that it is of great importance to understand the

ontological and epistemological issues underlying social studies, “because the

worldview of the researcher can influence both the selection of the methods and

judgements about the quality and value of outcomes”. Hence, the design of all parts of

any academic work seems to be directed by the philosophical positions taken

(Creswell, 2009; Easterby-Smith et al., 2002).

3.3.1 Ontological considerations

Ontology is concerned with the study of being and the nature of social reality

(Bryman, 2016). While different terms and ideas are adopted by different scholars

researching methodological issues, according to Bryman (2016), the discussion on

ontology is broadly characterized by the differences between objectivism and

constructionism. An objectivist stance assumes that “social phenomena and the

categories that people use in everyday discourse have an existence that is independent

or separate from the social actors” (Bryman and Teevan, 2004, p. 16).

By contrast, constructionism acknowledges that, through interactions, social

phenomena are continuously being constructed by social actors (Bryman, 2016). In

this study, constructionism is the researcher’s ontological position. Constructionism

implies that social phenomena and their meanings are the outcomes of the interactions

among social actors (and the researcher), instead of being regarded as external to and

separate from the construction of those actors involved (Bryman, 2016). Social

constructions are developed from social actors’ behaviors and perceptions. “Social

reality has a meaning for human beings and therefore human action is

meaningful—that is, it has a meaning for them and they act on the basis of the

meanings that they attribute to their acts and to the acts of others” (Bryman, 2012, p.
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30). Constructionism also implies researchers’ own accounts of the social phenomena

are constructions (Bryman, 2016).

The aims of this research are to explore the rationales for English public universities’

OS engagement and the barriers to advancing OS, through the eyes of key personnel

who are directly involved in OS at a managerial level in different universities, and to

understand their multiple views (see Gibbs, 2007). In this light, it should be noted that

individuals’ perceptions and experiences may be varied and change in different

contexts and times (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008). Having briefly examined the

main differences between objectivism and constructionism, it is noteworthy that these

two ontological assumptions are not always in binary opposition. Some studies

incorporate certain components of each ontological argument (Bryman, 2016).

3.3.2 Epistemological considerations

Epistemology concerns the nature of knowledge and is a philosophical stance on what

is adequate and acceptable knowledge in a field (Bryman, 2016). Broadly speaking,

one of the central questions here is the differences between positivism and

interpretivism, although other epistemological positions exist (Bryman, 2016). One of

the most crucial aspects in this regard is whether people, organizations and social

phenomena should be researched using the same principles and models of studying

natural sciences.

Positivism is an epistemological stance that assumes the natural scientific principles

and approaches can and should be applied to research social reality and entities. The

same types of methods of gathering and interpreting data should be adopted by both

the natural and the social sciences (Bryman, 2016). Positivist epistemology asserts

that researchers should develop and test hypotheses to explain and/or predict social

phenomena/issues in order to create knowledge (Bryman, 2016; Burrell and Morgan,

1979).
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Interpretivism, on the other hand, contends that people and social institutions are

different from the objects of analysis of the natural sciences and researchers need

more sensitive methods to investigate the unique characteristics of social actors. The

main distinction is that, unlike the natural sciences’ subject matters (e.g. atoms, gases,

chemicals or metals), humans give meaning to events and their environment (Bryman,

2016). In this study, the researcher’s epistemological stance towards the nature of

knowledge is interpretivism; it encourages researchers to understand the social

phenomena being studied by examining how the participants interpret those

phenomena.

Interpretivism advocates that the social issues can be “understood from the point of

view of the individuals who are directly involved in the activities which are to be

studied” (Burrell and Morgan, 1979, p. 5). Instead of acting as an external, so-called

‘objective’ observer, a researcher should actively engage with the participants.

Interpretivist epistemology argues that social phenomena are socially constructed;

social actors give them subjective meaning and interpret them from their viewpoints

and interests. This study recognizes that the subjective perceptions and experiences of

managers about their universities’ OS are pivotal to academic research. The researcher

should gain access to the participants’ viewpoints and interpret the issues under

investigation from their perspectives.

Furthermore, there is a double interpretation: the participants’ interpretations are also

interpreted by the researcher(s) (Bryman, 2016). The findings of this study are

influenced by the researcher’s interpretations and emphases; the data reflect the

interaction between the construction of the researcher and the construction of the

participants (Gibbs, 2007). In this regard, the notion of ‘reflexivity’ is of crucial

importance. Reflexivity highlights that the researcher plays an active role in the

process of study and becomes an integral part of knowledge development. That is to

say, researchers should be ‘self-reflective’ and acknowledge the influence of their
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values, beliefs and assumptions on the studies. However, it is worth mentioning that

the differences between positivism and interpretivism should not be overstated,

because they are not definitive and they may be better thought of as general

tendencies (Bryman, 2016).

As a general orientation to the link between theoretical ideas and academic research,

in the present study, the theory is basically the outcome of the research. Theoretical

ideas are mainly derived from the empirical data instead of being formed prior to the

data collection. However, the relationship between theories and social scientific

studies, especially whether theories drive studies or whether theories are the outcomes

of studies, is not clear cut. Largely, these different strategies represent general

tendencies (Bryman, 2016). For instance, to some extent, the comprehensive and

critical review of the existing literature broadly influenced the development of

research issues, focuses and questions in this study.

3.4 Research design

A research design offers a framework for gathering and analyzing data. It also

concerns the criteria which are used to evaluate academic studies (Bryman, 2016).

Methodological and philosophical assumptions provide guidance when the researcher

chooses the ‘research strategy’. In relation to this research, it is important to

understand that, in many cases, a research strategy relates to a decision concerning a

choice between ‘quantitative’ and ‘qualitative’ studies (Bryman, 2016).

3.4.1 Quantitative research, qualitative research, and the approach adopted in

this study

Quantitative research focuses on quantification in the process of gathering and

analyzing data. It reflects the positivist, natural science model that emphasizes

measuring and examining causal relationships between variables as well as
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verifying/falsifying hypotheses (Bryman, 2016). While many previous studies in this

field adopted a quantitative research approach (Thomson, 2014), they are often

limited by variables which are pre-hypothesized. Furthermore, prior quantitative

studies (e.g. using a questionnaire survey method) may not offer depth and richness of

the contextualized understanding about the perceptions and experiences of OS-related

managers without directly engaging with them (see Bryman, 2016).

By contrast, qualitative research places emphasis on words rather than quantification

when collecting and analyzing data. Often, it is guided by more constructionist and

interpretivist positions (Bryman, 2016). A qualitative approach which is sensitive to

the participants’ interpretation of the social phenomena being examined may be

adopted, if the researchers intend to understand the world views of particular social

actors. In many cases, qualitative research focuses on the detailed description and rich

social context, looking at the issues through the eyes of the people being researched,

concepts and theories emerging from and grounded in data, and is flexible in its

research procedures. Nevertheless, it is important to consider that the implied

positivistic/quantitative and interpretive/qualitative differences are not hard-and-fast

and the boundaries between these two main research strategies are not clear cut.

This DBA study employs a qualitative research approach, using a combination of

semi-structured, open-ended interviews and document analysis. It focuses on complex,

dynamic and under-explored issues - underlying reasons for universities to undertake

OS activities and the main barriers to pushing OS forward and emphasizes the

contexts of English public universities’ OS. These make qualitative research an

appropriate approach, in order to explore an in-depth understanding of different

participants’ individual perceptions and experiences in this research setting. The

present research benefits from multi-levels of analysis. The central focus is on the

university OS engagement (at the organizational level), and the organizational

engagement is mainly understood through the perceptions and experiences of

individual managers interviewed.
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3.4.2 Overview of data collection methods

In this research, semi-structured interview was the main data collection method and

document analysis was the additional, supporting data collection method. The

researcher conducted semi-structured interviews with one experienced manager

directly involved in OS of his or her organization, from each of 20 English public

universities with differing organizational characteristics (i.e. a total of 20 interviews).

Additionally, over 800 related internal and external documents available in the public

domain were collected and analyzed. A pilot study was undertaken (including three

semi-structured interviews and a number of key documents as data sources) prior to

the main study (17 interviews and the complete analysis of 875 related documents).

Semi-structured interviewing and document analysis are complementary to each other

and help to improve the credibility of this research through the triangulation of data

collection methods and data sources5.

In terms of the advantages of this research design, first, it has a clear focus:

interviewing a sufficient number of different experienced key organizational

personnel who not only are directly involved in OS of their universities at a

managerial level, but also have a deep understanding of the influences of relevant

stakeholders and overall organizational (campus) operations. They seem to be the

most relevant, appropriate and knowledgeable participants to answer the research

questions in this study. By adopting such a focus, the researcher may gain in-depth

insights rather than receive responses on a surface level.

Second, this design allows the researcher to examine diverse English public

universities with varied organizational characteristics, so as to compare research

results from differing settings and enhance empirical richness and research breadth.

5 The merits of combing these two approaches will be discussed in detail in 3.5 ‘Data Collection’
and 3.8 ‘Research Quality’.
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Moreover, such an extensive study, investigating a relatively large number of

organizations, may enable broader theoretical elaboration and provide a stronger

foundation for developing theoretical perspectives, as emergent theoretical ideas are

grounded in multiple, varied but comparable evidence (Bryman, 2016).

Such a research design is widely adopted in qualitative studies (Bryman, 2016;

Matthews and Ross, 2010). Turning to sustainability-related literature in the field of

business management, many leading researchers have used similar research designs in

different settings (e.g. Leung and Snell, 2017; Zhao and Patten, 2016; Usmani et al.,

2020; O’Dwyer, 2003; Spence and Gray, 2007). Moreover, it is a popular research

design for doctoral projects studying sustainability topics in business schools (e.g.

Ivory, 2014; Gutierrez-Huerter O, 2016; O’Dochartaigh, 2014; Zhao, 2012).

3.4.3 Sample selection

This study focuses on English public universities as sample organizations. There are

considerable differences in regulatory systems, political landscapes, economic

conditions, cultures and historical backgrounds among the four devolved

administrations in the UK (i.e. England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland). These

important variations may influence OS of universities in respective regions differently.

In England, laws, regulations, government policies and strategies in relation to

universities and their OS activities specifically apply to English universities, instead

of higher education institutions in the other devolved territories. The focus on public

universities in England as the sample area allows the researcher to compare the

similarities and differences of a variety of universities in a relatively consistent way.

While most English universities are publicly funded, there are a couple of relatively

small private higher education institutions with degree-awarding power in England.

The researcher also tried to approach the targeted participants from these

organizations but access was not forthcoming.
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The researcher applied a purposive sampling strategy to select participants (Bryman,

2016). Sampling in this study chose participants who are highly relevant to the

research questions being posed and emphasized information depth and richness

instead of statistical representativeness (Bryman, 2016; Silverman, 2006). Using

purposive sampling, this study did not sample participants randomly. Instead, samples

were chosen based on their appropriateness to the objectives of the investigation and

answering the research questions (Bryman 2016).

Key organizational personnel who are directly involved in OS at a managerial level

from a number of English public universities were selected as targeted interviewees.

There are three reasons for the selection criteria. First, this study examines

management issues regarding OS engagement. Hence, the most suitable respondents

would be the staff directly responsible for such engagement at a managerial level (see

Zhao, 2012; Belal and Owen, 2007). Second, the targeted managers should have a

good understanding of their organizational campus operations. Third, all interviewees

need to have extensive first-hand experience about different aspects of OS and the

expectations and influences of diverse sustainability-related external and internal

stakeholders.

English universities are hugely diverse. The Higher Education Funding Council

England (2010) points out that the variability in the organizational size, age and type

of estates and buildings, relative emphasis on research or teaching, and geographical

location of campus are likely to affect higher education institutions’ OS. Drawing

upon insights from both universality-related literature (e.g. Henkel, 2000; Gumport,

2000) and sustainability-related literature (e.g. Jones, 2017, 2012; Hitchens et al.,

2005; Gray et al., 1995), the following seven criteria are used in this research to select

sample universities: the period of establishment, organizational size (indicated by the

number of enrolled students), financial resources (annual income and different

proportions of main sources of funding), age of estates, institutional emphasis

(research or teaching oriented, main associations/memberships), type of campus (e.g.
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London-based, other urban, suburban and/or rural), and geographical location (e.g.

east, west, north, south or Midlands). Furthermore, the researcher must take important

practical issues into account. Substantial efforts were put into negotiating the access.

The details of all 20 interviewees, including the pilot study, and the detailed

background information of the sample universities under study (interviewed) are

presented in Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 respectively.

Table 3.1 Details of the interviewees

Interviewee University Position Sustainability-related work

experience

Gender

Pilot study

1 1 Director of sustainability over 20 years male

2 2 Sustainability adviser

(strategic)

over 10 years female

3 3 Senior environmental officer over 10 years female

Main study

4 4 Head of sustainability over 20 years male

5 5 Senior Environmental &

Sustainability Officer

over 10 years male

6 6 Environmental and

Sustainability Manager

over 10 years male

7 7 Sustainability Manager over 10 years male

8 8 Energy, Environment and

Sustainability Manager

over 10 years male

9 9 Environmental Manager over 10 years female

10 10 Sustainability Manager over 10 years male

11 11 Head of Environmental

Sustainability

over 15 years male

12 12 Head of Sustainability over 20 years male
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13 13 Senior Energy & Sustainability

Manager

Over 15 years male

14 14 Head of Environmental

Sustainability

over 20 years female

15 15 Head of Energy and

Sustainability

Over 15 years male

16 16 Sustainability Manager Over 10 years female

17 17 Head of Environmental

Sustainability

Over 20 years female

18 18 Associate Director, Sustainable

Operation

over 15 years male

19 19 Director of Sustainability

Development

over 25 years male

20 20 Sustainability Manager Over 10 years male

Table 3.2 Contextual information of sample English universities (interviewed)

Universities

period of

establishm

ent

size by enrollment

annual income

(million GBP)

(% research, tuition

fee, funding body)

age of estate membership
type of

campus

geographical

location

Pilot study

Uni 1 1940s 30,000-35000 500-800 relatively old Russell Group
Urban and

suburban
midlands

20% 50% 15%

Uni 2 1992 25,000-30,000 200-300 relatively new
Urban and

suburban
north

2% 75% 9%

Uni 3 1992 20000-25,000 200-300 relatively new University Alliance
Urban and

suburban
south

3% 70% 10%

Main study

Uni 4 1992 15,000-20,000 200-250 relatively new University Alliance
Urban and

suburban
south

7% 70% 10%
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Uni 5 1992 25,000-30,000 200-300 relatively new
Urban and

suburban
midlands

2% 80% 7%

Uni 6 post 2000 10,000 100-150 new Million+ urban south

0.2% 75% 7%

Uni 7 1992 15,000-20,000 150-200 relatively new suburban south

3% 80% 7%

Uni 8 1960s 10,000-15,000 150-200 relatively new urban midlands

10% 70% 10%

Uni 9 1992 20,000-25,000 150-200 relatively new urban west

1% 70% 7%

Uni 10 post 2000 5,000-10,000 50-100 new rural southwest

2% 75% 6%

Uni 11
19th

century
10000-15000 300-400 Relatively old Russell group urban

greater

London

8% 58% 6%

Uni 12
18th

century
20000-25000 400-500 Relatively old Russell group urban

greater

London

22% 52% 14%

Uni 13
19th

century
15000-20000 350-450 old Russell group urban southeast

13% 10% 54%

Uni 14
11th

century
20000-25000 2000-2500 old Russell group urban south

40% 22% 14%

Uni 15 1960s 25000-30000 600-700 relatively new Russell group
Urban and

suburban
midlands

20% 50% 9%

Uni 16
19th

century
35000-40000 650-750 relatively old Russell group

Urban and

suburban
midlands

21% 50% 11%

Uni 17
19th

century
40000-450000 1000 relatively old Russell group

Urban and

suburban
midlands

28% 45% 12%

Uni 18 post 2000 15000-20000 250-350 new Urban
Greater

London

0.04% 77% 7%

Uni 19 post 2000 10000-15000 100-150 new
Urban and

suburban
southeast

1% 76% 0.7%

Uni 20 1992 20000-25000 150-250 Relatively new urban midlands
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1% 74% 7%

Data source: sample universities’ websites (2019)

With regard to selecting documents for analysis, the researcher used a purposive

sampling strategy to strategically choose the university internal and external

documents which are relevant to the research questions (see Bryman, 2016). This was

done by detailed reviewing of OS-related documents/information on the websites of

almost all public universities in England and a variety of key external sources. Care

was taken to ensure that a range of different types of universities were selected.

The researcher collected document data from a wide range of highly relevant and

important sources. Documents comprise external sources (e.g. essential information

produced by relevant external stakeholders like legislator, different government

authorities, university sector regulator, funding bodies, media, activist groups and

students’ unions) and internal sources (e.g. sustainability-related reports, OS-related

strategies, policies and plans, universities’ mission/vision/value statements, their

annual reports, newsletters and other relevant information on universities’ websites,

etc.). It should be noted that internal (organizational) document data were not only

gathered from all 20 interviewed sample universities but also from other English

public universities, so as to better understand the research issues from a broader

perspective. Documents gathered and analyzed are listed in the table below.

Table 3.3 Documents collected and analyzed in this study

Document type
No. of

documents

Documents within universities (total) 815

University mission/vision/value statements 100

Annual reviews/reports/accounts 100

University sustainability policies/strategies 70
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Sustainability governance structure/management information 80

Sustainability-related reports 60

Carbon and energy reduction plans/programmes 45

Waste and recycling management programmes/policies 30

Water reduction programmes/policies 30

Travel and transport programmes/policies 30

Building/construction management documents relating to OS 35

Biodiversity policies/programmes 25

Sustainable procurement policies/programs 25

Fair trade policies/programmes/information 25

Ethical investment and banking policies 25

Equality and diversity policies/programmes 35

Environmental management system and audit information 35

Sustainability engagement programmes 25

Local students’ unions' programmes and websites 40

External documents (total) 60

Laws, government policies, guidance, programmes and

reports
11

Media news, reports and rankings 12

People & Planet University sustainability league tables 6

Activist groups' programmes and websites 8

Consulting reports 3

Professional associations' documents, programmes and

websites
10

National student unions' reports, programmes and websites 10

Total No. of documents 875
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Using the present research design and strategically choosing sample universities and

interviewees, the researcher seeks to identify the common and distinguishing elements

that underpin OS and to make fine differences amongst institutions. Such research

design and sampling also enable the researcher to develop a thorough understanding

of research topics by gaining various managers’ viewpoints about the rationales for

and barriers to OS engagement from a relatively large number of English universities.

Limited empirical research has been undertaken on OS in English public universities’

campus operations in the management literature. While some universities state they

are the leaders of sustainability in the sector, make great achievements in OS, and

become ‘sustainable universities’, the previous sustainability studies point out that

what organizations claim may not fully reflect their actual performance and

commitment to social and environmental development. In some instances,

organizational claims about their sustainability-related good practice and progress

may be self-serving and even misleading (Gray, 2010; Milne et al., 2009). Hence,

universities’ self-reported OS achievements were not considered as rigorous criteria

for selecting sample organizations in this exploratory study.

Furthermore, there is a lack of widespread acceptance in terms of reliable external

bench-marking systems or rankings to evaluate and compare complex, multifaceted

OS performance among universities in England consistently and comprehensively

(see Jones, 2012, 2017; An et al., 2017). For the majority of universities, social and

environmental sustainability reporting is still at the early development stage

(Ceulemans et al., 2015), and international sustainability reporting standards like the

Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) are not often adopted by universities (An et al.,

2017). For these reasons, without directly engaging with internal managers/key

informants of the organizations, it is not rigorous to select so-called ‘high-performing

or top-ranked’ and ‘low-performing or poorly-rated’ universities in this research

setting.
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There are different research designs in social scientific studies (Bryman 2016). As an

alternative research design, a multiple case study (selecting several universities in

England as in-depth case organizations) was considered, but the researcher decided

that an in-depth case study design was not preferred for this research. Based on the

exploratory nature and complexity of the research questions, a specific focus on the

perceptions of managers with direct and deep OS involvement is appropriate.

Nevertheless, many universities in England have a very limited number of personnel

who not only possess extensive first-hand experience in managing OS but also have

an overall understanding of how relevant stakeholders affect universities’ OS and how

universities interact with them. If the researcher were to adopt a multiple-case study

approach, carrying out semi-structured interviews with a sufficient number of key

organizational personnel satisfying the aforementioned sample selection criteria from

only a few case organizations, the vast majority of medium and small English

universities and even large universities with limited sustainability-related human

resources would be excluded. That is to say, the complex research questions in this

study, covering a wide range of different issues, might not be answered in a

comprehensive manner by such a case study design. Additionally, in this DBA study,

it was problematic to secure access to multiple case universities (particularly

contrasting cases) and to interview a sufficient number of managers with relevant

responsibilities and direct involvement in each case organization.

With regard to limitations of the chosen research design, the contextual description of

several cases seems to be ‘thicker’ than that of each organization among the 20

sample universities. One of the strengths of case study design tends to be the intensive

examination of the settings. To address this issue, Chapter Four ‘Data Analysis and

Findings’, particularly 4.2 ‘Research context’, provides detailed accounts of the OS

activities of universities in England, the related stakeholder groups and their

influences on OS, the relevant organizational characteristics of the sample universities

and an analysis of how different organizational characteristics affect universities’ OS.
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All this pertinent background information helps enrich our contextual understanding

of this study.

In summary, the research design is outlined to offer guidance for conducting this

study during the whole research process (see the table below). Having discussed

ontological, epistemological positions, qualitative research as the main approach, and

the overall research design in this study (including sampling strategy and selection

criteria), the researcher will examine the issues of data collection, data analysis,

research ethics and research quality in detail in the following sections.

Table 3.4 Research design in this study

Research aims, objectives and research questions

Ontological position constructionism (Bryman 2016)

Epistemological position interpretivism (Bryman, 2016)

Main research approach qualitative research

Data collection methods combination of semi-structured, open-ended
interviews and document analysis

Sampling strategy purposive sampling

Sample participants and
organizations

one experienced key organizational personnel

directly involved in OS at a managerial level,

from each of 20 English public universities with

different organizational characteristics

Data collection process the pilot study and then the main study

Data sources 20 semi-structured, in-depth interviews
and more than 800 external and internal
documents
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Data analysis methods template analysis as the main method with the
assistance of NVivo

Research ethics followed Northumbria University Research
Ethics and Governance guidance and procedures

Research quality quality criteria: trustworthiness (Lincoln and
Guba, 1985)

Approaches to ensuring
research quality

triangulation, ‘thick description’, audit trial,
researcher’s reflexivity and peer debriefing

3.5 Data collection

There are various qualitative research methods for collecting different sources of

evidence (Bryman, 2016). In this study, semi-structured interview and document

analysis were employed to gather data. These two methods are complementary and

have their merits and limitations.

3.5.1 Semi-structured, open-ended interview

Semi-structured, open-ended interviewing has certain advantages. First, it is a flexible

method. The researcher constructed an interview guide which was later tested and

refined. The broad and open-ended interview questions were developed with a view to

encouraging respondents to freely offer their own opinions, perceptions and

experiences. Second, the interviews were directed by the researcher, in order to cover

the main topics in the interview guide. Semi-structured interviewing provides some

structure to support comparability across participants and universities (see Bryman

2016).
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When designing the interview questions, the researcher tried to make them as

comprehensible and clear to the interviewees as possible, and avoided using difficult

or unfamiliar terms (no jargon). Guided by the research questions, the following main

issues were emphasized in the interview questions:

 Understanding of sustainability, OS and the university’s relevant practices

 Perceived reasons for the university to undertake OS activities

 Relevant stakeholder groups, their perceived expectations and influences

 Perceived barriers faced by the university

The researcher employed a progressive interview approach with a view to

incorporating lessons learned from earlier interviews into the subsequent ones,

deepening his understanding of the research issues and gaining new insights. The

interviews ranged from 40 minutes to 72 minutes in duration (the average is about one

hour), and were all recorded and then transcribed. With the respondents’ agreement,

notes were also taken to record the researcher’s reflections in the interviews (e.g.

respondents reactions to different questions, the relationship/interaction between the

interviewee and the interviewer, etc.).

Each interview began with the researcher introducing himself, the research project,

and confirmation/further explanation of the main research ethical issues. During the

interview, the researcher listened attentively to what was said and how it was said.

This indicates that the researcher was active but not intrusive (see Bryman, 2016).

The researcher also gave the interviewees time to think and tolerated pauses. While

the researcher avoided using leading questions, he tried to ask appropriate follow-up

questions carefully and clarify questions clearly. At the end of each interview, the

interviewee was provided the opportunity to make further comments/suggestions

about the interview. After the interview, a thank you letter was sent to every

interviewee by e-mail and the participant was invited to make contact with the

researcher if he or she had any questions. Furthermore, the researcher crosschecked

the transcriptions against the notes and relevant documents.
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While efforts were made to conduct face-to-face interviews,

telephone/Skype/Microsoft Teams (software) interviewing was used as the main

method, mainly because of the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic and the

preferences/requests of the research participants. Firstly, the COVID-19 pandemic

broke out during the interview data collection. Almost all interviewees were required

to work at home, making it logistically unfeasible to conduct face-to-face interviews.

Therefore, the researcher had no choice but to undertake telephone/Skype//Microsoft

Teams interviews with them. More importantly, in accordance with research ethical

guidelines, it is the researcher’s responsibility to ensure the health and safety of the

interviewees and to avoid potential harm, stress, physical and physiological

discomfort to participants. If the researcher had insisted on conducting face-to-face

interviews during this period, they would have posed a potential threat to participants’

health, and such requests would most probably have been rejected (even though the

protective measures would have been taken). For these reasons, telephone

interviewing is more appropriate than the face-to-face alternative in this study.

Secondly, during the communication preparing for interviews, many interviewees

specifically mentioned that they preferred a telephone interview to a face-to-face one

even before COVID-19. This was mainly because that phone interviewing gave

flexibility in arranging participation times. In most universities, managers with

OS-related responsibilities are very busy, so they may be forced to reschedule or even

cancel booked interviews due to the fact that they have to deal with unplanned issues

or urgent tasks at work. In fact, approximately 30% of the interviews were

rescheduled by the interviewees (a number of them were rescheduled only one day

beforehand). To avoid such inconvenience, many participants chose telephone

interview as the preferred option to fit their busy and irregular work schedule.

When comparing face-to-face interviews and telephone interviews, Bryman (2016)

argues that, during phone interviews, researchers cannot observe the body language of
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participants. However, he also notes that, in his own research using phone interviews,

participants provided “expansive… comprehensive” responses, and there is little

difference in interview data collected through phone interviews and face-to-face

interviews” (p. 488). Similarly, Sturges and Hanrahan (2004, p. 113) found significant

“similarities in the quantity, nature and depth of responses” between these two

interviewing approaches.6

Irvine (2010) stresses that face-to-face interviewing is more useful in situations

concerning sensitive personal information and topics. This research focuses on

organizational management issues in a professional context and does not involve

sensitive personal data. In fact, a growing number of leading scholars have used

telephone interviewing as the main interview method to collect qualitative data (e.g.

Glover et al. 2014; Sempik et al. 2007; Bryman et al. 2008) and particularly in

sustainability-related qualitative PhD research (e.g. Gutierrez-Huerter O, 2016;

O’Dochartaigh, 2014). Therefore, telephone interviewing is an appropriate and

valuable interview data collection method for this DBA study.

Additionally, the targeted interviewees in this research were widely dispersed in

England, especially in many different rural areas of the country. Given the various

constraints, it was impractical to undertake these interviews mainly in person.

Telephone /Skype/Microsoft Teams interviewing is suitable and effective when

research participants are located in different regions (Bryman, 2016; Holt, 2010;

Stephens, 2007).

To ensure the quality of remote interviews, the researcher adopted a number of

techniques recommended by Irvine (2010). To mitigate the lack of body language

6 Furthermore, Burnham et al. (2008, p. 234) downplay the limitations of phone interviewing,
when compared with the face-to-face alternative, “... it is possible to exaggerate the extent that
real rapport can be created in a one-hour [face-to-face] interview; indeed there is always the
possibility of negative impressions”. In contrast, when answering questions by telephone, research
participants may feel less distressed without the physical presence of the interviewer (Bryman,
2016). The researcher’s own interviewing experience in this study also supports these comments.
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observation, in undertaking and transcribing interviews, the researcher paid

considerable attention to subtle verbal cues such as pause, silence, emphasis,

intonation and laughter, etc. The focus and attention of both interviewees and

interviewer were maintained by carrying out only one interview per day. The

researcher also kept a reliable phone line and recording devices (three recorders).

Moreover, he attended to the participants’ needs regarding physical comfort

throughout the interviews and tried to avoid ‘speaker overlap’ (Irvine, 2010).

Contacting the interviewees

This research seeks to understand the interviewees’ individual perceptions and

experiences instead of them speaking for their specific universities. Securing access to

interviewees is a challenging and time-consuming process. The researcher adopted the

following strategies to approach the selected interviewees: firstly, interviewees were

approached via an approved Research Participant Invitation and Information letter

sent by email. As discussed previously, many universities in England have been

undertaking some OS activities for some time (Shiel and Williams, 2015; Waheed,

2017c). The participants’ names, positions or contact information were obtained from

the sample universities’ websites, as the large majority of English universities, at the

time of interviewing, have already provided such relevant information publicly.

Universities are expected to publicly list information regarding dedicated

sustainability staff job titles/roles, contact methods and areas of sustainability

responsibilities. As the influential ranking system concerning UK university

sustainability engagement, the People & Planet University League pays attention to

such information on universities’ websites (People & Planet, 2019c). This could offer

further explanation regarding why the researcher found it easy to access the relevant

units/personnel on the majority of the universities’ websites.
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In the first email, the research participant invitation letter, reviewed and approved by

Northumbria University, was sent to the potential interviewees. It briefly introduced

the broad aim of the study. The researcher also tried to explain research ethical issues

(anonymity, confidentiality, voluntary participation and no right or wrong answers,

etc.) to the potential participants. If the targeted interviewees agreed to take part, in

the second email, interviews were arranged at their convenience. The approved

Research Participant Informed Consent Form was included for participants’ review.

Any potential participant who did not respond to the first email was contacted with

the second e-mail research invitation approximately 10 days later and subsequently by

phone a further week later.

In addition, the researcher provided the participants with the following two broad

example interview questions in the email: (1) Why do English public universities in

general or your university in particular engage in campus operational sustainability

activities? (2) What, if any, are the barriers hindering the university from engaging in

campus operational sustainability activities; why and how do these barriers affect

such activities? Therefore, the participants could have basic ideas about the main

direction of this research.

The full list of detailed interview questions enclosed in the appendices was not shared

with the participants before the interviews. The researcher mentioned once in the

email that if the interviewees had any questions/concerns about the interview

procedure and research ethics, they could contact him for clarification. It should be

noted that, prior to the interviews, limited information regarding the detailed

interview questions was offered to the participants (Silverman, 2006) and the

researcher did not actively explain the broad example interview questions to the

interviewees, since these two questions were designed to be as comprehensible and

clear as possible. “Let the informant provides information that he or she thinks is

important” (Bernard, 2000, p. 195). The essential thing is to be able to hear what
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matters from the participant’s perspective, rather than what the researcher wants to

hear.

The aforementioned sampling criteria were used to select one interviewee from each

university: the university personnel directly involved in OS at a managerial level, to

ensure some degree of consistency. However, the researcher recognized that every

university is unique, so the selection was not restricted by the potential interviewees’

job titles. While the job titles vary, they have relatively comparable responsibilities for

managing OS tasks and reporting to senior executives at their universities. In two

cases, especially small institutions with limited resources for OS, a slightly more

junior member was put forward in taking the relevant managerial responsibilities,

making him or her the appropriate interviewee (to some extent, comparable with the

participants in other sample universities). In spite of the variation, all interviewees

have a good understanding of English university OS with at least ten years of relevant

first-hand experience.

For the very small number of universities (mainly small specialist higher education

institutions) that do not appear to disclose information about staff fully or partly

working in OS-related roles on their websites (or they may not have such staff), the

researcher sent enquiries to these organizations through multiple channels, attempting

to identify the relevant potential interviewees. However, no access was obtained to

these institutions. In addition to the managers with direct OS responsibilities, a

number of Research Participant Invitation and Information letters were also sent to the

related top executives at the sample universities. However, no access was gained to

top management. As many interviewees indicated, the related top executives are

extremely busy managing the whole university and have a broad range of duties. In

many cases, OS is just a small part of their responsibilities; they often do not directly

get involved in the daily management of these issues and they may not have a detailed

understanding of the various stakeholders in this field and how the stakeholders

influence OS (see 4.4.1.1 ‘organizational management/structure-related barriers’ and
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4.4.1.3 ‘cognition/organizational culture-related barriers’ for detailed analysis).

Therefore, to some extent, the participants accessed might be the most knowledgeable

and relevant for answering the research questions. Their perceptions and experiences

are essential to practice and theory development in this study. Furthermore, the

participants did provide their views and perceptions about top management’s attitudes

and influences in this context, which helped the researcher develop a broader

understanding of the research issues.

3.5.2 Document analysis

As a compliment to semi-structured interview, document analysis was also used in

this study. The researcher gathered information from a large number of different

documents which are primarily textual data. Bryman (2016, p. 341) contends that

research merely utilizing the interview method may “entail much more fleeting

contacts” and interviewing may provide limited insights in respect of organizational

actions and motives. Bryman (2016) also argues that, when interacting with the

interviewer, interviewees may act or respond less naturally. The researcher should

also take into account factors such as the interviewees’ motivations and their

awareness of their roles in the universities (Alvesson, 2003). In contrast,

non-academic documents are not obtrusive (Bryman, 2016; Robson, 2002). The

reasons for English higher education institutions and related constituents to produce

these practice-based document data concerning OS are not for academic social studies

directly. Hence, these internal and external document data have less reactive effects

(Bowen, 2009).

Moreover, semi-structured interviews, combined with document analysis, help to

achieve triangulation of multiple data sources, different methods and diverse

perspectives. Notably, the documents produced by a variety of related stakeholders

(e.g. the government authorities, activist groups, media, professional organizations

and the universities themselves) offer different perspectives and broader insights into
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the rationales for and barriers to English universities’ OS engagement. Last but not

least, documents also offer useful background information and help to better

contextualize the research issues being examined (Bowen, 2009).

The semi-structured interview was the main data collection method and document

analysis was the additional, supporting data collection method to supplement the

interviews. This study mainly focused on the interviewees’ perceptions and

experiences regarding the organizational rationales for and barriers to universities’ OS

engagement and tried to understand these issues from the interviewees’ perspectives.

Semi-structured interviews can capture the interviewees’ viewpoints and

interpretations of such social phenomena (Bryman, 2016). Document analysis was

employed to enhance our understanding of the wider research context and achieve the

triangulation of data collection methods and data sources. In addition, documents can

help to clarify meaning and add depth to the study by supplementing the interview

data (Flick, 1992). In this study, the researcher used document data to enrich the

interviews. Although the majority of quotations presented in the analysis and findings

chapter are from interviews, a smaller number of quotations from external and

internal documents are also used to support and deepen the research findings.

In some cases, interview data and document data are related. Information from

documents can be fed into the interviews and information from interviews can be

useful for the document analysis. Before conducting the pilot study, the researcher

collected and analyzed some key external and university internal documents, in order

to develop the initial overall understanding of the research context and contributed to

the design of interview questions to some extent. Prior to each interview, the

researcher read key OS-related documents produced by that sample university (where

the interviewee was working), in order to develop a good contextual understanding of

that university’s OS activities. Moreover, information gathered from documents can

be integrated into the interview to illustrate a question or to clarify a statement made.
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In some instances document data also assisted the researcher in highlighting a

contradiction in the sense of “You have just mentioned... but in the university

documents...”. When some interviewees talked about their universities’ OS

achievements and were less critical about the OS practice and performance of the

sector, the researcher mentioned some critical comments made in the documents

produced by students, activist groups or the media relating to universities’ slow OS

progress and even regressions. The researcher wanted to see how the interviewees

reacted to the criticism. Sometimes, the interviewees explained that there were certain

OS issues that still needed to be addressed/improved by the universities. Then the

researcher could discuss these unsolved problems with the interviewees and explore

these interesting topics further. For example, some interviewees described a series of

actions their universities took to reduce the carbon emissions of their campus

operations; the researcher pointed out that in their carbon management documents

universities did not disclose how they actually drove down the scope 3 carbon

emissions (which is a part of organizational carbon reduction and a difficult issue to

address). Then the researcher observed the reactions of the interviewees and how they

responded to him. In some instances, such conversations may lead to further

discussions on interesting issues, such as the conflicts between protecting pragmatic

organizational self-interest and benefiting the wider society and environment.

Documents, especially critical comments of external stakeholders, can help the

researcher to develop a deeper understanding of the universities’ OS engagement.

Some of these comments revealed that sustainability was not fully integrated into

universities’ core operations and many OS-related practices were largely on an ‘ad

hoc’ basis which might not lead to systemic sustainability changes. These views are

also consistent with the existing literature on OS development of higher education

institutions (Leal Filho et al., 2019; Aleixo et al., 2018; Avila et al. 2017).

The literature review helped the researcher identify the key external and internal

stakeholder groups in relation to OS in higher education institutions. During the
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interviews, the participants also discussed some influential stakeholders and

programmes. If the researcher was not aware of these actors and programmes, he then

searched for them, adding to the understanding of the overall context and finding out

how such information related to the research issues. For instance, some interviewees

mentioned the Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme (CRCEES),

but it had been closed at the time of the interviewing. After the interviews, the

researcher searched the information about this scheme and examined how it had

influenced universities’ OS. The central government, through CRCEES, developed a

performance league table to evaluate and compare organizational carbon and energy

reduction, affecting the reputation of universities to some extent. More importantly,

CRCEES utilized financial tools (e.g. allowances) to incentivize universities by

decreasing the operational costs for high performers in reducing carbon and energy

and increasing the operating expenses for low performers. In some participants’

perceptions, as a government initiative, CRCEES played a positive role in promoting

carbon reduction in the university sector.

Document analysis is not without its limitations. Atkinson and Coffey (2011) contend

that people write documents with a view to conveying an impression, and such an

impression might be “favourable to the authors and those whom they represent....

They are likely to be written with prospective scrutiny by others in mind” (Bryman,

2012, p. 555). If researchers want to use documents as sources of analyzing

organizational practices, they may need to examine them in the context in which they

were developed. It is also prudent to cross-examine documents with other evidence. In

this respect, interview data is complementary.

3.5.3 Pilot study and main study

Before the main study, the researcher chose a number of public universities in

England as the potential sample contexts for a pilot study, using the same

aforementioned sampling criteria and process of contacting participants. Research
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information and invitation letters were sent to one manager directly responsible for

OS from each of the 10 selected universities by email. Three of them confirmed that

they would like to participate. Between July 2019 and August 2019, the researcher

undertook semi-structured interviews with these three managers (using the

aforementioned interview methods and procedures) and gathered feedback, so as to

test and revise interview questions, improve interview skills and enrich interviewing

experience.7

The researcher also conducted a preliminary review of some key documents

concerning OS in English universities, involving pilot sample universities’ websites,

document data developed by the government, funding providers, activist groups,

media and professional bodies. By doing so, the researcher gained an overall

understanding of OS development in the universities (more specifically, what issues

are addressed and upon where efforts are focused, in this research context), with a

view to facilitating the in-depth analysis and interpretation in the next stage. The

researcher combined the results of the three pilot interviews and preliminary

document analysis to develop ideas/approaches to refining data collection for the

main study. Consequently, a few probing interview sub-questions were slightly

simplified. Furthermore, template analysis was trialed in the pilot study.

After the pilot study, the main research involved undertaking and analyzing 17

open-ended, semi-structured interviews with key staff directly involved in OS from

each of 17 English public universities with different organizational characteristics,

and gathering and examining more than 800 internal and external documents,

including documents from all the sample universities where managers were

interviewed. These 17 interviews were conducted from August 2019 to September

2020.

7 Please refer to the first three interviews in Table 3.3 Details of interviewees, for the pilot study
interview information.
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3.6 Data analysis

Template analysis was utilized in this research as the main method of analyzing the

textual interview and document data, with the assistance of NVivo (the

computer-assisted qualitative data analysis software).

3.6.1 Key concepts of template analysis

As a form of thematic analysis, template analysis can be defined as “a varied but

related group of techniques for thematically organizing and analysing textual data.

The essence of template analysis is that the researcher produces a list of codes

(‘template’) representing themes identified in their textual data.” (King, 2004, p. 256).

This method is widely adopted by management and organizational research (King et

al., 2018), including many Northumbria University business school PhD/DBA studies

(e.g. Eziashi, 2017; Croney, 2016; Charity, 2010; Quan, 2007).

In this study, the relations among different themes were represented by the template in

the form of a hierarchical structure to organize codes. Before discussing the process of

analyzing data, it is necessary to clarify some key concepts used in template analysis,

such as codes, themes and coding. According to King (2004, p. 257), “a code is a

label attached to a section of text to index it as relating to a theme or issue in the data

which the researcher has identified as important to his or her interpretation”. “Themes

are recurrent features of participants’ accounts characterising particular perceptions

and/or experiences that the researcher sees as relevant to their research question.

Coding is the process of identifying themes in accounts and attaching labels (codes) to

index them.” (Brooks and King, 2014, p. 4).

Merits and limitations of template analysis

In terms of the advantages of template analysis, with some (but not too rigid) structure,
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it is a flexible approach which can handle a large data set. Moreover, template

analysis is suitable for this constructionist and interpretative study as well as the

research questions being posed (see King, 2004). With regard to its limitations, on the

one hand, King (2012, 2004) points out that this data analysis method is not

appropriate for studies combining quantitative and qualitative approaches. In template

analysis, “the assumption that the frequency of a code in a particular text corresponds

to its salience simply cannot be made” (King, 2004, p. 257). On the other hand,

template analysis is problematic to research adopting radical relativist positions, for

example, discourse analysis, partly because “the attaching of codes to segments of

text would be seen by a discourse analyst as limiting the possibilities for fully

exploring the diversities of meaning –and especially the ambiguities – in the way that

language is used to construct reality” (King, 2004, p. 257).

3.6.2 Process of data analysis in this research

Before the formal data analysis, the verbatim transcription was undertaken by

professional native English-speaking transcribers, with the support of verbatim

proofreading by the researcher himself, so that the accuracy and completeness of the

transcription could be ensured. In addition to the manifest content, both the researcher

and the professional transcribers also focused on the relevant contexts and subtle

verbal cues such as pause, silence, emphasis, intonation and laughter, etc., in order to

gain a good understanding of the meaning of the data. In the course of proofreading

the transcriptions, the researcher got close to the interview evidence and began to see

similarities and differences among the accounts of various interviewees. He also

started to develop some initial codes/categories from the data.

After carefully listening to the recordings several times and creating a general ‘feel’

for each interview (O’Dwyer, 2004), the researcher conducted line-by-line reading

and annotation for every evidential source. The detailed analysis was facilitated by

various analytical tools (O’Dwyer, 2004), including:
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 The interview guide

 Recordings of interviews

 Transcripts of interviews

 Interview memos including the researcher’s self-reflection

 Related internal and external documents collected

 Research diary reflections

 Various contextual information

 Tables, diagrams and mind maps created in the data collection and analysis

The template analysis in this study consists of a series of interrelated steps. This study

adopted the important characteristics of template analysis: hierarchical coding and

parallel coding (Brooks and King, 2014; King 2004). In terms of hierarchical coding,

in order to better analyze texts, and clarify and organize codes, a few general,

overarching higher-order codes were developed to provide a broad overview of the

structure and direction of the analysis. A higher-order code may comprise several

detailed lower-order codes, offering focused and more specific insights, and allowing

comparison within and between cases/data sources. In some cases, the researcher also

employed a parallel coding approach, at the same level of the template, to classify the

same segment of textual data to different codes where appropriate (Brooks and King,

2014; King 2004).

Template analysis usually begins with a few tentative priori themes (Brooks and King,

2014; King 2004). In this study, the researcher identified broad themes such as

‘rationales for English public universities’ OS engagement’ and ‘barriers to advancing

OS’ before coding and used them as starting points for analysis. These priori themes

are derived from research issues, research aims and questions. However, the

researcher is fully aware that the priori themes are not fixed, and must have as few as

possible. As the research progresses, if priori themes become irrelevant, the researcher

can refine and change them, if necessary. Furthermore, the study should not be

restricted to just priori themes. Instead, the researcher should always pay close
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attention to new themes which emerge out of the data and include them in the

template, if appropriate (Brooks and King, 2014; King et al., 2018; King 2004).

A number of approaches were employed to ensure coding consistency: clarification of

codes and their classifications, constant assessment and revision of the template, and

continuous discussion of codes constructed as well as illustrative quotes with

experienced researchers via peer debriefing. In addition to continuously developing a

general picture of recurrent themes across different, unconnected data sources, it is

also important to understand every participant’s own unique perception and

experience in a coherent manner. In this regard, it is useful to create a list of all the

codes found in each interview transcript. Further, when analyzing data, the researcher

should not be restricted to the initial research questions only; themes/issues that do

not seem directly related to the initial research questions cannot be ignored.

3.6.3 Developing templates

Having collected and analyzed 12 interviews and around 500 documents, the tentative

initial templates were developed. The researcher tried not to produce such templates

too early, because they may have negatively affected his openness to the later

interview and document analysis. As Brooks and King (2014) warn, if you do it too

early, “you may become oversensitised to material that "fits" the existing template,

whilst neglecting material less easily encompassed” (p. 7). O’Dwyer (2004) also

stresses that the analysis must not be limited by the previous literature and the

interview guide, and researchers must pay considerable attention to emerging themes

from empirical evidence, with an open mind. Therefore, the initial template

incorporated a number of new themes which emerged out of a range of data sources.

Template analysis is not a ‘one-after-the-other’ structure undertaken in a rigid,

mechanical manner. After creating the initial templates, they were systematically

applied to further data and revised. The methods of refining the templates include:
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adding codes, deleting codes, changing the scope of codes, and changing

classification, etc. (King, 2004; King et al., 2018). When researchers identify an issue

in the text that is relevant to the research topic, but the existing codes do not address it,

a new code needs to be added. For example, the addition in this analysis is the concept

of ‘cognition/organizational culture-related barriers’ as a level-three code under the

higher-level ‘organizational-related barriers’, containing a couple of lower-level codes

that had originally appeared in other places in the template or were new. This showed

the researcher’s increasing understanding that ‘cognition/organizational

culture-related barriers’ were key themes.

An originally defined code that appeared to represent a separate theme may be found

to considerably overlap with other themes, and it may be removed at the conclusion of

the template development process (King, 2004; King et al., 2018). In terms of

changing the scope of codes, it is necessary to redefine a code at a higher or lower

level if the definition of the code is either too wide or too narrow. With regard to

changing classification, the researcher could reclassify a code as a sub-category of

another higher-order code (King, 2004).

In the course of data analysis, modification of the template is an iterative process

through constant revisions, and several versions of the templates were developed.

Such revisions were continued for as long as seemed necessary until the researcher

gained a comprehensive and in-depth understanding of the data gathered and the

phenomenon being examined. The template analysis was carried out until there were

few new themes emerging out of the data. All textual data were carefully and

thoroughly coded as many times as possible before the template was developed into

its final form. And then it was systematically applied to the full data set. The final

template acted as guidance for data interpretation and presentation.

NVivo is a useful and efficient tool to help store, organize, code, search and visualize

qualitative data. The researcher used NVivo to systematically record and display all
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broad/higher-order codes and detailed/lower-order codes at different levels, linking

with the related segments of textual data in the original sources. With the support of

NVivo, the researcher can quickly clarify, compare and contextualize data, and

construct codes and templates.

For the initial round of data analysis, the researcher examined each interview and

document individually. Having imported all the relevant interview transcripts and

documents into NVivo, he conducted a line-by-line close reading of each data source

carefully and thoroughly, from start to finish, developing the overall ideas of the

research issues and each source. Then the same template analysis method, as

explained above, was employed to analyze both interview and document data. The

researcher conducted the initial coding for every interview transcript and document

and developed some relevant detailed lower-order codes concerning the research

topics. After that, the researcher started to integrate codes from both interview

transcripts and documents and develop broad higher-order codes which consisted of

more focused, specific lower-order codes. The template, including both broad

higher-order codes and detailed lower-order codes, was gradually constructed as the

analytical framework for the whole study. Within the NVivo system, the codes were

linked to the extracts in the original transcripts and/or documents, so that the

researcher could easily trace the data sources. The template analysis adopted in this

study was a back-and-forth iterative process. Both interview (the main method) and

document (the additional, supporting method) evidence was presented together (side

by side) to support the themes that emerged from the data and provide for some

corroboration of the research findings.

The interview data were largely relevant to research issues because interview

questions were formulated around research questions. To some extent, the external

and internal document data were less directly relevant, because the purposes of

producing these documents were not for social science research. The researcher paid

particular attention to the sections related to the organizational rationales for and
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barriers to OS engagement in various documents.

In this research, different types of documents (produced by different actors)

emphasized different information. For instance, activist groups and the media were

sometimes critical and challenged the status quo of universities’ OS engagement; they

did not think organizational self-interest-oriented business case rationales and

incremental improvements in management and technical practices were sufficient.

The government emphasized regulatory compliance and value for money (efficient

use of public funding). Sector sustainability professional associations promoted

win-win business case, ‘do well by doing good’ rationales and incremental changes,

and only occasionally criticized universities’ OS slow progress.

By contrast, some university internal documents simply described the rationales for

undertaking OS-related activities, but they mainly explained organizational

self-interest-centered motivations: reducing compliance risks, obtaining funding,

saving costs, managing organizational reputation, attracting students and increasing

tuition fee incomes. It seemed that universities’ internal documents did not explore

such pragmatic organizational motivations further. For example, they did not

investigate whether such motivations were sufficient and appropriate to making

substantive transformation towards OS or not. There was limited information on

barriers to OS progress in university internal documents because these publicly

available documents rarely disclosed the university’s own problems, difficulties and

negative news with regard to OS to the external audience. Therefore, the researcher

needed to conduct semi-structured interviews (as the main data collection method) to

examine complex organizational rationales and various barriers at a deep level.

The research indicated that universities’ internal documents placed the emphasis on

how much OS progress they made and pragmatic organizational self-interested

rationales (Chapter Four). This is inconsistent with some critical comments made by

some external stakeholders in their documents. These document data showed that
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some external stakeholders thought universities did not take their OS moral

responsibilities seriously and make sufficient, substantive OS changes to their campus

operations.

3.6.4 Interpretation of data and presentation of findings

During the analysis, the researcher tried to code the transcripts and documents and

interpret the data. The researcher sought to “link the process of making sense of the

data with the research questions”, the extant literature and the theories he utilized to

illuminate the research issues being examined (Bryman, 2016, p. 13). The

interpretation of data involved several rounds of preparations in an iterative way to

represent the research findings (O’Dwyer, 2004). Equipped with the aforementioned

analytical tools, the researcher firstly developed an inclusive detailed description,

integrating a broad range of contextual information relevant to various parts of the

representation.

In the course of interpreting and presenting the data, the researcher continuously

looked for new insights and viewed evidence from different perspectives. Therefore,

considerable attention was paid to ambiguities, contradictions and conflicting

perceptions in the data, to question and even challenge the main codes and the

templates created (O’Dwyer, 2004). Such critical reassessment of the interpretation

also helped the researcher better understand the research issues.

On the basis of this relatively descriptive account, a more focused, interpretive

representation of the research findings was produced (O’Dwyer, 2004). Such

interpretation was deepened and organized around a more coherent and pertinent

analytical framework, as the study evolved and the researcher’s understanding of the

relationships between differing codes at various levels developed. A large number of

direct long and/or short quotes from the interviews and documents were used to

support the interpretation, enhance the trustworthiness of the research (Lincoln and
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Guba, 1985) and enrich the contextualized “thick description” (Denzin, 1994, p. 505).

Moreover, a number of tables were utilized to improve the presentation of research

results.

The researcher developed the study findings using neo-institutional theory, legitimacy

theory and relevant sustainability literature. Jemielniak and Ciesielska (2018) point

out that qualitative studies are often not preconceptualized by the existing theories

and literature prior to the data collection. In this study, such theoretical/conceptual

framework and categorization are not pre-selected; instead, they emerged from the

data collection and analysis. In fact, the researcher tried and changed different

theoretical perspectives in this process, and this framework only emerged after the

analysis of almost all the interviews and documents was completed. Once again,

researchers must be aware of the potential problems with ‘cherry picking’ - only

selecting the data which fit the theoretical framework. To address this issue, the

researcher constantly searched for and considered alternative or competing evidence,

themes and perspectives. The overview of the final template developed for this

research is presented in the table below.

Table 3.5. Final template for this research

1. Rationales

for

universities’

OS

engagement

1.1. Social

institutional

influences

1.1.1 Coercive

influences

1.1.1.1 Coercive influence of central and

local government

1.1.1.2 Coercive influence of sector regulator

1.1.2

Normative

influences

1.1.2.1 Limited normative influence from

students (activist groups and students’ unions)

1.1.2.2 Limited normative influence from

professional bodies
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1.1.3 Mimetic

influences

1.1.3.1 Mimetic influences from peer

universities’ practice and performance

1.1.3.2 Peers’ performance in league tables

and media reinforced mimetic influence

1.2

Legitimacy

seeking and

organizational

self-interest

1.2.1

Instrumental

motivations

for

organizational

self-interest

Such pragmatic rationales emphasize win-win

business case

1.2.2

Maintaining

legitimacy

with different

sources of

legitimacy and

benefiting

organizational

self-interest

1.2.2.1 Maintaining legitimacy with

government and mitigating compliance risk,

funding and saving cost

1.2.2.2 Maintaining legitimacy with students

and managing organizational reputation,

recruiting students and generating income

1.2.2.3 Maintaining legitimacy with media

and the public and managing organizational

reputation and recruiting students

1.2.3

Consistency

and conflict

between

1.2.3.1 Limited substantive actions when

normative sustainability demands consistent

with organizational self-interest
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seeking

organizational

self-interest

and moral

legitimacy

1.2.3.2 Compromises (symbolic engagement)

when confronting conflicts between

pragmatic interests and moral legitimacy

1.2.3.2.1 Conflicts between moral legitimacy

and organizational expansion,

symbolic legitimation

1.2.3.2.2 Conflicts between moral legitimacy

and organizational reputation,

symbolic legitimation

1.2.3.2.3 Conflicts between moral legitimacy

and investment/saving cost,

symbolic legitimation

1.2.3.2.4 Symbolic legitimacy management

and lack of substantive OS changes

2. Barriers to

OS progress

2.1

Organizational

-related

barriers

2.1.1

Organizational

management/s

tructure-relate

d barriers

2.1.1.1 Inconsistency between OS and

organizational short-term economic interests

2.1.1.2 OS is not universities’ strategic

priority

2.1.1.3 Insufficient support from senior

management

2.1.2 2.1.2.1 Insufficient financial resources
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Organizational

resource/capac

ity-related

barriers

2.1.2.2 Lack of dedicated human resources

2.1.2.3 Other organizational members’ lack of

time to participate

2.1.3

Cognition/orga

nizational

culture-related

barriers

2.1.3.1 Lack of awareness and knowledge

about OS among different organizational

members

2.1.3.2 Silo mentality

2.2 Social

institutional-re

lated barriers

2.2.1

Insufficient or

inadequate

legal and

governmental

coercion

2.2.1.1 Weakening coercive pressure of

central and local government

2.2.1.2 The decline of coercive influence

from the sector regulator

2.2.2 Varied

and limited

social

(non-governm

ent) pressures

2.2.2.1 Insufficient pressures from students

and students unions

2.2.2.2 The decline of the influence of league

tables

2.2.2.3 Limited influence of professional

associations

2.2.3 Negative 2.2.3.1 Reduction in OS funding as a result of
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impacts of the

COVID-19

crisis

increasing financial pressures

2.2.3.2 New sustainability challenges

3.7 Research ethics

Using the Northumbria University Research Ethics and Governance Handbook as

guidance, the researcher took account of a range of ethical issues such as informed

consent, confidentiality and anonymity, data protection and storage security, potential

harm or stress to participants, integrity and transparency, health and safety, and

conflicts of interests, etc. (see also Bryman, 2016). The researcher went through the

proper procedures to obtain Northumbria University’s ethical approval prior to the

data collection. This study seeks to understand the interviewees’ individual

perceptions and personal reflections instead of them speaking for their specific

universities. In addition, all documents collected are publicly available.

After gaining research ethics approval, requests were sent to the targeted interviewees

in the selected sample universities, along with the invitation and information letter,

the informed consent form and the interview guide. Please refer to Appendix 1, 2 and

3 for these three documents. Participation in the interview was voluntary.

Interviewees were reminded that they had the right to withdraw at any time, without

having to give a reason. The participants were free not to answer any questions. Their

informed consent and written permission were obtained. Before each interview, the

researcher asked the respondent’s permission about whether the researcher could

record the interviews and take notes. All the participants and sample organizations

were kept confidential and anonymous.

The interviews are open-ended and semi-structured, and there are no right or wrong
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answers. The participants were given the opportunity to ask questions about this

research and had their questions answered satisfactorily. Interview data were stored

securely. In case the participants had any concerns, the procedures governed by

Northumbria University’s research ethics and points of contact were provided. The

researcher made no payment or remuneration to participants.

3.8 Research quality

There are different standards and terms for the assessment of qualitative research

(Bryman 2016). Lincoln and Guba (1985) suggest that trustworthiness can be utilized

as the criterion to evaluate the research quality of a qualitative study. Establishing

trustworthiness entails developing credibility, transferability, dependability and

conformability (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). Credibility focuses on the reasonableness

or believability of the research findings. As a result, a credible empirical account must

be provided, and it must take into consideration the amount and type of evidence

utilized. The researcher needs to ensure that study findings and the research

respondents’ viewpoints and experiences are well aligned (Bryman, 2016).

Transferability refers to the extent to which the particular findings of a study can be

applied to different contexts. While dependability addresses the issue of “the findings

likely to apply at other times?” (Bryman, 2016, p. 49), confirmability means that the

researcher “has not overtly allowed personal values or theoretical inclinations

manifestly to sway the conduct of the research and the findings deriving from it”

(Bryman, 2016, p. 393).

In order to ensure trustworthiness, the researcher used a range of methods, including

triangulation, ‘thick description’, audit trial, researcher’s reflexivity and peer

debriefing (Lincoln and Guba, 1985; Bryman, 2016; Tracy, 2010). The research used

numerous direct quotations from a variety of interview and document data as evidence

supporting the themes and theoretical concepts developed out of the data. Multiple

data collection methods were adopted to undertake differing lines of inquiry and
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examine issues from varied perspectives. While triangulation helps ensure the overall

trustworthiness of the study, it is especially useful to enhance credibility. Through

triangulation of multiple methods and data sources, this study shows a ‘fit’ between

participants’ experiences and perceptions and the researcher’s interpretation of them

(Nowell et al., 2017; Bryman, 2016; Tobin and Begley, 2004; Lincoln and Guba,

1985).

The findings of qualitative research represent “one of a number of possible

representations… of social reality” (Bryman et al., 2008, p. 383). Many scholars

argue that it is not appropriate for interpretivist qualitative studies to be assessed by

statistical generalization. Instead, the transferability depends on “the cogency of the

theoretical reasoning” (Mitchell, 1983, p. 207) and how sufficient and appropriate the

details in the research findings are for readers in similar circumstances to relate to

their own decision-making (Bassey, 1981). In this regard, ‘thick description’ of

qualitative studies refers to rich accounts of the details of research issues and settings.

It provides readers with “a database for making judgment about” the transferability of

findings to different social contexts (Bryman 2016, p. 392).

In addition, efforts were made to make the whole process of this DBA study as

transparent as possible; the researcher also kept a complete and detailed record of the

procedures of conducting research, so that all relevant information can be used as the

basis of the audit trail for other researchers. All steps/aspects of the research process

must be well documented in a way that is accessible. While an audit trial helps

enhance the overall trustworthiness of the study, it is particularly useful to improve

dependability. Furthermore, peer debriefing sessions were undertaken between the

researcher and his peers, especially highly experienced scholars in the related field.

Apart from the outside scrutiny, self-critical reflection on every aspect of the research

process was also undertaken to make sure that the researcher’s personal values and

theoretical perspectives do not excessively affect the study - confirmability (Nowell et
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al., 2017; Bryman, 2016; Tobin and Begley, 2004; Lincoln and Guba, 1985).

Researchers need to be reflective about the implications of their approaches,

biases and values for the knowledge they generate.

3.9 The researcher’s reflectivity

Reflexivity means examining the researcher’s own beliefs, values, motives, judgments

and practices throughout the research journey and how they may have affected the

study. A reflexive researcher constantly questions his or her own taken for granted

assumptions. It requires openness and an acceptance that the researcher is an essential

part of the study (Finlay 1998). Self-critique is important to reflexive accounts, which

challenge and potentially transform underlying beliefs and assumptions. In a reflexive

process, the researcher is forced to re-examine his or her stance in regard to ontology,

epistemology, methodology, theory, research process, participants and self.

The researchers’ social constructionist and interpretivist positions guided him in

understanding the social reality and knowledge for this study. The researcher

influenced this study through his research focuses, interview questions and his

behaviour such as the interactions with the participants during the interviews. In order

for the readers to understand the issues being studied, it is useful to describe the

researcher’s sustainability position and how he understands the process of research.

The researcher considers himself passionate about sustainability issues. He is very

interested in various environmental/social topics discussed in the media and he tries to

perform his daily actions in an environmentally friendly and socially responsible

manner. For example, his wife and he do not own/drive a car; he tries to buy fair trade

or organic food/products, where possible. However, he does not get involved in

radical activities such as protests. He generally respects that people can have various

views on sustainability and the same OS-related issue may have different

interpretations by different people in different contexts at different times. If people’s

opinions are inconsistent with the researcher’s, he tries to see things from others’
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perspectives. In the context of this study, the researcher’s goal is to thoroughly

examine and interpret the data collected through the reality constructed by the key

personnel managing OS activities in English public universities, rather than to claim

to be independent or objective.

In addition to the literature review and personal motivation, the researcher’s

professional interest also influenced the choices of research issues and focuses. The

researcher previously helped a medium-sized Chinese company develop its

sustainability reports and undertook some OS-related studies in the context of Scottish

universities.

In terms of methodological reflexivity, researchers should re-examine their

approaches to take into consideration of factors like ethics, power relations or

language use. The researcher was concerned about the question of ‘are my questions

meaningful to the participants?’ during the research process. When designing the

interview questions, he tried to make them as comprehensible to the interviewees as

possible and avoided using difficult or unfamiliar terms and concepts (no jargon). For

example, there were no words such as coercive, normative and mimetic influences,

legitimacy or symbolic and substantive activities, etc, in the interview questions.

Conducting the pilot study also increased the researcher’s confidence in the interview

questions and ability in undertaking interviews.

During the interview process, the researcher found that withholding his own

viewpoint was a good learning experience for him. For instance, when the participants

held contrary views to the researcher’s with regard to OS, the researcher did not argue

with them and let them speak freely. However, during the pilot interviews, the

researcher might have exhibited more empathy and approval to participants who had

similar strong sustainability viewpoints. Therefore, the researcher examined the pilot

interviews with caution and, in the final thesis, did not present any illustrative

quotations from the pilot interviews to support the research findings. In the main
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study interviews, the researcher tried to use a non-judgemental, relatively neutral tone

to conduct interviews and held back his opinions regarding OS issues with the

interviewees, so that their views relating to the rationales for and barriers to

universities’ OS were not excessively affected by the researcher.

On the one hand, if the interviewees engaged in ‘positive impression management’

(Alvesson, 2003), such as uncritically praised his or her organizational OS-related

achievements and did the ‘public relations’ talks for their universities, the researcher

had to redirect the interviews to focus on the exploration of the research issues. The

researcher scrutinized such information vis-à-vis the accounts of the other empirical

evidence. On the other hand, the interviewees sometimes tried to avoid saying

something negative about their organizational OS engagement, despite the

researcher’s assurances that their comments would be kept completely confidential.

While interviewing respondents, the researcher was aware that some would be

concerned that the outcome of the research might put their professional identities into

question. To address this problem, the researcher concentrated on building trust with

the participants and highlighting the research ethics, which stated that no information

gathered (with their identities) would be shared with their universities.

As a practical tool, following an interview, the researcher kept a research journal with

notes about interesting aspects of the interview and incidents that he noticed. This

journal allowed the researcher to be reflexive of his preconceptions and biases. He

followed the suggestions of Haynes (2012) and conducted the following reflexive

exercises in the whole research process:

 In the research journal, the researcher wrote down theoretical assumptions and

presuppositions regarding the issues being studied and revisited them during the

process of research, noting how they had changed;

 Considered whether or how these changes had revised the research focuses,

questions or findings;

 Kept notes of ideas and feelings concerning the research process;
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 Noted down observations, interactions, incidents, emotions and responses;

 Listened to tape recordings of interviews and noted how the researcher’s presence

or interaction influenced the process;

 Discussed and evaluated all these relevant issues and the research process with

senior researchers in the related field.

At the data analysis and interpretation stage, reflexivity also involves looking at the

issues through different theoretical perspectives, critically examining data and

exploring possible differing interpretations of the evidence, ensuring triangulation

through multiple data sources and collection methods, etc. Using a critical and

reflexive lens enables researchers to develop more nuanced and possibly more

trustworthy emerging knowledge. For instance, in analyzing data, the researcher had

always been sensitive to the questions: Is this the interviewee’s perception or my (the

researcher’s) perception? Is this the interviewee’s interpretation or my interpretation?

Despite the researcher’s efforts to ensure that the participants’ voices were heard and

his voice did not distort the participants’ voices, the researcher interpreted the data

through the lens of his own beliefs and cultural values.

To avoid indulging any biases the researcher could have, a conscious effort was made

not to judge the participants and their opinions as ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. An effort was

also made not to try to ‘fit’ the data to the desired responses to answer the research

questions. For example, the researcher was careful of the potential dangers of ‘cherry

picking’ - only choosing the empirical evidence that fits the theoretical frameworks

adopted. Instead, the alternative or competing evidence/themes which did not seem to

support the chosen framework and differing theoretical perspectives were also

considered (O’Dwyer, 2004; Alvesson, 2003). In this light, the researcher constantly

searched for new insights and analyzed the data from different and even contrasting

perspectives. Moreover, the researcher focused attention on inconsistencies,

ambiguities, and contending views and experiences in the evidence (O’Dwyer, 2004),

questioning and even challenging the themes and the templates developed.
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Additionally, the research used numerous direct quotations from a variety of different

interview and document data as evidence. Multiple data collection methods (i.e.

semi-structured interview and document analysis) were adopted to undertake differing

lines of enquiry and cross-examine issues under investigation. By doing so, the

credibility of the findings and interpretation could be enhanced and biases could be

mitigated (Bryman, 2016; Lincoln and Guba, 1985).

To ensure the researcher followed the argumentation of the interviewees, another

approach is looking for contradictions among different participants’ accounts and

looking for the inconsistency between interviewees’ perceptions and the literature.

For instance, while the previous literature considers that a lack of sustainability

policies, committees, working groups and offices acts as a barrier (Avila et al., 2019;

Avila et al., 2017), they were less mentioned by the participants at the time of the

interviews. This may be partly due to the fact that those studies are not English public

universities-specific; many sample universities in this context have already developed

these structures. However, one would argue that, even if universities adopted these

measures, they do not seem to be sufficient or effective enough to make substantive

progress to sustainability and lead to systemic changes, without deeply understanding

the complex rationales and the barriers and addressing them in a substantive way.

3.10 Chapter summary

This chapter has provided a detailed description of the researcher’s ontological

(constructionism) and epistemological (interpretivism) positions, research

methodology and research design that aim to answer the research questions. The

research is qualitative in nature and purposive sampling was employed. Key

organizational personnel who are directly involved in OS at a managerial level from a

range of public universities in England with different organizational characteristics

were chosen as targeted interviewees. Data were collected from 20 semi-structured

in-depth interviews and more than 800 internal and external documents. The interview
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transcripts and documents were analyzed using template analysis with the support of

NVivo software. The data collection and analysis methods adopted are consistent with

the ontological and epistemological grounding of this research.

The chosen research design allows the researcher to collect rich and in-depth data that

facilitate interpretation of the underlying meaning of the interview accounts and

documents. Ethical issues in this research project and the methods used to ensure high

research quality were also described in this chapter. Keeping the research

methodology and methods in mind, an overview of the research context and an

in-depth analysis of empirical data in this DBA study will be presented in the next

chapter.
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Chapter Four: Data analysis and research findings

4.1 Introduction

This chapter aims to address the research issues (rationales and barriers) through a

detailed analysis of the data collected. This chapter comprises three main parts. Firstly,

an overview of the research context is provided. Secondly, the analysis explores the

‘outside-in’ rationale: social institutional (mainly external) influences combine with

the ‘inside-out’ rationale: the pursuit of legitimacy interacts with seeking

organizational self-interest. These two perspectives are different but complementary.

Thirdly, the results of the interview and document analysis examining organizational

and social institutional-related barriers are presented. The analysis and findings are

supported by substantial evidence from empirical data and framed in light of the

relevant theories and literature. The next section will introduce the context in which

this research took place.

4.2 Research context

This qualitative DBA study recognizes the importance of the contextual understanding

of organizational decision-making and behavior. English public universities’

rationales for and barriers to OS must be understood in context. This section provides

an overview of the research setting, particularly diverse stakeholders in relation to OS

in the English university sector (or ‘field participants’ from a neo-institutional

perspective).

The UK legislator and government authorities have established a number of laws and

regulations in different areas of sustainability, directly impacting universities’ OS. For

instance, in 2008 the British Parliament introduced the Climate Change Act. This Act

established an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions target for 2050 compared

to the 1990 baseline in the UK, including England. Recently, a new ambitious 2050
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‘net zero’ target has been set: 100% below 1990 levels (Climate Change Act 2050

Target Amendment, 2019). Under the Climate Change Act, a dedicated

independent non-departmental public body, the Committee on Climate Change (CCC),

was formed to advise the government. The CCC also recommended interim targets to

reduce emissions (CCC, 2019). Nevertheless, two thirds of British universities were

not on track to meet such reduction targets (Lightfoot, 2019). As another example of

relevant governmental influence, universities should meet the relevant requirements

and standards of building regulations and planning permissions, which place emphasis

on improving energy use and protecting the environment. Since 2008, by law, English

university public buildings have been required to record and show Display Energy

Certificates, indicating their energy usage.

In addition to regulations, the UK government has provided funding to incentivize

universities to embark on OS activities. For instance, Salix Finance Ltd is a non-profit

company funded by the government for public sector energy improvement. Salix

Finance Ltd provides interest-free loans and revolving funding to English public

universities to improve energy efficiency. Local councils also have some

sustainability-related funding opportunities.

The UK Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme (CRCEES,

formerly the Carbon Reduction Commitment) - a mandatory trading scheme - was

applied to large UK business and public organizations, including English public

universities. It used to have direct financial and reputational impacts on the

universities through rewards and penalties such as revenue recycling payments from

the government and published performance league tables. However, from the end of

the 2018-19 compliance year, the CRCEES has been replaced by the increase in

Climate Change Levy - a tax on the energy usage of organizations (e.g. natural gas,

electricity and petroleum, etc.).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Climate_Change_Act_2008
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-departmental_public_body
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As the former higher education sector regulator, the Higher Education Funding

Council for England (HEFCE) used to play an active and vital part in leading English

universities to adopt OS-related practice and have OS accountability. In 2010,

HEFCE, along with other related bodies, launched the Carbon Reduction Strategy and

tied public funding for universities to sustainability targets and requirements.

However, in recent years, there have been substantial changes in English higher

education regulators and their strategies/policies. In 2018, HEFCE was taken over by

the Office for Students (OfS), coupled with significant university state funding cuts.

Sustainability-related professional bodies in this sector support universities’ OS

initiatives. For example, the Environmental Association for Universities and Colleges

(EAUC) is a not-for-profit member based charity, set up in 1996 to promote

sustainability in the higher and further education sector in the UK and Ireland. EAUC

is governed by senior sustainability practitioners and leaders from member

universities or colleges. EAUC’s headquarters are based at the University of

Gloucestershire, England. The Green Gown Awards have been established and

administered by EAUC since 2004, recognizing the best sustainability practices of

higher and further education institutions. In addition, the Sustainability Leadership

Scorecard was developed by EAUC, the Association of University Directors of

Estates (AUDE) and Arup (a professional consulting group) to assess the

sustainability performance of universities and colleges.

As influential stakeholders, relevant sustainability activist groups take actions to

facilitate OS at universities in England. Established in 1969, People & Planet is one of

the largest student campaigning organizations advocating sustainability in UK

universities. Building on the Green League published in 2007, People & Planet

launched its University League – an annual sustainability league table of UK

universities ranked by their environmental and social performance (largely based on

OS). The People & Planet sustainability University League is also regularly published

by traditional (‘mainstream’) media such as the Guardian, drawing attention from the
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public. People & Planet’s headquarters are located in Oxford, England. Moreover, the

National Union of Students (NUS) and local students’ unions at different English

universities play active roles in promoting OS by initiating a number of sustainability

programmes and campaigns. The OS-related main events (as a brief timeline) in the

English university sector are presented in the table below.

Table 4.1 The OS-related main events in the English university sector

Time Event

1996 Environmental Association for Universities and Colleges (EAUC)

was set up to promote sustainability in the higher and further

education sector in the UK and Ireland.

1997 Third World First changed its name to People & Planet - the UK

largest sustainability student network campaigning group.

2004 UK government established Salix Finance ltd.

2007 UK government introduced mandatory Carbon Reduction

Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme and performance league

table.

People & Planet published the first UK university sector Green

League published (later renamed as University League).

2008 British Parliament introduced the Climate Change Act and this Act

established an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions target

for 2050 compared to the 1990 baseline in the UK.

2010 HEFCE launched the English higher education sector Carbon

Reduction Strategy and tied public funding for universities with

sustainability targets and requirements.

2014 There was disagreement between People & Planet and some

universities in terms of its University League ranking criteria.

2015 The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were adopted by

United Nations Member States and supported by English
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universities.

2018 HEFCE was taken over by Office for Students (OfS).

2019 Climate Change Act 2050 carbon reduction target was amended. A

new ambitious 2050 ‘net zero’ target has been set: 100% below

1990 levels.

Various media and activist groups disclosed that two thirds of

British universities were not on track to meet such reduction

targets.

The UK government closed mandatory Carbon Reduction

Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme.

OfS and Higher Education Statistical Agency (HESA) did not

require the mandate for universities’ estates’ management record

data submission any longer.

Staff and students from NUS created a charity named Students

Organising for Sustainability UK (SOS-UK).

2020 The COVID-19 crisis posed a serious threat to English universities

and impacted OS in many ways.

2021 The UK government targeted to cut carbon emissions 78% by 2035

below 1990 levels.

Apart from external institutional contexts, internal organizational settings are also

important. OS-related activities are concerned with a range of practices, such as

OS-related policies, implementation projects and evaluation actions, governance

structure, financial/human resources, staff and student OS training and engagement,

etc (People & Planet, 2021). Universities’ OS-related policies, strategies and action

plans need to have specific, actionable and time-bound targets. They should cover a

broad range of OS areas (different OS issues should have relevant, clear policies) and

should be reviewed on a regular basis. Importantly, they should be fully supported

with sufficient financial and human resources.
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Many English public universities have adopted externally verified environmental

management systems such as ISO or Ecocampus. Regular environmental and social

impact audits of the whole university’s campus operations are required for effective

monitoring and evaluation. The performance of OS programmes should be closely

linked to the work performance of the relevant staff at the operational and senior

management levels. In addition, universities need to build a formal governance

structure accountable for continual OS development, with a focus on managers at the

department, school and top levels. The basic management structure, such as

OS-related committees, working groups and offices, is necessary. It is, in particular,

essential to develop effective senior management accountability mechanisms for OS

with clear responsibilities assigned to top executives.

Systematic OS awareness-raising and knowledge training should be carried out across

the university. For example, leadership training courses for management and

champions, sustainability learning at inductions and encouraging communication

through multiple channels are parts of the awareness and knowledge enhancement

efforts. Diverse stakeholders should be involved in all phases of the OS integration

process. There are a number of ways to engage constituents. These include active and

effective student and staff representation in sustainability strategic decision-making

committees, incorporating OS engagement opportunities into all staff and student

inductions, developing a full range of communication channels and promoting various

engagement events and campaigns, etc. To facilitate our overall contextual

understanding of the research issues being examined, the main aspects of OS

activities at universities in England are provided in the table below.

Table 4.2 Main aspects of OS activities in English public universities

OS policies, implementation actions and evaluations carbon and energy

waste and recycling

water
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travel and transport

construction and refurbishment

biodiversity

sustainable procurement, fair trade and workers’ rights in

university global supply chain

ethical investment and banking

equality and diversity, worker’s rights within the university

OS governance structure and resources sustainability advisory group and sustainability office

university top management with OS responsibilities

staff working in dedicated sustainability roles

dedicated budget and funding for OS

OS management systems and auditing externally verified environmental management system

reporting, measuring and monitoring through regular audits

externally audited or verified standards, for example:

ISO14001 and other ISO related systems

People and Planet University League

BREEM rating

Fair trade status by fair trade foundation

Living Wage accreditation by Living Wage foundation, among

many others

Staff and student OS engagement and wider

communication

staff and student engagement strategy, implementation and

monitoring

staff and student induction and representation on committees

various channels to report and communicate OS activities

Adapted from People & Planet university league table criteria/methodology (2019)

and OS information on the relevant universities’ websites

Some similarities and differences in relation to English public universities’ OS

While every university is unique, many interviewees mentioned that, from a

sector-wide perspective, public universities in England face similar institutional

pressures and have to take measures to meet (or appear to meet) the expectations from

similar stakeholder groups in the context of OS. As responses to stakeholders’

demands, broadly speaking, the majority of universities addressed similar OS issues

and adopted similar practices (e.g. structures, targets, strategies, policies, action plans,
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engagement programmes and communication approaches, etc.). As one interviewee

noted: “Amongst our peer universities we are all facing the same pressures, the

drivers are the same ... broadly we're all facing the same issues…” (Interviewee 10).

A number of other respondents shared similar views:

“I think a lot of them [OS activities] are very similar. You would expect most

universities to produce something about reducing their carbon emissions. You'd

be expecting all of us to be doing something about our transport impact and the

food that we offer. I think there are tons of similarities ...” (Interviewee 14)

“I think from conversations that I have had in our environmental managers’

group meetings locally is that we're all trying to do broadly the same thing in

terms of minimizing environmental impact. ... in broader terms for the university

as a whole and the way we approach it is that we all have an environmental and

sustainability policy. That outlines ten key areas and they probably are fairly

much in line with other universities.” (Interviewee 6)

As mentioned previously, the 10 key areas of OS are carbon, energy, waste and

recycling, water, travel and transport, construction and refurbishment, biodiversity,

sustainable procurement and fair trade (including workers’ rights in the global supply

chain), ethical investment and banking, and equality and diversity (including workers’

rights within a university), etc. Most universities pay attention to these areas.

Through the lens of neo-institutional theory, similar OS activities undertaken, similar

issues addressed, and similar stakeholders involved across different English

universities seem to support an interpretation of some forms of isomorphism -

similarities among organizations in terms of their practices (DiMaggio and Powell,

1983). It appears that, in this context, the majority of English public universities face

similar social/institutional conditions; some universities tend to learn from (and even

imitate) other peer universities with respect to developing OS activities. DiMaggio
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and Powell (1983) argue that coercive, normative and mimetic institutional

mechanisms may sometimes give rise to isomorphism. Section 4.3.1 ‘Rationales: the

perspective of institutional influences’ provides a detailed analysis of the influences of

these institutional forces on English universities’ OS.

On the other hand, this study reveals that, apart from isomorphism, there are some

differences in the extent of complexity or difficulties faced by different English

universities with regard to their OS, mainly due to relevant organizational

characteristics, such as the emphasis on energy-intensive research and age of estates.

For instance:

“A research-intensive university, the university is open 24/7, since you use more

energy, more water, more waste. If you have a carbon reduction target, it's more

difficult for you to reduce your carbon footprint in a research-intensive

university compared to a teaching-based University. [...] Even if you are

research-intensive, it depends on the type of research you're involved in. If

funded research in your university is energy-intensive, then you use more energy,

so it becomes difficult.” (Interviewee 12)

“I think a big difference would be whether or not an organization is research-led

or not. If I think about the efficiency of some of our buildings, the most inefficient

ones are the ones which use the most energy and have the worst display energy

certificate are the ones where there’s very intensive research is going on. I've

been in other buildings where there's just teaching or research which didn't

involve any equipment or whatever, then they can be much more efficient”.

(Interviewee 13)

The majority of participants agreed with the view that many areas of science,

technology, engineering and mathematical studies require energy-intensive equipment

and 24/7 continuous use of labs. These energy-intensive research activities present
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compound challenges to research-led universities, making it difficult to achieve OS

targets, especially in carbon and energy reduction.

According to some interviewees, the age of estates is another key difference. Old

buildings are generally less energy-efficient than new ones. Universities with a large

number of old buildings have to tackle more complex OS issues. Some participants

pointed out:

“The other factor I guess is the aging estate. We've got 300 buildings ranging

from some that are 800 years old to some that are brand new, and trying to

retrofit those old buildings to make them more energy efficient is really difficult.”.

(Interviewee 13)

“Then obviously, if you're trying to insulate old buildings, it can be difficult when

you're dealing with two-foot thick stone walls compared to a six-panel for a

passive house, there are lots of differences. [...] complexity is old buildings are

quite leaky... The moment you start to block up those leaks with insulations and

change windows, increase air timers, you start to get condensation on the walls.”

(Interviewee 20)

This research shows both the similarities in practices and the differences in the extent

of complexity or difficulties in respect of English universities’ OS. This result is

consistent with the ideas of DiMaggio and Powell (1983). Beckert (2010, p. 151)

points out that “The intention of the article by DiMaggio and Powell (1983:147) was

not to claim that processes of isomorphism are somehow more important than the

opposite, but rather to provide an alternative theoretical explanation for isomorphism.

The authors sought to understand it not as the outcome of market-driven

rationalization processes—hence the reference to Max Weber in their title—but as

rooted in institutional dynamics”. These authors place emphasis on explaining

isomorphism, but they also recognize organizational diversity in forms and
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approaches. In fact, they noted that extensive research had been carried out on

organizational variations (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983, p. 148). Moreover, these

findings in the current study are in line with the development of neo-institutional

theory in that many institutional scholars contend the coexistence of homogeneity and

heterogeneity (Hoffman, 2001; Lounsbury, 1996).

It should be noted that this study is not intended to extensively evaluate the OS

performance of English universities. The purpose of this research context description

is to help us better understand the research issues and research questions being

examined - contextualized understanding. This section only provides a brief overview

of the research context, because the detailed description of different issues/aspects is

integrated into the relevant parts of the following data analysis.

4.3 Analysis and findings on rationales for OS engagement in English public

universities

With the research context in place, this part of the analysis addresses research

question one: Why do English public universities engage in sustainability activities in

their (campus) operations?

The responses to this question tended to be related to two main rationales for the

universities’ OS engagement: social institutional (mainly external) influences and

organizational internal motivations. Interview and document data are analyzed using

both neo-institutional theory and legitimacy theory to understand how coercive,

normative and mimetic institutional influences, combined with the pursuit of

organizational legitimacy and various organizational self-interest, shape the

managerial decision-making with regard to universities’ OS. These two perspectives

are different but complementary. They are also interrelated and overlap in some cases.

4.3.1 Rationales: the perspective of institutional influences
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In this section, the researcher uses neo-institutional theory (DiMaggio and Powell,

1983; Scott, 2014) to contribute to the understanding of how different social

institutional mechanisms combine to influence the rationales for English public

universities’ OS engagement. Scholars note that neo-institutional perspectives place

emphasis on the shaping effects of social factors, instead of viewing OS activities as

something managers rationally decide and purposefully undertake in order to obtain

carefully considered results, as implied by legitimacy theory (Bebbington et al., 2009;

Suchman, 1995).

Managers directly involved in OS decision-making were asked to identify whether

they experienced any influence when undertaking organizational OS activities.

Interview and document evidence illustrates that a range of regulative, normative and

cognitive institutions exert coercive, normative and mimetic influences on universities

in varying degrees (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scott, 2014). A variety of

institutions, at international, national and local levels, affect organizational decisions

and actions in different ways (Friedland and Alford, 1991). Thus, organizations

engage in OS activities partly because they are perceived as parts of being ‘normal to

fit in’ the social context within which they function (Bebbington et al., 2009). Further,

these coercive, normative and mimetic categories of institutional mechanisms are

inter-related sometimes.

4.3.1.1 Perceived coercive institutional influences

The evidence from this study shows that one of the principal reasons for universities

to undertake OS initiatives seems to be coercive pressure. Neo-institutional theory

points out that some form of coercive pressure is exerted by regulatory authorities on

an organization’s motives and actions (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). Scott (2014)

posits that regulatory institutions are on the basis of laws and rules, monitoring and

enforcement, and potential reward and punishment. Specifically, this study reveals
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that the main source of coercive institutional pressure is the government: namely,

central government, local government and the English higher education sector

regulator. Different government authorities influence universities’ OS through various

means, such as laws, regulations, targets and government policies, coupled with

financial resource allocation, etc.

4.3.1.1.1 Coercive influences from central and local governments through laws,

regulations, policies, targets and funding

The central and local governments directly influence universities’ OS by establishing

a set of sustainability-related laws, regulations (including taxes), policies and setting

targets. Universities have to respond to the government demands and comply with the

relevant regulations. Laws and regulations are typical examples of coercive

institutional mechanisms; they force universities to obey and align their activities with

the legal requirements. All interviewees noted these critical motivating factors, for

instance:

“The first influential stakeholders are the government. In terms of how they

influence is obviously through regulations and initiatives that come through

various [government] departments, ... They have influence because we have to

comply a lot with the regulations and spend money to do so - which is why

they're influential.” (Interviewee 7)

“Then there's government, obviously, the government in terms of legislation, or

general policy, or incentives the government may offer, to comply with

environmental legislation. For instance, not only legal but also taxes like the

Climate Change Levy that we pay”. (Interviewee 8)

In many participants’ perceptions, regulations and government policies, including

taxes, can be effective ways of motivating English universities to take OS issues
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seriously and engage in them. For instance, the central government, through the

Carbon Reduction Commitment Energy Efficiency Scheme (CRCEES), developed a

performance league table to evaluate and compare organizational carbon and energy

reduction, affecting the reputation of universities to some extent. More importantly,

CRCEES utilized financial tools (e.g. allowances) to incentivize universities by

decreasing the operational costs for high performers in reducing carbon and energy

and increasing the operating expenses for low performers. As an interviewee recalled:

“CRCEES was a way to effectively encourage big organizations to take their

carbon emissions seriously by saying "If you don't try and reduce your carbon,

you're going to get hit with the taxes." ... the government at that time set up a

league table. Essentially, what was going to happen was the people in the top half

of the league table would benefit ... would be in a position where they could

effectively sell surplus credits and the people in the bottom half of the league

table would be buying them. There were effectively various things put in motion

to ensure that bigger organizations took things seriously.” (Interviewee 6)

Local governments also place their pressures on universities through local regulations

and rules, such as planning permissions and building regulations, directly affecting

organizational OS-related motivations and actions in the areas of universities’ estates,

buildings and transport. Participants expressed their opinions on this issue:

“I think probably one of those important ones for us is the local authorities or the

local council. … The council has given us outline planning permission, ... in

terms of development on this campus and on the sites. With that has come

something called the Section 106 agreement which relates to us. It means we have

to produce a travel plan which details how we are going to reduce traffic

congestion and single-occupancy journeys to and from the campus. In terms of

external stakeholders, the council is perhaps the most prominent or important

because, without that outline planning permission, it will be difficult for the
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universities to develop, put up new buildings, and change existing buildings. The

local authorities are very relevant and very prominent stakeholders in terms of

their ability to influence what we do.” (Interviewee 5)

Moreover, as government funding is one of the major income sources for English

public universities, substantial sustainability-related public funding and government

payment/investment can be regarded as means of exerting coercive influence.

According to interview and document evidence, gaining access to relevant

government funding, at both national (e.g. Salix funding) and local (e.g. local

councils’ s sustainable funds) levels, is a direct motivation for universities’ OS

engagement. For example:

“The Salix funding has really supported our university in being able to introduce

operational savings, introduced the funding needed to be able to pay for

introducing its LED lighting ... or supporting payments of solar panels, etc.

That's really facilitated it [the university’s OS] because it's an interest-free loan,

essentially that's made things easier and you obviously pay back over time”.

(Interviewee 16)

“…there are opportunities for funding from local councils. For instance, there's

the Sustainable Travel Fund, which I know, [name of university] did”.

(Interviewee 6)

Such perceptions appear to support an interpretation of government authorities’

pervasive forms of coercive influence (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983) on OS-related

issues. This research now turns to analyze the coercive pressures from another key

institutional actor.

4.3.1.1.2 Coercive influence from university sector regulator through target

setting and policies, combined with financial resources
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Among different government authorities, the higher education sector regulator

(formerly HEFCE and currently OfS) is one of the most relevant and essential

institutional actors applying coercive influence on English public universities’ OS.

The sector regulator motivated universities’ OS engagement through setting targets,

establishing policies and allocating financial resources accordingly. In response to the

central government’s sustainability-related targets, HEFCE influenced universities’

rationales for improving OS by setting specific sector targets. For example, an

interviewee stated: “Historically, we've had HEFCE and they put on a target to

universities to reduce their carbon emissions by 43% by 2020 and that was in line

with the government targets.” (Interviewee 9)

Notably, HEFCE influenced OS through sector policies combined with the force of

financial resources. As a participant commented: “When I began this role, HEFCE

was the link between government funding to universities. Their environmental remit to

universities was quite strong.” (Interviewee 8). For instance, in order to meet related

government funding requirements in HEFCE’s Capital Investment Framework,

universities must set carbon reduction targets in accordance with the sector regulator’s

directions and targets and to take OS-related actions. Participants explained this

influence, which encouraged OS engagement, in detail:

“CIF2 - Capital Investment Framework 2 actually looked at carbon emissions

and said universities must set a carbon target that's in line with HEFCE's aims.

If they don't, they won't be eligible for investment on the Capital Investment

Framework 2. We had to first know what our carbon emissions were, and then set

a target to be eligible for funding of major improvements on campus. That was a

big driver at the time as I recall. ... it certainly helped us [sustainability team] to

focus on making statements about projects that we had lined up”. (Interviewee 6)
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In summary, grounded in neo-institutional theory (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scott,

2014), this study shows the presence of coercive institutional mechanisms in this

context. The coercive pressures were mainly created by the central government, sector

regulator and local government. This section also focuses on how institutional actors

exert their coercive influences. Various government authorities affect universities’ OS

motives and activities through laws, regulations, targets and government policies,

coupled with funding allocation, etc.

On the other hand, section 4.4.2 ‘Social institutional-related barriers’ of this study

reveals the problems of insufficient or inadequate legal and governmental coercion in

this context. The evidence shows that there has been a decline of government coercive

pressures on universities’ OS in recent years. The overall government influence and

support (e.g. central leadership, regulations, enforcement, resources and guidance)

have weakened in strength and scope. Many relevant government initiatives and

financial incentives have been removed. In some cases, it seems that the government

exerted inadequate or even negative effects on universities’ OS partly due to their

short-termism. Such short-termism and inadequate government regulations/policies

impeded long-term, substantive OS changes.

4.3.1.2 Perceived normative institutional influences

As Scott (2014) emphasizes, normative institutional influences are concerned with

how things should be done. This implies that people and organizations have moral

obligations to behave in socially expected manners. In this context, the main sources

of normative pressures are perceived to be students and student-led organizations

(including student-led activist groups and students’ unions). Different institutional

actors have varied influences through a broad range of means and channels.

Particularly, the grassroots student-led activist groups directly and critically confront

universities, by questioning and even publicly challenging their existing OS practice

and performance. However, the scale and depth of normative influence are limited.
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Many interviewees perceived that students and student-led organizations are

influential stakeholders to motivate universities’ OS-related actions. A growing

number of students are aware of the importance of sustainability issues and demand

that universities take responsibility for the social and environmental impact of their

operations. In some universities, students’ influence is strongly felt, and the pressure

from the next generation of higher education students is expected to increase,

especially in their choices of university enrolment. Students exert normative influence

mainly through student-led activist groups and students’ unions. Although they have

limited financial and dedicated staff resources, they adopt various ‘bottom-up’

approaches to exert such influence. To a lesser extent, a limited number of student

sustainability activists even take radical actions such as large-scale school walkouts,

protests and lawsuits.

As an example, a participant pointed out: “I think our most powerful external

stakeholder is the student body and the youth if you like. And the student demographic

is becoming more vocal in environmental matters recently, particularly related to

climate change. I think that is our strongest influence going forward”. (Interviewee

10)

Document data show various ways used by students to radically push universities’ OS

forward:

“From the growing trend of large-scale school walk-outs, protests and

climate-related lawsuits among youth globally, it is clear that the next

generation of higher education students will increasingly hold institutions to a

higher standard, with climate change mitigation and adaptation responses

potentially playing an increased role in their choice of institution.” (EAUC, the

Higher Education Business Continuity Network and AECOM, 2019, p. 9)
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4.3.1.2.1 Some but limited normative influence from student-led activist groups

and the sustainability league tables

The evidence indicates that students influence and motivate universities’ OS

engagement partly through People & Planet - a grassroots student-led activist group

and large student network organization8. People & Planet promotes environmental and

social sustainability in the higher education sector and challenges the existing

‘business as usual’ practices of universities’ operations. It exerts influence by

developing and publishing the People & Planet sustainability University League Table,

undertaking sustainability programmes and campaigns (e.g. Fossil Free, Sweatshop

Free and Divest Barclays), providing sustainability training to students, and having a

voice in the media, etc. (People & Planet, 2020).

Many interviewees recognized the People & Planet University League Table,

previously named the Green League, as one of the driving forces for universities’ OS

engagement to varying extents, and as having some effects on organizational

approaches to OS9. Despite the limitations of its ranking methodology (see 4.4.2.2.2

‘Mixed views on the influence of the sustainability league table’), the University

League Table evaluation criteria set higher standards (also broader and greater

expectations) than the current engagement of the majority of English universities.

Organizations must make substantial efforts and, in some cases, serious investments if

they expect to achieve top scores in every aspect of the ranking metrics. The ranking

is aimed at holding universities to a higher level in terms of their OS responsibilities

8 People & Planet has more than 50 student groups at different UK universities and colleges. They
empower and train over 2,000 students each year to tackle the problems relating to OS (People &
Planet, 2020).
9 For example, an interviewee emphasized: “... I would say People & Planet have had quite a bit
major impact on university operations through the university league since 2007. A lot of that
league table was based on campus operations. A lot of universities are investing time and effort in
addressing the particular aspects that they chose to put into the Green League or the university
league, in order to come out well in the league”. (Interviewee 7)

https://peopleandplanet.org/fossil-free
https://peopleandplanet.org/sweatshopfree
https://peopleandplanet.org/sweatshopfree
https://peopleandplanet.org/divest-barclays
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and performances; the relatively rigorous assessment standards provide challenges to

universities. Many participants elaborated:

“[as an activist group] People & Planet need to be asking us to do things that

we find difficult, which I think is a good thing. I've talked to People & Planet

now and again. I think that their league table did a great deal to improve the

sector”. (Interviewee 14)

“There are a lot of examples of those where I would say that league table is a

pretty good guide to all the things that you could do if you wanted to get into the

top 10 but there are obviously a large number of things in there that to average

university probably not going to either be able or have an interest in doing”.

(Interviewee 6)

Document data from different sources also reveal that the sustainability University

League Table may have an element of normative influence, trying to hold universities

accountable for their social and environmental impacts, questioning their status quo

with respect to OS, and criticizing their existing unsustainable operations. For

instance, after publishing the league table, People & Planet commented:

“University League published today reveals how a decade of student pressure

on campus has transformed the sustainable development of Higher Education in

the UK. Yet some universities - big, old, small and specialised - are failing

students and future generations by not taking their responsibility seriously….

But considering the urgency of climate change and social inequality, other action

has been frustratingly slow or even regressing; the amount of renewable

electricity that universities bought tripled in the first 5 years of the league table,

yet worryingly this year’s results show that this trend has reversed, with the

average amount of renewable electricity bought by universities 3 times less than

at its peak”. (People & Planet, 2018)
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A postgraduate student reinforced this point in the comment section of the 2018

University League publication: “"Without this league table, universities are often

accountable to nobody on these issues. By making this information public and

transparent, People & Planet are helping students to hold their university

management to account. …”” (People & Planet, 2018)

Moreover, some participants perceived People & Planet as a monitoring mechanism.

The grassroots student activist group critically assesses universities’ OS and makes

the results available to the public, pushing universities to do the right things and

enhancing accountability. For instance:

“People & Planet is definitely a monitoring mechanism. People & Planet

monitors all different impacts, and then all their information is in the public

domain. ... I worked in previous organizations [in other sectors] where you didn't

have your own People & Planet; and effectively the way you were committing

your impacts you could pick and choose. [By contrast, in the university sector],

there is People & Planet. It's all out there. If people want to find the information

they can”. (Interviewee 11)

“Obviously, I appreciate that they [People & Planet] are pushing us to do the

right thing.” (Interviewee 13)

4.3.1.2.2 Some but limited normative influence from students through students’

unions

In addition to student-led activist groups, from the interviewees’ accounts, students

also influence and motivate universities’ OS activities through the National Union of

Students (NUS) and local students’ unions at different universities. Students’ union

officers come from the student body and are elected by students. As representatives of
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students, students’ unions play active roles in promoting OS by initiating a number of

sustainability programmes and campaigns, conducting research (e.g. sustainability

skills surveys), taking actions to improve their own unions’ OS10, and having a voice

in the media.

Under the leadership of the NUS, local students’ unions are increasingly demanding

that universities take ethical responsibilities for their OS seriously; promoting OS has

become one of the core activities of students’ unions. Some respondents perceived

that the effect of the NUS on universities’ OS was relatively strong11. In order to

strengthen students’ influence and provide leadership, the NUS founded a charity

named Students Organising for Sustainability UK (SOS-UK). It has a large

sustainability team, consisting of more than 16 dedicated managers/coordinators

responsible for different aspects of OS in the sector (SOS-UK, 2019a). The NUS

leads a number of OS-related programmes and campaigns across the higher education

sector, including Green Impact, Student Switch Off, Student Eats (growing food

on campus), Recycle League, Plastic Free, Ethical Value Chains, and Divest-Invest,

etc. (SOS-UK, 2019b). Many of these initiatives aim to make a difference in

universities’ OS and try to hold universities morally accountable for their social and

environmental impact and actions. This perspective is associated with a normative

institutional influence. For instance, the NUS’s website introduced one of its

campaigns:

10 Students’ unions’ OS activities are integral parts of universities’ overall OS. Document data,
particularly from the NUS’s website and almost every local students’ union’s website, revealed
that many students’ unions made efforts to improve their own OS. Such efforts included
appointing students’ union’s sustainability staff, developing sustainability guides for union
members, establishing unions’ social and environmental policies and plans, and disclosing unions’
carbon footprint reports, etc.

11 For example: “The NUS has a quite powerful voice in the sector. They're pretty good. They
provide some very useful programmes and tools that universities can use to further embed
sustainability in what they do…. [in terms of the extent of the NUS’s influence] I'd say it's
probably strong. They have quite a big sustainability team within the NUS and are quite
prominent in some of their campaigns….” (Interviewee 5)
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“Divest-Invest is about challenging the ‘social license’ of fossil fuel companies

– those involved with the extraction, production and processing of coal and/or tar

sands and/or oil and/or gas - to operate as they currently do, whilst making it

possible for renewable initiatives to thrive. In its most literal form the campaign

can be understood as pushing for the movement of investments [money] out of

stocks, bonds, or investment funds that are unethical or morally ambiguous

[divestment/-divest], into positive, socially responsible sectors, such as

community energy [reinvestment/-invest]. […] Nearly 50% of all UK universities

have joined the global fossil fuel divestment movement since it began in 2013.”

(SOS-UK, 2019c)

Local students’ unions and their OS initiatives are also perceived to be a driving force.

In some English universities, the influences of local students’ unions are strongly felt.

An interviewee stressed: “More generally, it [OS activity]'s also driven by the

students…. mostly through our Students’Union. ... quite a lot of actions from the

SU. ... most of the influence that we get would come from the Students’Union”.

(Interviewee 4)

Normative institutional mechanisms emphasize education, training, knowledge

sharing and professional development, etc. (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). In this

context, both the NUS and local students’ unions undertake knowledge exchange and

research and organize training, events, conferences and workshops, in order to share

new ideas and approaches across the university community. For instance, SOS-UK set

up ‘The Learning Academy’ as the hub of sustainability training and development.

Their training programmes cover topics like organizational change, individual

behaviour change interventions, carbon literacy, sustainability in laboratories,

founding a sustainable food social enterprise and a non-dig food growing site12. Such

12 They also provide tailored training designed for union staff who have responsibilities or interest
in sustainable development, course representatives for education for sustainable development,
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training activities are intended to build knowledge, skills and social network for

championing positive sustainability changes (SOS-UK, 2021). However, due to

various resource restrictions, most of their programmes are short courses, significantly

limiting their normative impact.

Despite their limited scales and influences, some of these ‘bottom-up’ OS-related

student training initiatives specifically focus on how to make systemic organizational

transformation towards sustainability, change people’s attitudes and behavior, and

even shift cultures and lifestyles. These actions may also facilitate student and staff

dialogue and engagement in OS - supporting the interpretation of normative influence.

Moreover, students’ unions conduct research regarding sustainability on a regular

basis and disseminate the results to the student community. Their research findings

indicated that there was a growing demand for universities’ OS engagement among

students, which seemed to be a positive motivating factor for universities in England.

A respondent expressed the following point during the interview:

“The NUS run something annually called the NUS Sustainability Skill

Survey. ...That's really useful in terms of understanding the attitudes of students

towards sustainability in the higher education sector. We're finding that 80% of

students who respond to the survey from our university want us to be doing more

to promote and embed sustainability in what we do…. That sort of thing is really

useful to put under the nose of Vice-Chancellor and senior management to say,

"We're interested." As a team, the sustainability team at [name of the university],

we want to do more projects and have more resources and this is exactly what

students want us to be doing as well.” (Interviewee 5)

and students who want to bring sustainability into their future careers, etc.
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During the interviews, many participants expressed a sense of normative influence

resulting from OS-related education, training and knowledge sharing. They think that

such initiatives, which advocate for systemic, long-term and substantive sustainability

changes, are helpful in raising organizational members’ sustainability awareness and

enabling them to behave in socially and environmentally responsible ways (see

DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scott, 2014). However, it can be argued that not all

sustainability training and professionalization are associated with normative influence.

For example, some ‘best practice’ sharing activities (organized by other parties rather

than students) emphasize short-term, technocentric, quick fixes, “without critical

reflections around taking account of the various long-term, pluralistic, conflicting

stakeholder attitudes, emotions, behaviour and lifestyles” (Jones 2017, p. 487). They

focus people’s attention and efforts on making business cases for universities and

incremental improvements, restricting the potential for fundamental transformation.

4.3.1.2.3 Students and student-led organizations use media to criticize the

current ‘business as usual’ OS practices, reflecting the normative influence

The organizational activities that address social and environmental concerns are likely

to attract media and public attention. Participants felt that, as more and more people

became aware of the impact of universities’ campus operations on the society and

environment, the media put more emphasis on these issues. According to both

interview and document data, the media has been increasingly influential to English

universities in this context13. The analysis reveals that student-led organizations use

the platform of the traditional, ‘mainstream’ media to attract the attention of students

and the general public concerning universities’ OS issues and to apply more pressure

on universities, showing an element of normative influence. For example, People &

Planet sustainability University League Tables are regularly published by the

13 For the analysis and evidence of the media’s influence in this setting, please refer to 4.3.2.2.3
‘Maintaining legitimacy with media and the general public and benefiting organizational
self-interest’.
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Guardian. Often, People & Planet presented critical comments on universities’

sustainability practice and performance in news media. Due to various constraints, the

university sector sustainability activist groups have limited resources and impacts. By

having a voice in the ‘mainstream’ media, the normative influence is strengthened.

This was confirmed by document data:

“According to the 2019 People and Planet University League published on

Tuesday, … only 49 of 154 institutions are likely to meet the target set by the

former funding agency of a 43% reduction of carbon emissions between 2005 and

2020. The lack of progress is frustrating, says Hannah Smith, the network’s

co-director of campaigns and research [People & Planet]. “It’s abhorrent to

watch universities fail on climate change at a time when people on the frontlines

of the impacts are fighting back against heatwaves and forest

fires. Universities have a duty to stand with those communities and their students

on strike and use their privileged position to act,” she says.” (Lightfoot, The

Guardian, 2019)

Such activist group and media collaborative efforts not only disclose universities’

OS-related poor performance and lack of progress to the wider society, but also act as

warnings for low performers to be aware of their situations and motivate some of

them to take more actions. As one participant explained:

“I think the news media, I guess universities were thinking about reputation.

When something is reported in the media about our university or other

universities, it will no doubt be picked up within the university. Then, the

university has to decide whether or not it's going to address it in a specific way.

For instance, with the league table, the Green League, one year when we had a

very poor position, there was suddenly a big awareness in external relations. We

needed to put a note out in the media which said we're working hard in this

area.” (Interviewee 6)

https://peopleandplanet.org/university-league
https://peopleandplanet.org/university-league
https://peopleandplanet.org/university-league
https://www.theguardian.com/education/universities
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Similarly, students’ unions understand the significance of having a voice and

expressing their opinions in traditional and social media14. They reached out to the

traditional media, reinforcing the normative influence for sustainability accountability

- becoming a motivating factor for making universities’ OS change. For example,

Zamzam Ibrahim, the President of the NUS (at the time of the research), delivered the

following messages in her article published in The Guardian:

“Despite growing declarations of climate emergency, 50% of UK universities

remain invested in the principle profiteers of the climate crisis. At a time when

Australia burns in the bushfire crisis and climate deniers remain in positions of

power across the globe, this lack of action is unforgivable…. The social licence

of the fossil fuel industry has already been significantly damaged. We’ll now use

this moment as a springboard to continue campaigning until the whole

university sector has divested and the fossil fuel industry can no longer

operate.” (Zamzam Ibrahim, The Guardian, 2020)

Additionally, from the interviewees’ narratives, students use social media to influence

universities and social media is perceived to be effective. The evidence shows that

universities become gradually responsive to OS-related students’ demands, especially

those requests made through social media. For instance, some participants illustrated:

“... the student recycle scheme that we normally run but because of COVID-19, it

wasn't going to run this year as it normally does. However, we received some

heavy criticism from student activists through social media. I would say that

that had some influence on us actually going back to the drawing board and

14 For example, the NUS’s views and activities in relation to universities’ OS have been published
in the Guardian, Independent, Huffington Post and Open Democracy, etc. (The NUS, 2019).
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seeing what we could do. ... we certainly pay attention to students' social media

posts.” (Interviewee 13)

“I think where they [students] have worked through social media and the new one

coming through particularly around water use. They've been really good and

they're a lot more dynamic at doing the effective sound bite and why we should

be doing this. I think that's been really powerful and useful. I'm keen over the

next year to really work with the students that are doing the campaigns to make

sure that their voices are heard across the university to other students and within

the university as well. I'm really up for students’ voice.” (Interviewee 16)

From a critical perspective, the normative influences of student activist groups and

students’ unions are limited and even fragmented. Section 4.4.2.2.2 ‘Mixed views on

the influence of the sustainability league table’ unveils that the ranking methodology

of the University League is not without critics. During the interviews, apart from the

University League Table and student training, there was no mention of the influence

of People & Planet’s other activities/campaigns. Other sustainability pressure groups

relating to universities’ OS were less mentioned by the respondents as being

influential. Moreover, the influences of different local students’ unions are mixed and

varied. In some interviewees’ perceptions, although the majority of students are aware

of the significance of sustainability, many of them are not actively involved in

universities’ OS, nor do they give priority to sustainability in their choice of university.

For detailed findings and analysis concerning these respects, please see section

4.4.2.2.1. ‘Insufficient pressures from students’.

4.3.1.2.4 Sector sustainability professional associations’ efforts have some but

limited elements of normative influence
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Additionally, on the basis of participants’ perceptions, universities’ rationales for OS

engagement are also affected by sector professional associations. The evidence from

this research indicates that EAUC, as a sector professional organization, seems

influential to sustainability practitioners at universities. This was mentioned in the

interviews:

“There's the Environmental Association of Universities and Colleges and that

would influence me directly, because it's more of an organization that support and

improve the work that I and colleagues in the sector are doing”. (Interviewee 7)

“I think [the influence of EAUC] possibly more on the environmental team. When

we're talking about EAUC, I think they do a lot of positive work. They aid the

environmental team in achieving a greater awareness of environmental issues.

They provide a lot of support to us” (Interviewee 6)

EAUC influences universities’ OS by undertaking a wide range of activities, such as

influencing government policy and legislation for substantive changes via advocacy

and consultation, conducting knowledge exchange and research, providing training,

events, conferences and workshops, developing guidelines and tools, promoting

professional networking, leading relevant programmes, and getting involved with a

number of campaigns on behalf of its members, etc. (EAUC, 2021). Most of the

programmes focus on assisting organizations in reducing their social and

environmental impacts.

In EAUC’s consultation response to the government, some of its members

(universities and managers) strongly advocated that universities must be forced to

take greater OS responsibilities, the relevant OS targets needed to be mandatory, and

sufficient government sanction was necessary. Such advocacy could potentially lead

to stronger governmental coercive pressures, driving universities to do more about OS.

This was shown in its documents:
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“The issue needs to be forced. The reduction in carbon so far is embarrassing for

a sector that is relatively wealthy and has ambitions to be here for the long term.

People are too quick to make excuses, and the sector keeps on getting

distracted. … For Universities with rapid growth would carbon offsetting be a

sanctioned route to meeting targets? Penalties for failure would be helpful in the

next round of targets because that is how you motivate real institutional-wide

change. … Members felt that mandatory targets would motivate institutions more

than voluntary targets. Sustainability orientated staff often struggle to get senior

buy in to sustainability measures - mandatory measures will force the issues

further up the decision chain”. (EAUC, 2017, p. 5)

EAUC attempts to positively influence OS policy and legislation through advocacy

and consultation. As discussed above, EAUC and some of its members questioned and

challenged that the government did not impose sufficient and adequate pressures on

universities in this area, showing some form of normative influence for positive

changes.

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) posit that certain forms of professional influence and

professionalization are related to the normative institutional mechanism. Normative

institutional mechanisms emphasize education, training, professional guidance/best

practice development, knowledge sharing, communities of practice and professional

networking, and other forms of professionalization (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). In

this context, EAUC undertakes knowledge exchange and research and organizes

training, events, conferences and workshops, in order to share new ideas among

sustainability-oriented staff and encourage universities to make OS progress.

Moreover, EAUC creates a range of professional networking opportunities and forms

diverse communities of practice in different areas of OS such as divestment, waste,

biodiversity, energy, water and fair trade networks (EAUC, 2019d). As some

participants described:

http://www.eauc.org.uk/waste
http://www.eauc.org.uk/biodiversity
http://www.eauc.org.uk/energy
http://www.eauc.org.uk/fair_trade
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“What I would say about EAUC is that I think that they organize really interesting

events and I've learned a lot from attending webinars and all sorts of things, from

biodiversity to transport to waste. [...] it's more of a useful network for

sustainability practitioners to learn more, and try and share best practice. ... I

think what it's doing is it's helping maybe these people on my team to become

more effective in their jobs” (Interviewee 13)

“The EAUC has been really helpful for sustainability teams and really supportive

of more junior members as they join teams and learn about the sector. That's very

positive because it provides teams with resource and knowledge to do their job

well.” (Interviewee 17)

Moreover, EAUC warned in its research report relating to universities’ OS:

“It was felt that with increasingly urgent and competitive agendas for senior

management in institutions, without external pressure to deliver sustainability, it

would not be prioritised. This is supported by a drop in those that describe their

institution’s approach to sustainability as a strategic priority, from 30% in 2017

to 22% in 2018.” (EAUC, 2019h)

The professionalization and training on OS topics were identified through the

interviews and document analysis. A number of respondents think that OS-related

education, training and communication initiatives are helpful in raising organizational

members’ sustainability awareness and enabling them to behave in socially and

environmentally responsible ways - showing an element of normative influence (Scott,

2014). By participating in formal and informal sustainability training and education

programmes, universities can gain the latest knowledge, technologies and skills

promoting OS. Consistent with DiMaggio and Powell’s (1983) normative institutional

mechanisms, professional bodies such as EAUC help to define the methods of work

of the managers responsible for universities’ OS by undertaking research and training,
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developing various tools and approaches, and promoting best practice. Moreover,

these associations encourage organizational investments in OS-related human

resources and support communities of practice and professional networking, etc. They

apply normative influence through promoting voluntary sector-wide OS-related norms

and codes of conduct as well as advocating the adoption of ‘best-practice’ (see also

Beddewela and Fairbrass, 2016).

However, from a critical point of view, the scope, scale and depth of normative

influence from sector professional associations appear to be rather limited. The

present study unveils that the impact of EAUC on university top executives and the

whole organization seems lacking. There is insufficient evidence indicating that

EAUC has directly questioned and publicly criticized the current OS practice of

English public universities. Furthermore, there is limited indication that such

professional bodies have challenged the unsustainable way the universities operate or

demanded a fundamental change towards sustainability. For detailed findings and

analysis concerning these aspects, please see 4.4.2.2.3. ‘Limited influence of

professional associations’.

4.3.1.3 Perceived mimetic influence mainly from peer universities’ OS practice

and performance

This study reveals that isomorphic pressures to imitate peers and competitors seem to

play a significant part in most of the sample universities. Peer universities’ influence

has been identified by many respondents as one of the key reasons for OS engagement.

Universities tend to learn from others and imitate what successful peer organizations

do. Peers’ OS-related practice and performance are perceived to be the main source of

mimetic influence. From these participants’ perspectives, the main reasons why

universities imitate peers’ sustainability activities and compare themselves with their

peers’ performance are to ensure organizational competitiveness and acquire

knowledge and information. Furthermore, the analysis indicates that sustainability
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league tables and media publicity with respect to peer universities’ OS positions and

activities seem to reinforce mimetic influence.

Based on the managers’ perceptions, the primary reason for universities, especially for

top management, to compare themselves with peer universities’ OS practice and

performance is to gain or maintain organizational competitive advantages. As an

interviewee explained:

“Internally, the Vice-Chancellor and the policy group are interested in what we

[sustainability team] do, ... partly from how we compare ourselves with other

peer organizations.… I think most universities would tend to have a comparative

group. .... we would have a basket of universities that we would always be

comparing ourselves against to get an idea generally of how well we're doing in

the sector, alternatively just working out how you can get competitive advantage

possibly”. (Interviewee 4)

Moreover, universities, especially organizational personnel whose responsibilities

directly involve managing OS, focus attention on peer universities’ OS practice and

performance, with a view to learning from each other regarding best practices and

sharing OS-related knowledge/information. However, the ultimate organizational goal

is still connected to universities’ pragmatic considerations of attracting students and

income, as perceived by interviewees. For example:

“Really, if something comes out and pretty every university is looking at it apart

from yourselves, then maybe it's a bit of pressure there that we better start

looking at that initiative.[...] I think it's you're able to get actual examples of

success and failures. Sometimes some universities have tried something new and

then you have to see how that if it's benefited them”. (Interviewee 8)
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“Now we look at those universities who I think are leading and see what they are

doing. ... We always pay attention to that to see what people are doing, because I

guess it's just a way of sharing best practices, isn't it? ... we definitely look to see

what other universities are doing”. (Interviewee 13)

Another interviewee expressed his comment from a similar point of view, but

emphasized that the ultimate objective of doing this is still pragmatic - to increase

students and income:

“I used to say, "Let's look at what other universities are doing. … If we've got

problems, are there other people that have already addressed these problems?"

It's a matter of not reinventing the wheel. I think what you find in universities is

they're very aware of what other universities are doing. … I think that's the way

universities operate. They look at what best practices or what their competitors

are doing and say, "What are the opportunities?" Of course, it's all focused at

the end of the day on how many students they can get in. ... Everything that a

university does is calculated to attract students and income”. (Interviewee 6)

OS is a trans-disciplinary, multifaceted and evolving issue and universities have to

face many emerging challenges and uncertainties in relation to it. The concept of

sustainability is highly complex and even ambiguous. In practice, both top executives

and sustainability practitioners often cannot clearly understand or thoroughly test

innovative technologies or new approaches/structures associated with OS. DiMaggio

and Powell (1983) propose that, in uncertain circumstances, organizations are likely

to mimic the practices of their successful peers or activities undertaken by a large

number of other organizations in the same field (Carpenter and Feroz, 2001),

illustrating mimetic institutional influence. Through such imitation, universities could

convey a message that they are complying with the constituents’ expectations.
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Peers’ performance in sustainability league tables and media publicity about

peers’ activities reinforce mimetic pressure

As discussed earlier, many participants deemed the People & Planet University

League to be part of motivational factors for managerial decision-making in this

context. From the interviewees’ narratives, participation in this league table appears to

be a common exercise for universities in England. Many universities are concerned

about their own position compared with their peers’ performance in sustainability

performance rankings. A large number of peer universities have taken part in such

league tables and changed (or appeared to change) their OS practices based on the

ranking’s assessment criteria.

To a degree, some peers that performed well in the ranking exercises are externally

regarded as ‘leaders’ in OS. Conversely, if a university performed poorly, it might be

viewed as not ‘fitting into’ these ‘normal’ activities, or it might be excluded from the

list of successful or leading organizations in this respect; then it might be perceived as

failing itself and losing competitive advantage. As a participant perceived:

“The reason why Green League has been important in the past is because a lot of

universities have done it, and if you don't do it, then you partly failed yourselves

from a sustainability point of view... An influence really comes from our position

in relevant league tables. ... that is viewed externally that illustrates right position

comparatively with others. That is an important one for us in terms of our

position” (Interviewee 4).

In other words, peer universities’ better performance in this league table may increase

mimetic influence on some universities, driving them to make more efforts. Some

other interviewees also explained:
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“There's the People & Planet Green League... . There is that element of

competition that can drive things forward and it's almost like, "They're doing

this, why can't we be doing this or something better?" ... I know our

Vice-Chancellor looks at the People & Planet Green League, looking at where

we pitched against other universities, in particular, universities that were a

similar scale to us.” (Interviewee 9)

“I think senior managers always, when a new benchmarking result comes out,

they look for where we are, and then they look to see where all of our

competitors are. It's about five or six other universities who we compete against...

If other universities that we compete against seem to be doing better than us in

relation to sustainability, then that could be quite a strong driver for getting

additional resources and additional time to do more in that particular area.”

(Interviewee 5)

In a similar vein, media coverage regarding peer universities’ OS activities also

reinforces mimetic pressures on universities, because top management care about

publicity and pay attention to the university’s reputation issues in the media, relative

to those of its peers. As several respondents illustrated:

“An example is [name of university], which is one of our neighboring

universities. They have just agreed on a green new deal, which sets out some

quite challenging and inspiring targets. If that has good news coverage, and the

sector really highlights and identifies that, then that would probably have some

influence over our senior management team and they would probably want to

think carefully what's our response to that. The university is beginning the

process of thinking through, “should we set ourselves on that zero carbon targets?

When would that be, for example? Or how soon could that be, for example?”

Some of these external pressures are having some influence on us”.

(Interviewee 4)
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“I've had before our Chief finance officer has emailed me, he's noticed say an

article in the news about a university and an initiative that they [peer

universities] might be doing. Our chief finance officer emailed me to say,

"They're doing this, is this something we can look into?"...” (Interviewee 9)

The managers’ narratives reflect that, in response to mimetic institutional influences

and expectations, universities attempt to be ‘normal’ and to ‘fit-in’ with the norms and

cultural definitions of the broader social system (Scott, 2014; Bebbington et al., 2009).

As the analytic framework, the table below presents the template regarding the

rationales for universities to undertake OS-related activities from a neo-institutional

perspective.

Table 4.3 The template regarding the rationales for English public universities to

undertake OS activities - social institutional influences

1. Perceived

coercive

influences

 Coercive influence from central government and local

government through laws, regulations, targets, policies and

funding

 Coercive influence from sector regulator through targets,

policies and funding

2. Perceived

normative

influences

 Some but limited normative influence from students and

grassroots student activist groups

 Some but limited normative influence from students through

students’ unions

 Students use media to criticize the current practices

 Sector sustainability professional associations’ efforts have

some but limited elements of normative influence
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3. Perceived

mimetic

influences

 Perceived mimetic influences mainly from peer universities’

practice and performance

 Universities influenced by peers’ performance in

sustainability league tables and media publicity, reinforcing

mimetic influence

4.3.2 Rationales: legitimacy seeking and organizational self-interest

While the narratives reveal many themes consistent with theoretical ideas about social

institutional influences, this part of the study highlights the significance of several

distinct, but interrelated, internally-oriented rationales (e.g. maintaining legitimacy

and seeking organizational self-interest). In accordance with legitimacy theory, the

public perception that a university conforms to social expectations is vital to this

organization’s survival and development in the long run. By operating within the rules,

values, norms and cultural definitions of the social system, a university could be

viewed as legitimate (Suchman, 1995; Lindblom, 1993).

There are three main findings in this part. First, the sample universities in England, in

many cases, employ OS as part of the business case for pursuing organizational

self-interest in terms of complying with regulations and policies and mitigating

compliance risks, acquiring relevant funding, saving costs and improving operational

efficiency, attracting students and increasing tuition fee income, protecting

organizational reputation/image and branding, expanding buildings and campuses,

and gaining organizational competitive advantages. These findings are in line with

some prior sustainability literature that advocates sustainability as win-win business

case scenarios (e.g. Pedersen et al., 2017; Schaltegger et al., 2012; Porter and Kramer,

2011).
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Second, universities wish to appear ‘legitimate’ to different sources of legitimacy (e.g.

the government, students and sustainability league tables, media and the public in this

context). Each group can offer some forms of regulatory, financial and/or social

support to universities. If particular constituents in the society are perceived to have

significant influences on a university’s long-term survival and development, the

organization is likely to conform or appear to conform to what these powerful

constituents expect. In return for the conformity, the university would obtain various

pragmatic benefits, protecting or furthering its organizational self-interest.

Third, the analysis reveals the interplay (consistency and conflict) between securing

pragmatic organizational self-interest and meeting sustainability demands. Sample

universities seem to adopt a mix of substantive and/or symbolic approaches in

response to OS-related demands of different stakeholders, depending on the

(in)compatibility between organizational internal interests/goals and demands for OS.

A substantive strategy entails real, material changes in organizational operations to

comply with societal values and expectations, whereas a symbolic strategy seems to

adhere to societal values and expectations but does not substantially change

organizational operations. Both substantive and symbolic activities are found in

universities’ OS practices but are more inclined to be symbolic. When organizational

narrow, self-serving motivations (e.g. organizational expansion, financial

income/saving, or organizational reputation/image management) clash with normative

ideals of caring for the wider environment and society, universities may make

compromises. Under some situations, a number of organizations appear to

symbolically and instrumentally employ OS so as to maintain legitimacy with those

powerful sources mainly to seek their own organizational practical interests, with

limited substantive impact on operations. Such symbolic legitimation activities may

undermine the development of substantive changes towards sustainability (moral

legitimacy). The following sections will examine these three main findings in great

depth.
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4.3.2.1 Many rationales associated with organizational pragmatic self-interest

This research reveals various reasons for universities to engage in OS, including legal

and government policy compliance, risk mitigation, cost saving and operational

efficiency, organizational reputation/image management and branding, student

recruitment, financial income, campus expansion and organizational growth, strategic

competitiveness, and social and environmental responsibility, etc. Some of these

rationales are clearly associated with universities’ organizational self-interest. As an

example, a professional association commented in its document: “Among other things,

it [sustainability] makes a significant contribution to cost saving and efficiency

agendas, it helps universities manage risks (such as those relating to their supply

chains and global partnerships), and it helps ensure that universities grow sustainably

and remain competitive”. (EAUC, 2018, p. 19)

Many participants explained that one of the reasons for universities to undertake OS

activities was the direct economic benefits for them. For instance:

“I'd say that the bottom line is: it still gives a good economic payback. [laugh].

When we do, it makes us more efficient as a business. If we can save that money,

then we can spend it on what we should be spending the money on. As long as we

can demonstrate we get the payback, then we will get support. … Economics is

still a strong driver”. (Interviewee 7)

Participants also stated that marketing and attracting students are also the

motivations for doing OS and performing well in People & Planet league table:

“My university is lower down, and when I joined them, one of my priorities is to

raise them in the People & Planet table, ... because students check it. ... and most

universities that are on top, like [names of top three universities], if you go to

their websites, you look at their student recruitment, they use those tools.... Check
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their student recruitment drive, they emphasize that they value the environment in

their position as a top university in the country”. It's a valuable tool that

shouldn't be be ignored. ... That's why you have to use it as a marketing tool. ”

(Interviewee 12)

The following sections will provide more examples illustrating OS engagement

rationales associated with organizational self-interest. The interview and document

evidence indicates the business case rationale among public universities. Universities

and managers promote OS in a form of ‘win-win’ scenarios, emphasizing a range of

direct and extended pragmatic benefits to their organizations. From a critical

perspective, long-term sustainability is not always compatible with (sometimes even

works against) economic interests and growth, and ‘win-lose’ situations often occur.

Under such circumstances, in order to make substantive social and environmental

changes, organizations may have to sacrifice their short-term self-interest and accept

the economic loss. As the Brundtland report (1987, p. 9) pointed out: “painful choices

will have to be made”. However, the popular ideas of ‘win-win’ and ‘business case’

ignore such incompatibility and do not address the issue of ‘win-lose’ (Hahn et al,

2010; Spence and Gray, 2007).

4.3.2.2 Maintaining legitimacy with different sources of legitimacy and benefiting

organizational self-interest

The findings of this research show that public universities in England gain

acceptance/support from different sources of legitimacy so as to ensure their survival

and success. These organizations attempt to be legitimate to a variety of sources of

legitimacy. The sources of legitimacy are stakeholder groups from whom universities

seek to obtain support/acceptance. In this case, the government, students and

sustainability league tables, media and the general public are perceived to be the

sources of legitimacy. Each group offers some forms of support for greater access to
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essential resources for these organizations (see Leung and Snell, 2017). The following

section focuses on different sources of legitimacy, and, in return, the pragmatic,

self-serving benefits for universities to meet their expectations.

4.3.2.2.1 Maintaining legitimacy with the government and benefiting

organizational self-interest

This study indicates that one of the common reasons for OS engagement, across

different universities, is the apparent concerns of the government. Universities

recognize the importance of regulatory, policy and economic support which the

government can offer. On the one hand, regulators and government departments have

the power to approve and facilitate universities’ continued operational activities,

provide directions and guidance for universities’ practices, and reward those

organizations that satisfy government standards and demands. On the other hand,

government authorities have the power to reject and even cease universities’

operational activities to punish non-compliance.

All the managerial personnel interviewed stressed that, through OS activities,

universities had to comply or appear to comply with the related requirements of

government authorities. By doing so, universities attempted to maintain legitimacy

with these sources. In return for the conformity, they would be assured of compliance

risk mitigation, access to funding, operational efficiency improvement, and cost

saving - the important pragmatic benefits for protecting organizational self-interest.

Maintaining legitimacy for mitigating compliance risks

Organizational legitimacy is connected with the relevant stakeholders’ expectations or

demands. According to the respondents, the government expects universities to

comply with regulations and requirements concerning OS. Participants provided their

perceptions about the government’s expectations of universities in this respect, for
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example: “... the government would expect us to adhere to those regulations and

would also expect us as a pillar of society, as a key member of society and businesses

to be demonstrating good practice. I think there's an expectation there that we would

do that” (Interviewee 7).

A university maintains legitimacy from the government authorities by trying to meet

their legal and policy requirements. This is something the university must respond to.

In return, a benefit for the university is mitigating compliance risks. A respondent

commented:

“If you look at any university's legal register, then legally there is a requirement

to carry out a lot of actions. You could say one reason why there are

sustainability teams within universities is that they need to mitigate that

corporate compliance risk... Again, universities will respond if there was a

government policy to do something or a legal requirement, then they would, from

a compliance perspective, have to do it.” (Interviewee 4)

Without the legitimacy offered by the government, the university may run the risk of

being penalized. Universities understand the importance of regulatory

support/approval provided by the government; conformance seems to be the common

response in this regard.

Maintaining legitimacy for funding

As noted earlier, the central government, sector regulator and local government all

provide some funding opportunities, encouraging universities to adopt OS-related

technologies and initiatives. Financial support from the government is vital to

universities. By following government directions and meeting their funding

requirements/expectations, universities seek to maintain legitimacy with the

government. In return, they can gain access to OS-related funds offered by different
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government authorities. As a participant pointed out: “... a direct economic benefit is if

we incorporate some of the technologies we get money. We have, for example, buying

[equipment for improving energy efficiency] that we get our payments from the

government. That's part of the paybacks we get” (Interviewee 7).

Such economic benefits for organizations were also mentioned by another interviewee:

“HEFCE pushed things like the... the Revolving Green Fund. We applied for funding

of £135,000 for carbon-related projects under the Revolving Green Fund in about

2013, 14 and that was something that HEFCE was encouraging universities to do”.

(Interviewee 6)

Maintaining legitimacy for cost saving

Under recent unfavorable economic conditions, the government has continued to cut

public budgets for universities. Interview and document data revealed that financial

saving and operational efficiency are part of government expectations for universities

to engage in OS. Government authorities are particularly concerned about how

universities spend public funding. In this light, the government expects (and monitors)

universities to operate and utilize the funding as efficiently as possible; universities

are well aware of such expectations. Many universities stressed this point in their

documents, for example: “... the government remains ever-vigilant about the level of

public spending, including funding for higher education. It is therefore anxious to

ensure that the funding which is provided is used efficiently for the core activities of

teaching and research, rather than on administration or other ancillary activities”

(University of Bristol, 2018, p. 1)

A participant also perceived: “A lot of the things the government thinks is

cost-effective. Obviously, if you reduce your emissions, there are a lot of charges that

you can reduce those costs through the levies or the carbon reduction commitments or

anything that's following on from that”. (Interviewee 8)
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To some extent, these government expectations are in line with universities’

self-interest, providing win-win business case motivations for organizations

adopting those OS practices which allow them to reduce their operational expenses.

This was confirmed by both interview and document data, for examples:

“The government I think tried to focus the minds of people in business who

perhaps weren't particularly focused on the costs of carbon by effectively making

their carbon emissions very clearly a cost. It probably did help the university to

some degree because basically we calculated, in our first year if we didn't do

anything, we'd probably be spending about 100,000 a year extra on having to

pay this carbon tax.” (Interviewee 6)

“Value for money[:] As the public sector finances tighten, it is important that

efficient use of public funds is made and cost savings are made wherever possible.

Many carbon reduction measures correspond to efficiency improvements,

yielding cost savings.” (Aston University, 2019, p. 5)

However, the government’s focus on operational efficiency, cost saving, and

quantifiable and satisfactory returns on project investments may not always have

positive effects on the development of certain long-term and complex OS initiatives

(e.g. large-scale investment projects with more than 20 and even 30 years of payback

periods, ethical banking and investment, or sustainable procurement and fair trade),

because their direct economic benefits are less visible from the perspective of the

universities themselves.

These results are consistent with prior literature which suggests that organizations

gain support from sources of legitimacy like the government (Deephouse et al., 2017;

Deephouse and Suchman, 2008). The government is the authority that makes the

regulations that direct the ways universities should behave. Different government
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authorities provide essential regulatory and financial support/resources to a university.

Therefore, maintaining a good relationship with the government agencies through OS

engagement seems to be an approach to gaining support from these sources of

legitimacy and ensuring organizational self-interest (Leung and Snell, 2017), such as

mitigating compliance risks, obtaining funding and saving costs.

4.3.2.2.2 Maintaining legitimacy with students and benefiting organizational

self-interest

Maintaining legitimacy with students

The strategic legitimacy perspective suggests that, to some extent, an organization

responds to the influential stakeholders’ expectations and demands. Consistent with

this perspective, respondents from sample universities noted that, by undertaking OS

activities, their organizations reacted to the expectations and demands of students –

the perceived sources of legitimacy with influence. Universities are aware of the

significance of financial and sociocultural (e.g. reputational) support which students

can provide. Students at large not only have the power to affect universities’ financial

performance (e.g. by not choosing to study at the perceived less legitimate - less

socially and/or environmentally sustainable - universities), they also critically assess

and increasingly question universities’ existing OS practices, potentially challenging

their organizational legitimacy. These findings are similar to Deephouse et al.’s (2017)

theoretical elaboration of how organizations gain support from the sources of

legitimacy like consumers (in this case students’ fees as the main sources of funding

and students are paying customers to universities).

English universities engage in OS in order to establish legitimacy with students. In

return, the increased legitimacy seems to benefit their organizational self-interest,

such as managing organizational reputation/image and branding, recruiting students

and ultimately increasing tuition fee income in the competitive higher education
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market. It is important to note that, according to Deephouse and Suchman (2008),

while legitimacy emphasizes the congruence between an organizations’ behavior and

social expectations and acceptance, organizational reputation is concerned with the

perceived relative (distinctive) standing of an organization in comparison with its

competitors. It can often be considered as the strategic resources for enhancing

organizational competitive advantages over others - a utility function (see also Li et

al., 2017; King and Whetten, 2008).

Almost all participants noted that students expect universities to take responsibility

for the social and environmental impacts of their operations and play leading roles in

OS development. Importantly, many students expect universities to be responsive to

their sustainability demands when they choose a university for their studies. In other

words, they want to be a part of a socially responsible and environmentally

sustainable university. For instance:

“I think that there's a general compulsion that we are doing something around

sustainability because there's an expectation, particularly from the student body,

that we should be doing something. I think that's largely one of the main reasons

for doing this [OS] really”. (Interviewee 4)

“So I think students or the youth of the world are facing the consequences of the

enjoyable lives that the rest of us have led and are continuing to lead. I think that

they expect universities to play a leadership role in that regard. ... It's always

difficult to come up with meaningful statistics about how important

environmental issues are in a student's choice of university going forward. I

don't think it's at the top of their list but it is a consideration for most students I

think”. (Interviewee 10)

Students’ unions conduct research regarding university sustainability on a regular

basis and their research findings indicated that there was a growing demand for
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universities’ OS engagement among students, which seemed to be a motivating factor

for universities in England. Based on their sustainability skills student annual survey

reports, the NUS pointed out:

“Our findings demonstrate the strong student demand for sustainable

development, and help us to find the most effective ways of driving positive

change on sustainability. … This research has been integral in developing our

work across the education sector and student movement… For eight years in a

row, around 80 per cent of students have told us that they want their institutions

to be doing more on sustainability, and around 60 per cent want to learn more

about it”. (The NUS, 2019b)

Further, a participant perceived the higher expectations of the next generation of

students (as a source of legitimacy) regarding universities’ sustainability

commitments:

“What would be interesting is to see how the cohort of students changes because

the expectation is that the next generation that is just coming into university life

is going to be much more demanding in terms of sustainability credentials than

maybe the current situation. It would be interesting to see how that pressure plays

out on universities”. (Interviewee 7)

Maintaining legitimacy with students for managing organizational

image/reputation, recruiting students and generating tuition fee income

University fees for undergraduate students in England increased from £3290 to £9000

per year in September 2012 (many postgraduate student tuition fees increased as well)

under a new higher education funding system. It significantly decreased the teaching

grant provided to universities by HEFCE. At the time of the research, universities

heavily rely on student tuition fees as their main source of income (approximately
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70-80% of total income for many universities), and so students’ demands (as paying

customers) matter to them. Universities are aware of the fact that their OS

performance has become a concern, especially when students assess and decide which

university they want to enrol in and pay tuition fees to. This in turn impacts their

organizational financial interests directly. For instance, a participant pointed out:

“I think it was around three-quarters of our direct funding coming from HEFCE,

but because they moved away from that model, now almost all the money comes

from individual students through the loan scheme. That's how we tend to get

most of our money, through that process or from international students as well. ...

if you got a lot of money and you're willing to give it to universities, universities

are the same as many organizations, are more willing to listen and perhaps make

changes if they know it's going to make it easier for them to access funding”.

(Interviewee 5)

By maintaining legitimacy from students, in return, universities could protect or even

further organizational self-interest such as managing organizational image/reputation,

branding, recruiting students, and (ultimately) generating student tuition fee income.

In this respect, to some extent, OS activities are used instrumentally as means of

establishing legitimacy with students. A large proportion of interviewees recognized

this view. For example:

“From the point of view of students and customers, the university is obviously

keen to take on as many students as it can. It wants to give a positive message

about all aspects of the university. The environmental team would try and go

along with that and support those aims”. (Interviewee 6)

“The universities who have invested in sustainability probably did make

sustainability a marketing choice to say “this is something we strongly believe

and we want to invest in sustainability”, [so that] they have a different position
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in the higher education market. [...] I think before you could do a very good

education, don't talk about sustainability, and you can still have many students. I

think that today and more tomorrow, you need to have very good education, but if

you do not do sustainability, you will lose some students”. (Interviewee 15)

Particularly, according to many respondents, universities’ benefits for performing well

in the People & Planet University League Table are perceived to be branding and

attracting students. As interviewees explained:

“There are also benefits in terms of reputation and also performance in relevant

league tables and benchmarking exercises as well. Universities’

Vice-Chancellors always love a league table. They always want to appear near

the top rather than near the bottom. If we can do that and address sustainability

on campus, that helps us in those benchmarking and promotion in terms of our

own reputation, which in turn could improve our chances of recruiting students

to come to our university.” (Interviewee 5)

“League Tables helps with the PR [public relations] side of thing... initially, when

they came out it was a driver to make sure that you could argue with universities

to get things changed... there is still that driver if you don't want bad press.”

(Interviewee 8)

Participants were aware that a university’s poor performance in such sustainability

rankings would undermine its reputation/image - how stakeholders viewed it in

comparison with its peers - and would threaten its organizational legitimacy.

4.3.2.2.3 Maintaining legitimacy with the media and the general public and

benefiting organizational self-interest
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Large organizations such as universities are likely to be exposed to the media and the

public. There was a perception that the media and the general public were

increasingly concerned about OS issues as universities continued to expand their

campuses and estates (at least prior to COVID-19). Relatively large and visible

organizations like universities are expected to show more OS engagement and be

prepared to justify the social and environmental impact of their growing operations

because of media and public pressures. Media reports and criticisms about social and

environmental problems and incidents associated with other organizations, especially

other universities, could be warning messages for a university to take measures in

advance to avoid similar mistakes.

The evidence from this study shows that universities, as large organizations with

underlying social values and missions, understand the necessity of maintaining social

support and acceptance from various types of media and the general public. These

findings are congruent with prior literature that organizations gain support from

sources of legitimacy like the media and the general public (Deephouse et al., 2017;

Deephouse and Suchman, 2008). Universities engage in OS activities so as to

maintain legitimacy with the media and the general public, thereby benefiting

organizational self-interest, such as (directly) protecting organizational

reputation/image and (indirectly) helping to recruit students.

A number of participants perceived that the media significantly influence public

expectations. Therefore, maintaining legitimacy with the media is essential to the

development of a good relationship with the wider society. Universities have to

respond to news media reports to protect organizational reputation. For instance:

“Media definitely has a massive impact on what the general public is going to

read and then setting their expectations on what they'd expect organizations to

do”. (Interviewee 10)
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“[speaking of] news media, I am thinking about reputation. When something is

reported in the media about our university or other universities, it will no doubt

be picked up within the university. Then, the university has to decide whether or

not it's going to address it in a specific way”. (Interviewee 6)

On the one hand, from the perspective of a university’s top management, OS

initiatives can be used to gain positive media publicity and, in turn, draw students’

attention and attract their interest in the university. Some interviewees illustrated:

“An example is [name of university], which is one of our neighboring universities.

They have just agreed on a green new deal, which sets out some quite challenging

and inspiring targets. Again, if that has good news coverage and the sector really

highlights and identifies that, then that would probably have some influence over

our senior management team, and they would probably want to think carefully

what's our response to that. ... if some of these issues are a bit more newsworthy

or have more longevity in the news, then students are a bit more aware of some

of these things...”. (Interviewee 4)

“If that's the good publicity, then it is helpful to the reputation of the university. I

think it's good to get recognition for some of the sustainability initiatives that you

carry out. We would work quite closely with our marketing and communications

team. If there was anything which they thought was of interest to local

newspapers, then maybe they would get in touch with them”. (Interviewee 13)

On the other hand, the evidence indicates that part of universities’ rationale for OS

activities is to legitimize their operation in the eyes of the media and the public.

Failure to engage in OS could give rise to adverse media publicity and possible

reputation damage. And negative organizational reputation/image could in turn

undermine potential funding opportunities and student recruitment. For instance:
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“FHE [Further and Higher Education] institutions’ responses to climate change

are increasingly a factor in their Social Licence to operate. Reputational

damage is a real possibility if the public perceives conduct in the face of climate

change to be lacking, with flow-on effects for funding and recruitment.” (EAUC,

the Higher Education Business Continuity Network, and AECOM, 2019, p. 9)

“It's significant because if you have bad news coverage, it affects you

significantly. For example, I'm a student, I'm almost clearing and I want to go to

[name of the university] and probably something comes up about [name of the

university] that they have done something that is bad, then I have to reconsider

my decision. Should I really go to [name of the university] or should I go to a

different university? Media coverage has a lot of impacts.” (Interviewee 12)

To summarize, it seems that the perceived sources of legitimacy with power in this

context are the government, students, media and the general public. To some extent,

sample universities try to conform to social rules, norms and definitions concerning

their OS practice and performance, in return for ensuring their different organizational

self-interest. This situation can be explained by legitimacy theory, which emphasizes

the relationship between an organization and its relevant constituents upon which it

depends for various critical support (Deephouse et al., 2017; Ashforth and Gibbs,

1990).

4.3.2.3 The interplay between seeking pragmatic organizational self-interest and

moral legitimacy for substantive changes towards sustainability

From a managerial point of view, Ashforth and Gibbs (1990) point out that

organizations may seek legitimacy by applying two kinds of approaches: substantive

legitimacy management and symbolic management. Substantive management

involves real, material changes to organizational objectives, structures, processes and

strategic priorities. In this perspective, organizations will actually respond to the
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demands of their stakeholders. Regarding symbolic legitimacy management,

organizations seek to appear consistent with social expectations, without fundamental

changes to themselves. Ashforth and Gibbs (1990) argue that, in some instances,

organizations might engage in ceremonial conformity with an emphasis on superficial

impressions. These symbolic activities may portray the image of organizational

conformance without substantive changes.

This section focuses on, in the process of OS engagement, how universities’ practical

self-interest interacts with the pursuit of moral legitimacy to substantively transform

them towards sustainability, and how they respond to maintain legitimacy with

influential stakeholders. Universities confronted a variety of tensions and even

conflicts between pragmatic organizational interests and moral legitimacy for OS

positive changes. In many instances, pragmatic considerations prevailed, so the

universities had to make compromises. As a consequence, those compromises

undermine the attainment of moral legitimacy (O’Dwyer et al., 2011).

This research also shows that, in many cases, universities use OS activities as

strategic tools for managing legitimacy in a symbolic and instrumental manner,

offering superficial impressions of OS engagement. The substantive responses and

real impact on actual OS performance are limited. Notably, symbolic management

may not lead to substantive changes in universities’ OS - no material ‘whole

institution’ changes to the core organizational operations/systems and existing main

organizational goals and priorities (see Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990).

4.3.2.3.1 Limited substantive activities especially when sustainability demands

are consistent with organizational self-interest

In the past decade, some incremental improvements have been made in certain areas

relating to universities’ OS (see Shiel and Williams, 2015), in an effort to meet the

expectations of some powerful stakeholders. The majority of universities have
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complied with government planning permissions and building regulations, and

emphasized decreasing the social and environmental impacts of their operations

accordingly. In some of these cases, universities seemed to have adopted substantive

legitimation approaches, especially when demands for sustainability were in line with

organizational practical self-interest.

As examples of substantive legitimation approach, many English universities have

improved OS in connection with buildings. As some universities disclosed on their

websites:

“Since 2010, the university has invested more than £3m in projects that have

reduced both our energy consumption and carbon emissions. These projects

include the installation of new efficient gas boilers, the development of a

Combined Heat and Power energy centre, the replacement of inefficient lighting

systems and improved insulation amongst others and are expected to deliver

lifetime carbon savings of over 35,000 tonnes”. (Keele University, 2021)

“The university’s direct [carbon] emissions have reduced by 44 per cent since

2005, despite an increase in campus size and student numbers. This was helped

by a £4.8 million investment since 2015 in a range of energy efficiency measures

for campus and residences buildings, including upgrading Building Management

Systems, installing LED lights and advanced lighting controls, fitting solar panels,

insulating pipes, or replacing boilers and chillers.” (London School of

Economics and Political Science, 2021).

These organizational actions seemed to display substantive features: role performance

and coercive isomorphism (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990). In this context, role

performance means actually adapting the methods of operations to meet the social

expectations for cutting energy consumption and carbon emissions associated with

building operations. Coercive isomorphism involves conforming to the energy
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reduction aspects of building regulations. Campbell (2007) also suggests that

investing substantial resources in a problem shows that it is taken seriously.

However, the results of this study indicated that universities engaged in these building

energy consumption reduction activities, mainly because such activities have

demonstrated the self-serving benefits of minimizing compliance risks, financial

saving and operational efficiency improvement. Both document and interview

evidence noted this point:

“Part L of the Building Regulations sets out requirements for energy efficiency

and the effective control of buildings and associated plant. These regulations

apply to both new buildings and refurbishments, controlling factors such as the

insulation values of building elements, air permeability of the structure, heating

efficiency of boilers, and lighting efficiency. Part L guidance is currently the

major driver for the increase in energy efficiency and carbon reduction in new

and refurbished buildings.” (University of Gloucestershire, 2018, p. 8)

“Whether that's through the building work we're doing, or other elements that we

do to improve, make our campus operations more efficient because that goes

back to an economic argument, which is that, if we can demonstrate that what we

do delivers tangible financial benefits, then we're more likely to be allowed to do

that again in other initiatives”. (Interviewee 7)

These findings are in line with the legitimacy literature (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990;

Suchman, 1995; Oliver, 1991). In this context, building regulations, requiring a

reduction in carbon emissions and energy consumption, were perceived as such

coercive isomorphic mechanisms which may give rise to some organizational

conformity with OS-related demands. However, substantive responses in certain areas

of OS do not necessarily mean substantive OS actions were taken across the full range

of universities’ core operations. Apart from the compliance with building regulations
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and improving the energy efficiency of buildings, the research indicates that

substantive engagement in other areas of OS is limited. There is little evidence of

material, overall transformations that took place in the whole institution in various

OS-related areas (see Sharp, 2002) - delivering the socially expected outcomes and

achieving consequential (moral) legitimacy at a broader level.

It seems that, for the OS-related demands that were compatible with pragmatic

considerations for organizational self-interest, some universities were likely to

conform and make efforts. However, whether such compatibility substantively

reinforced moral sustainability legitimacy in the long run, remained questionable. For

example, as one of the participants noted, universities had completed short-term ‘easy

payback projects’ and done ‘quick wins’ first (compatible with pragmatic

organizational interests like cost savings), but many difficult, expensive and long-term

projects, which could not demonstrate instrumental benefits, had not been finished. As

a result, OS progress has become slower than societal expectations.

“I do have some quite strong feelings on this. When I first came into this business,

the perceived wisdom was that you do all of the quick wins, easy payback

projects first in order to demonstrate that you're making savings and to build

confidence in your senior management and to get to reduce emissions as quickly

as possible. However, the consequence of that is that it leaves you with all of the

difficult to do projects with long paybacks together to do. It makes them even

more difficult to complete because they're all more and more expensive.”

(Interviewee 10)

From a critical perspective, throughout the study, the researcher found limited

evidence indicating substantive legitimacy management actions in this setting. Having

discussed the limited substantive OS responses when there appears to be consistency

between sustainability demands and pragmatic interests, this study now turns to the
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analysis of conflicts and organizational compromises (particularly in the form of

symbolic OS engagement).

4.3.2.3.2 Compromises (symbolic legitimation) when confronting conflicts

between pragmatic organizational self-interest and moral legitimacy for

sustainability

Moral legitimacy for sustainability is based on an organization’s actions for meeting

normative expectations for the good of the wider society and environment (with

prosocial, altruistic grounds) in the long run, as opposed to seeking narrow,

self-serving benefits for itself in the short term (Suchman, 1995). In the course of OS

engagement, universities faced a variety of tensions and even conflicts between

pragmatic organizational self-interest and moral legitimacy for substantive changes

towards sustainability (see Suchman, 1995; Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990). In this regard,

pragmatic concerns included organizational expansion (in buildings and facilities,

increasing student numbers or income), obtaining funding or saving costs, and

managing organizational reputation/image (gaining positive publicity and branding),

etc. In many cases, self-serving pragmatic considerations prevailed over social and

environmental accountability, so universities had to make compromises. As a

consequence, those compromises may undermine the pursuit of moral legitimacy for

OS.

When encountering conflicts between relevant stakeholders’ expectations and

organizational self-interest, organizations are likely to adopt compromise approaches

by showing partial conformity with constituents’ demands while ensuring internal

interests and/or by appeasing constituents (Oliver, 1991). To maintain legitimacy,

organizations may “simply portray - or symbolically manage - them so as to appear

consistent with social values and expectations” (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990, p. 180).

Examples of symbolic legitimacy management include: espousing socially expected

goals but actually accepting less socially desirable ones; providing excuses to reduce
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negative effects on organizations; and ceremonial conformance with emphasis on

displaying symbolic, superficial impressions, etc. (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990).

4.3.2.3.2.1 Compromises (symbolic legitimation) when organizational expansion

conflicts with pursuing moral legitimacy for sustainability

Almost all interviewees mentioned that they experienced tensions between

organizational expansion and moral legitimacy for promoting ecological sustainability.

Often, there were perceptions that expansion/growth in buildings and facilities,

student numbers and/or income were given priority over reducing the environmental

impact of universities’ operations, particularly carbon emission and energy

consumption reduction. When facing conflicts, universities had to make compromises.

The adoption of symbolic legitimacy management actions (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990),

such as emphasizing relative rather than absolute carbon reduction performance

indicators and the use of organizational growth as excuses for not meeting absolute

reduction targets set by the government, reinforced the ‘business as usual’ practice at

universities, without them making material changes towards OS (see Bebbington et al.,

2009; Unerman and Bennett, 2004).

As many interviewees illustrated, organizational expansion often clashed with OS and

universities had to compromise in different ways to reconcile various tensions. In

some cases, OS was not put at the forefront by the organizations being studied.

Participants realized that they could not change the fact that organizational expansion

was the strategic priority; what they could do was to find other areas of their

university’s operation to somehow offset the significant increase in negative

environmental impact arising from such growth. Consequently, campus buildings,

facilities (including student accommodation), student numbers and tuition fee revenue

continued to grow, adversely impacting environmental sustainability in the long run.

Participants shared their views and experiences in this regard:
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“But the fact is the way universities are trying to grow, trying to recruit a certain

number of students and improving the facilities all the time is often at odds with

sustainability… I'm a little skeptical that the university, or any university, really

wants to put environmental considerations right at the forefront [...] there is a

great [environmental] cost to producing new facilities, new buildings ... it's hard

to say what the benefits are to the environment in the long run”. (Interviewee 6)

“We invested quite a lot of money in new buildings and major refurbishment. As

a result, we lost quite a lot of trees on campus. There was the need to build these

buildings and they were in green space with trees and they lost the trees. That

was the economic reason because we got funded to build these buildings. We had

to leave the trees which provide that environmental and social benefit. There

was tension there and we did receive a lot of negative feedback from staff,

students, external communities and external bodies”. (Interviewee 17)

Universities are expected to reduce their Scope 3 indirect greenhouse gas emissions

(e.g. deriving from travel and procurement supply chain). Importantly, interviewees

mentioned that, for practical reasons, the inclusion of Scope 3 reduction was

compromised, for example:

“We have reduction targets for Scope 1 and Scope 2 and also reduction target for

Scope 3. When we took our paper to our decision-making group around the target

for Scope 3, we did include projections around increases in international students.

There was a discussion with the senior management group to say that we know

this is part of the university strategy, we know we're going to be recruiting more

international students…. If our emissions in that particular area are going to go

up, ... [then] We need to work even harder in other areas to reduce and offset

those emissions”. (Interviewee 5)
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Similarly, a university sector-wide OS-related professional consulting project report

also pointed out such conflicts and compromises:

“The principal challenge is a tension between commercial growth and emissions

reduction…. Success of UK universities has meant considerable growth in

revenue and student numbers. … Significant campus expansion has also

occurred in the UK and overseas. Universities have seen growth in energy

intensive research activity. Increased competition has also seen investment in new

student facilities including on-site accommodation…. Tensions between capital

cost and whole life cost mean ambitious [sustainability] plans for new buildings

are often compromised" (Brite Green, 2016, p. 5).

Under these circumstances, OS-related managers had to give way to the prioritized

organizational growth and universities only showed limited OS engagement.

Organizations make compromises, partially meeting or accommodating the social

expectations of making OS progress, while leaving the prioritized expansion (in

multiple dimensions) unaffected (see Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990; Oliver, 1991).

With regard to the tensions between organizational expansion and moral legitimacy

(especially the consequential legitimacy), an interesting theme is associated with the

issue of expected absolute vs relative carbon reduction. According to People & Planet

(2019b), “... 154 UK universities ranked on their sustainable development and only a

third are on track to meet carbon reduction targets in 2020”. Therefore, a legitimacy

gap between the actual organizational OS performance and the demands of the

government and other related stakeholders emerged. In order to handle this problem

and narrow such legitimacy gap, excuses were offered by the universities with a view

to justifying their failure to accomplish the government’s absolute carbon reduction

targets: significant growth in various aspects.
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Universities had to employ alternative performance metrics, so that the organizational

reputation (e.g. as a perceived good performer in greenhouse gas reduction and

responsible university taking OS issues seriously) could not be damaged. As a result,

they often emphasized relative carbon performance indicators (i.e. relative carbon

reduction results compared against increases in buildings, facilities, student numbers

or revenue), showing that the organizational practices appeared to be not far from the

expectations of the government and society relating to carbon reduction, and

explaining to the stakeholders about the appropriateness of adopting the easier, more

achievable relative carbon targets - a compromise response and symbolic approach to

maintaining organizational legitimacy.

For instance, one university noted in its documents: “It is clear emission reductions

are not on target and this is due to estate and university activity expansion.”

(University of Worcester, 2016, p. 1). It continued to explain: “The university sits

within the bottom quartile of these tables which are based on Scopes 1 & 2 (see para

9 below) carbon. When reviewed against our institutional targets to meet the sector

target of a 43 per cent reduction in carbon emissions by 2020 against a 2005 baseline,

so far the University due to its continued growth is failing to meet them”. (University

of Worcester, 2016, p. 4)

A further explanation was provided in this document:

“The table below shows a 61% increase in total in income, a 51% increase in

gross internal area and a 32% increase in the full time equivalent staff and

students, demonstrating university growth over the past period. When carbon

emissions from energy are compared against these metrics it is clear that energy

intensity decreased significantly across the university from 2008/9 to 2014/15.

Given the growth the university has experienced since 2008/9 the trend in carbon

emissions is to be expected, and the absolute targets will be challenging to meet”.

(University of Worcester, 2016, p. 10)
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Such relative carbon reduction targets in effect mixed organizational expansion with

OS figures. By contrast, absolute targets are the essential ones for actual OS progress.

Meeting absolute carbon reduction targets is consistent with consequential (moral)

legitimacy. Consequential legitimacy should be pursued by achieving and proving the

outcomes in terms of decreasing environmental and social impacts. In the process of

maintaining moral legitimacy, organizations should try to comply with normative

sustainability principles instead of focusing on their own pragmatic self-interests or

those of their influential constituents. Hence, such legitimation activities centre on

society’s moral evaluation of actual results that universities produce in terms of taking

care of the society and environment. An interviewee perceived that using relative

carbon reduction targets had some elements of symbolic, superficial engagement:

“If you had a baseline, a target for carbon [against] 200,000 income, and then

tuition fees increased hugely, then obviously it's going to be a lot easier to

achieve that. ... if you have a target per student, or pay a hundred thousand

income then [it fails in] decoupling growth from carbon emissions. It feels like

it's getting a bit too clever. Then in the daily carbon emissions, we need to reduce

them absolutely, whether or not it's per a hundred thousand income or per

student whatever. We need to reduce just absolutely everything. ... It [relative

reduction target] probably is a bit superficial.” (Interviewee 13)

A professional association also criticized in its document: “… relative rather than

absolute targets will always be more achievable for institutions which are rapidly

growing… (EAUC, 2017, p. 5)

In order to prevent their organizational reputation from being negatively affected, the

universities made themselves appear to adhere to the social expectations by adjusting

carbon reduction performance indicators and emphasizing less challenging relative

ones. As a result, universities had to accept the ‘reality’ that their continued
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organizational growth prevailed over carbon reduction and adopted the flexible

relative carbon emission performance indicators to explain or justify their failure to

achieve more substantive and meaningful absolute reduction targets (as many

stakeholders had truly expected).

It is also worth mentioning that, even though the University of Worcester was highly

ranked in the University League in terms of its overall sustainability performance

(People & Planet, 2019a), it still faced such conflicts. Furthermore, only a small

number of universities, like the University of Worcester, were brave enough to

publicly disclose that they temporarily did not achieve absolute reduction targets

during that period. In contrast, some universities only reported limited actual carbon

reduction performance information to the general public. However, such failure has

been noted and criticized by the relevant external stakeholders. A legitimacy gap has

not been closed. For example:

“Despite the introduction of initiatives to reduce carbon emissions and invest in

sustainable energy, higher education institutions claim that an era of expansion

has hampered plans to make the sector more environmentally friendly. …

Sustainability consultancy Brite Green analysed the emissions of 127 universities

in England and found that the majority (76%) are due to miss the target of 43%

reduction across the sector by 2020,... Yvonne Hawkins, Hefce’s director of

universities and colleges, defended the sector, claiming that the targets did not

take account of “significant recent growth in university estates and student

numbers”. (Lock, The Guardian, 2015)

Notably, one participant expressed his concern about the conflicts between

organizational expansion/growth and consequential moral legitimacy for OS, and

made the following comments:

http://www.hefce.ac.uk/media/hefce1/pubs/hefce/2010/1001/10_01a.pdf
http://www.hefce.ac.uk/media/hefce1/pubs/hefce/2010/1001/10_01a.pdf
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“Whereas the economic considerations may be very important, the environmental

considerations may be similarly important, so in most cases, I think there is a

balance to be struck. ... it’s very much a personal view, I think long-term

sustainability issues arise is because people are too blind to see that growth

can't go on forever. Growth really is an enemy of sustainability.” (Interviewee

6)

These research findings are consistent with the view of Oliver (1991) that

organizations make compromise responses by showing relative carbon reduction

compared against the organizational growth figures to pacify the relevant stakeholders.

Furthermore, these compromise responses may reflect some forms of symbolic

legitimacy management (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990): espousing socially expected

goals (e.g. supporting the government’s absolute carbon reduction targets) but actually

accepting less socially desirable ones (e.g. more flexible, easier but less substantive

relative carbon emission targets); and the use of organizational growth as an

explanation/excuse to reduce the adverse effects on universities’ reputation or claims

to legitimacy. Accounts were provided to reduce negative perceptions resulting from a

university’s lack of action.

More importantly, considering the fact that two-thirds of UK universities have not

significantly reduced their absolute carbon emissions (and for those universities that

decreased absolute emissions, the Scope 3 indirect carbon emissions were not

completely integrated into their measurements), such legitimation approaches may

provoke tensions between pursuing moral legitimacy for environmental sustainability

and protecting pragmatic benefits for universities (e.g. continued growth and

organizational reputation), and even compromise the attainment of moral legitimacy

(especially consequential legitimacy - delivering socially accepted outputs) (O’Dwyer

et al., 2011). That is to say, in these cases, such passive, to some extent symbolic

legitimacy-seeking behavior was primarily motivated by pragmatic considerations;

narrow organizational self-interest was the priority over moral ideals for sustainability
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(decreasing carbon emissions and minimizing the environmental impact of the

universities’ operations).

4.3.2.3.2.2 Managing organizational reputation through symbolic OS

engagement conflicts with moral legitimacy for sustainability

As discussed previously, various types of media, such as newspapers, magazines,

videos and television shows, and social media, play active parts in shaping the

opinions of the public (especially students in this context) about sustainability issues

and movements in general and universities’ OS practice and performance in particular.

On the other hand, media could be used by universities to inform and influence

people’s perceptions about their organizational OS achievements and contributions. In

this light, it may be viewed as a communication strategy to increase their

organizational legitimacy.

Some interviewees perceived that, sometimes, using OS activities to seek positive

media publicity and market universities clashed with genuinely maintaining moral

components of legitimacy for sustainability. In balancing the incompatibility between

these two goals, universities’ efforts to truly embrace OS were compromised. In many

cases, seeking positive publicity and branding prevailed and hampered the long-term

development of moral legitimacy.

The following sections provide several typical examples of symbolic legitimacy

management in connection with OS as compromise responses and analyze them in

detail. Such OS activities were employed as means to mainly seek positive publicity

and branding, thereby superficially and instrumentally gaining legitimacy. However,

these symbolic management activities merely provided the appearance of engagement

without substantive progress in organizational OS.
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According to one participant, a university arranged an electric vehicle which students

were recruited to drive around the streets at the end of the year and collect rubbish

from student residences. However, this small project made almost no difference in

actually improving waste disposal on campus, as perceived by the interviewee:

“I've come across a few projects like that in the past where there have been

publicity things. … Actually, in terms of what they achieved in the rubbish

collection, it was very small, smaller than a typical cams tensile refuse vehicle….

[however] It achieved a huge amount of publicity. It's in all the papers and there

are pictures of our students all over the place. … When I asked for the stats on

the weight of the rubbish we collected, it was negligible. … My question was

what are we getting out of it? The answer was lots of publicity. Environmentally,

it is doing nothing.” (Interviewee 6)

He commented that the main rationale for such symbolic OS engagement was actually

to seek positive publicity - a public relations exercise. And the media was used by the

university as means to influence people’s perceptions about its OS performance,

thereby increasing organizational legitimacy:

“We just could do this totally quietly, send the van around, we employ one person,

it could collect 10 times as much by themselves over a few weeks. It wouldn't be

of any interest to the papers. That's the thing that I probably I'm not very

impressed by. In terms of public relations exercise, it was really top notch. … I

found out there was a team who were talking about franchising out this idea and

they were nothing to do with an environmental team. They were publicity people.

That, once again, is an example of how media can influence things but not

necessarily in a very beneficial way.” (Interviewee 6)

As another example, a peer university launched an OS-related project regarding its

catering services; the interviewee perceived it as symbolic OS engagement and even
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‘greenwash’. He thought that the university purposefully undertook easy, quick-win

OS activities so as to attract media attention and enhance organizational reputation in

the field of sustainability. However, behind the scenes, the university failed to address

many difficult, less visible and long-term OS-related issues. From an external

stakeholder’s perspective, the People & Planet University League table (2019a) also

confirmed the overall ranking of this university was low. As the participant explained:

“... it attracted a lot of press when they made that announcement. If you look at

the detail of what else [name of university] has achieved in sustainability, is a

poor performer. It seemed to be the worst example of greenwash because, I think

superficially, you now recognize [name of university] as a leader of

sustainability, when in fact the track record and the difficult decisions around

sustainability and dealing with the complexity they avoided, and they went for a

press release. ... the greenwash in the sector tends to focus on the quick win. ...

something that normally attracts a lot of attention” (Interviewee 18)

The interviewee then stressed the potential dangers associated with an organizational

emphasis on such symbolic legitimacy seeking behavior. The university tended to pay

less attention to challenging, complex and long-term issues which may give rise to

substantive changes, because they cannot be used to gain positive publicity quickly

and easily. If the media and the public find out the university focused too much on

organizational image/public relations enhancement exercises but avoided tackling

fundamental OS-related problems, the improved organizational reputation is likely to

be questioned, so symbolic legitimation activities may be double-edged. Superficial

activities may hinder the development of the moral dimension of legitimacy of

universities:

“I think there is a danger that if you want to make a sustainability splash, you

focus on the things which probably don't deliver that much true carbon emissions

savings. [...] we believe that's a bigger impact, a sustainable long-term right
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thing to do, but that was a difficult conversation. If it's easy, I think I tend to smell

a rat.” (Interviewee 18)

He further elaborated: “People, once I move beyond [name of the project], they

are interested in procurement, they are interested in biodiversity, they are

interested in transport plans, carbon footprint. [name of the project] maybe a

quick sound bite, it is easy to communicate, but I think the second stage enquiry,

their media team have to deal with. “Why they are not doing this? Why they are

not doing that?” It is harder for them to respond to...” (Interviewee 18)

This view was also confirmed by many other participants. For instance, two

interviewees illustrated that such symbolic engagement primarily for organizational

reputation management did not result in positive changes towards OS substantively -

the ideals for moral legitimacy - in different areas, such as an allotment for growing

local food plants or ethical banking/investment:

“One example was, we were putting a lot of pressure on a catering supplier to do

a lot on sustainability. The project that they came up with was supplying mini

allotments for staff and students, which was a really nice idea, but I think it

became quite tricky. I think people loved them at the beginning and then went off

them, and said they didn't maintain them. They brought in a celebrity to judge

the allotments and they flew the person that won the competition to go and see

a water well in Africa. It's just quite greenwash to me. [...] I think, it was along

those lines [mainly for PR].” (Interviewee 14)

“... with sustainable procurement and ethical banking for instance, particularly

with banking, the changes that have occurred in the university sector are all

about protecting reputation. Although there has been some movement, when you

actually read the policies of universities, the policies don't actually say very

much. Not much has actually changed, but the mood music has changed a little
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bit. So I still think there is a long way to go in ethical investment in the sector”.

(Interviewee 10)

These interviewees’ illustrations suggest the adoption of ceremonial conformity

symbolic legitimation approach. These research results are in line with the view of

Ashforth and Gibbs (1990) that symbolic legitimacy management activities portray

that the organizational actions appear to conform to social expectations. However,

such ceremonial conformity, emphasizing superficial impressions, made no

substantive OS changes at a deeper level.

4.3.2.3.2.3 Compromises when making investments and saving costs conflict with

moral legitimacy for sustainability

All interviewees mentioned they encountered conflicts between organizational focus

on short-term investment payback periods (particularly from the finance department

and/or top management) and undertaking long-term, large-scale sustainability projects

which may potentially bring about substantive changes to university operations. In

addition, many sustainability issues, such as sustainable procurement and fairtrade,

ethical banking and investment, may not generate direct financial income or saving

while they incur extra costs. When facing tensions, managers responsible for OS had

to make compromises. In many cases, a short-term focus on tangible financial benefits

prevailed and hindered the long-term development of the moral component of

legitimacy. For instance, interviewees noted:

“We have run projects with a payback period of longer than that, but that is quite

a difficult conversation to have sometimes, because finance departments and

senior managers don't tend to look over five years, they will look for payback on

a shorter period [...] The short-termism in a lot of cases in terms of investments I

think is also a barrier to investing in larger scale projects, especially in relation

to energy and carbon emissions”. (Interviewee 5)
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“… with something a bit more long term, for instance, if I was to say, "We could

save a lot of energy by additional insulation in plumbing buildings." You could be

talking about the cost of several million pounds and a 25 to 50-year payback. It's

the sort of thing that would probably get put on the back burner really. It would

be more difficult to take something like that through…” (Interviewee 6)

As another example, when promoting the procurement of fair trade products within

universities, some respondents commented that they experienced tensions between

obtaining direct financial benefits and moral legitimacy for engaging in fair trade -

socially expected as ‘the right thing to do’. On the one hand, some fair trade products

might be slightly more expensive than non-fair trade commodities, because they

placed more emphasis on the workers’ rights and sustainable processes of production

and purchase in the universities’ global supply chain. On the other hand, university

divisions, such as catering, had to generate income. Further, there were membership

fee costs for gaining accreditation and being supported by fair trade organizations. As

a result, some universities might be reluctant to make a full commitment to fair trade

consistently, because these activities could not demonstrate direct economic benefits

for them. For instance:

“... sometimes fair trade products do tend to be slightly more expensive than

non-fair trade items. That's a difficult conversation to win, especially with the

catering teams who are looking to ensure that the university generates an income

from its catering.” (Interviewee 5)

“On an ethical level, I think it's something we should be doing. The university is

quite happy to support it, but if it came to the crunch and there was a significant

cost, then the university, particularly in the present climate, might be saying,

"Why are we doing this and do we have to do it?" The answer, of course, is no,

we don't have to do it. It's reputation. It's what the people at the top think.
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Ethically is good, necessary and desirable, but it can change from year to year in

some of these areas”. (Interviewee 6)

To some extent, it could be argued that these compromise responses may reflect some

elements of symbolic legitimacy management (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990): espousing

socially expected goals (e.g. publicly supporting the concepts of long-term OS

investments and fair trade - the moral ideals of sustainability) but adopting less

socially accepted ones (e.g. short-term focus on OS projects within five-year payback

periods and reluctant or inconsistent engagement in fair trade). These processes may

be symbolic in nature; a symbolic engagement seems to adhere to societal values and

expectations but does not substantially change organizational operations.

4.3.2.3.2.4 Further analysis of symbolic legitimacy management and lack of

substantive changes towards sustainability

This study unveils that, in many cases, universities undertake OS activities

symbolically to manage stakeholder perceptions on organizational OS engagement

and maintain organizational legitimacy, with limited substantive impact on operations.

In some areas of OS, some universities sought legitimacy in a symbolic and

instrumental manner to strategically use OS activities as a means to pursue

organizational interests/resources for competition. When discussing these issues, “lip

service”, “greenwash”, “superficial” or “quick win” were some of the words/phrases

frequently mentioned by both interviewees and document data sources, indicating

perceived symbolic engagement. For instance, “Some may be doing it [OS statements]

for lip service…” (Interviewee 4). Similarly, another participant noted: “Let's say

there's probably a bit of that going on. I wouldn't go as far as saying it's greenwash. I

would say that there are some high profile statements or activities that take place

without addressing the root cause of sustainability issues within universities”.

(Interviewee 5)
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In the higher education sector-wide sustainability survey reports, some respondents

commented:

“The whole institution pretty much ignores the sustainability agenda and will

occasionally pay lip service to certain aspects.” (EAUC, NUS, University and

College Union, Association of Colleges and the College Development Network,

2017, p. 52)

“Environmental sustainability is used as a marketing tool. There is no

meaningful staff and student participation in the development and

implementation of these policies. The tick boxes are therefore just that, because

unless staff and student bodies own the idea of sustainability and commit to it, it

will never be something that contributes to sustainable environmental change. ...

Leadership are only concerned with superficial actions that result in good PR

rather than long term last changes.” (EAUC, NUS, University and College

Union, Association of Colleges and the College Development Network, 2019, p.

28)

Notably, this study also reveals that, in many aspects of universities’ campus

operations, substantive and long-term transformation towards sustainability has not

yet happened. The important feature of substantive legitimation is that the

organization has taken concrete actions and significantly changed organizational goals,

structures or operations. Different participants expressed their perceptions:

“You never really see a big [sustainability] change because ... they've all got

their own different intentions. You just see snippets of change but there's no one

really driving it. Even though they've got 10 staff in sustainability but it [the

sustainability change] is not widespread”. (Interviewee 8)
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“I think that's the main reason and that's why it's getting tricky as time goes on

when you've done all the low-hanging fruit, then move to that next stage of it

being slightly beyond the financial saving to the environmental benefit. To date,

it's all been very much an operational financial saving, but it's zero-carbon -

we're not going to get there without significant investment that won't necessarily

payback in the short-term...” (Interviewee 17)

One participant took this issue further and argued that, given the existing

organizational priorities and university operational model, it is very difficult to make

substantive changes towards true sustainability:

“I'd say there's been a bit of that going on, I think. If you want to call it

grandstanding ... We all have to be careful when we're making claims about and

how sustainable we are, … Fundamentals of a university don't lend themselves

to seeking relative sustainability from an environmental perspective. It's always

going to be a difficult sell in that respect. And you can't call yourself a

sustainable university is a bit of an oxymoron, just doesn't exist and never will

exist unless you have a [change] completely.” (Interviewee 7)

These observations concur with the previous literature (e.g. Jorge, 2015; Milutinovic

and Nikoli, 2014; Lozano et al., 2013). Scholars contend that the widespread ‘whole

institution’ changes are lacking in the field of university sustainability. While many

public universities in England have got involved in OS and developed sustainability

policies, committees, working groups and offices for more than a decade (Shiel and

Williams, 2015; Waheed, 2017c), such processes may be used to obtain procedural

(moral) legitimacy, at the early stages of development, by following the proper

procedures (Soobaroyen and Ntim, 2013). However, if organizations do not link these

policies with systemic and rigorous compliance monitoring and sanctions, and

committees and offices are small scale and have no sufficient power, they become less

significant to move OS forward now, as perceived by interviewees, and almost no
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interviewees associated the current use of these procedures with substantive OS

changes.

In summary, this part of the analysis reveals the conflicts between organizational

practical self-interest and moral legitimacy advocating ‘whole institution’

fundamental OS changes. In many cases, universities made compromises when

confronting such conflicts. As compromises, they sometimes engaged in symbolic

legitimacy management when organizational expansion or organizational image

management clashed with pursuing moral legitimacy to do the right things

(consequential legitimacy) and in the right ways (procedural legitimacy) for

substantive organizational transformation towards OS. Using OS as a means to seek

legitimacy with influential sources appears to reflect the win-win business case for

sustainability. Many interviewees indicated that they perceived organizational

self-interest as the main motivation for OS engagement. The final template regarding

the rationales for English universities to undertake OS-related activities, from the

perspective of legitimacy theory, is shown in the table below.

Table 4.4 The template regarding the rationales for English public universities to

undertake OS activities: legitimacy seeking and organizational self-interest

1. Many rationales

associated with

instrumental

motivations for

organizational

self-interest

Emphasizing win-win business cases

2. Maintaining

legitimacy with

different sources of

2.1 Maintaining legitimacy with the government and

benefiting organizational self-interest (e.g. mitigating

compliance risk, obtaining funding and saving cost)
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legitimacy, benefiting

organizational

self-interest

2.2 Maintaining legitimacy with students and benefiting

organizational self-interest (e.g. managing organizational

reputation and branding, recruiting students and

generating student tuition fee income)

2.3 Maintaining legitimacy with media and the general

public and benefiting organizational self-interest (e.g.

managing organizational reputation/image and helping to

recruit students)

3. The interplay

(consistency and

conflict) between

seeking pragmatic

organizational

self-interest and moral

legitimacy for

substantive

sustainability changes

3.1 Limited substantive responses especially when

sustainability demands are consistent with organizational

pragmatic self-interest

3.2 Compromises (symbolic legitimation) when

confronting conflicts between pragmatic organizational

interests and moral legitimacy for sustainability

 Compromises (symbolic legtimation) when

organizational growth conflicts with moral legitimacy

 Managing organizational reputation and branding

through OS symbolic engagement conflicts with

moral legitimacy

 Compromises when making investments/saving costs

conflicts with moral legitimacy

 Further analysis of symbolic legitimacy management

and lack of substantive/fundamental transformation

towards sustainability

4.4 Analysis and findings on barriers to universities’ OS progress
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Having examined the organizational rationales for undertaking OS activities, this part

of the study focuses on research question two: What barriers are encountered by

public universities in England while engaging in (campus) operational sustainability

activities, and how do these barriers affect such activities?

Based on the themes emerging from the data, broadly speaking, barriers to the further

engagement and advancement of OS in universities can be seen to exist at two

different levels: organizational and (social) institutional. Organizational-related

barriers are more internal and focus on issues such as organizational

management/structure, organizational resources and cognition/organizational culture.

Social institutional barriers exist beyond the individual university level and emphasize

external stakeholders in the field, their interactions with universities, and the main

negative impacts of the recent COVID-19 crisis on the sector and OS. In practice,

some of these ‘analytically distinctive’ themes are inter-related and even overlapping

to some extent. They are also connected with the rationales for OS engagement15.

4.4.1. Organizational-related barriers

This part is divided into three sections: first, organizational

management/structure-related barriers are explored; second, organizational

resource/capacity-related barriers are analyzed; and third, cognition/organizational

culture-related barriers are examined.

4.4.1.1 Organizational management/structure-related barriers

In the present study, the evidence shows that, in terms of organizational

management/structure-related barriers, OS conflicts with some universities’

short-term economic interests. In many cases, OS does not seem to be a university’s

15 This research does not attempt to cover all possible factors impeding OS progress; it reveals the
main barriers as perceived by many participants.
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top strategic priority. There is a perception that insufficient top management support

for and commitment to OS could impede environmental and social development in

their campus operations.

4.4.1.1.1 Inconsistency between long-term wider social and environmental

impacts and organizational short-term narrow economic interests

The research indicates that OS is sometimes inconsistent with universities’ financial

interests. The organizational short-term economic focus and lack of long-term

perspective were perceived to be the barriers. The long payback period and expected

low economic benefits for organizations could demotivate universities with the cost

reduction and income growth mentality (Velazquez et al., 2005) from making

long-term OS investments, especially in the areas where there are no short-term direct

economic benefits, such as sustainable procurement, fairtrade, ethical banking and

investment, etc. Respondents found it challenging to make strong business cases for

these OS-related activities and gain full support from university top management.

This factor is closely linked with the universities’ prevalent rationality for OS

engagement, which often gives prominence to organizational pragmatic internal

interests in the short run. Many participants raised this concern:

“Obviously, finance is always a barrier to that, financial priorities, and to what

degree the university wants to fund environmental sustainability initiatives,

because some initiatives, they have good returns on investment. ... Then some

investments, they've got much longer payback or some measures actually with

no financial incentive. I think that's the key problem.” (Interviewee 11)

“If the [OS-related] case's payback period is a lot longer, then the case is difficult

to push. We've got quite strict budgets, so it's difficult to argue that needed to put

something in”. (Interviewee 9)
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Although some universities have occasionally invested in sustainability projects with

more than five-year payback periods, a large number of participants perceived that

universities’ emphasis on project short-term financial paybacks constrained the

long-term development of OS. For instance, an interviewee criticized:

“Whilst they [universities] are traditionally long-term institutions, I don't think

they're necessarily always thinking long term about the financial decisions that

they're making particularly based on there being five-year strategies. You have

got VCs [Vice-Chancellors] in for certain amounts of time. Vanity projects that

come up, the huge amount of money is spent on and not necessarily thinking

about wider impacts”. (Interviewee 16)

The government survey report also confirmed that organizational OS progress was

delayed when energy-saving programmes could not meet investment requirements, or

the costs of OS initiatives outweighed the expected financial returns:

“Energy efficiency measures were also perceived as not being sufficiently

profitable for a reasonable proportion of interviewees. Where this was the case

the impact would be high, because there would be no means of sourcing funding

if certain minimal financial thresholds were not met. … The issues highlighted

were often associated with the disruption caused through implementing a

measure but beyond this were also concerns about ongoing hidden costs

(associated with complex financing arrangements) and the difficulties

associated with wider infrastructure-related upgrades required to enable a new

technology”. (Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2016,

p. 102)

These findings concur with the relevant literature, which criticizes that an

organization’s focus on short-term return on investments and cost saving may

discourage long-term OS investment (Avila et al., 2017; Verhulst and Lambrechts,
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2015; Cagno et al., 2013). Such short-term economic focus makes it difficult to

financially justify OS-related initiatives with long payback periods (Dahle and

Neumayer, 2001). Resistance is likely to occur if an organization anticipates that

adherence to institutional expectations does not provide sufficient economic returns.

Organizations may be reluctant to conform to social expectations (in this context

substantially investing in long-term OS projects) when they think these projects

cannot bring economic gain, thereby impeding serious OS commitment (see Oliver,

1991). In addition to the analysis of this section, some relevant examples associated

with this barrier are also presented in section 4.3.2.3.2. ‘Compromises when

confronting tensions/conflicts between pragmatic organizational interests and moral

legitimacy for sustainability’.

4.4.1.1.2 OS is not viewed as a strategic priority within universities

Newman and Breeden (1992, p. 211) assert: “It [environmental sustainability issue] is

arguably the hardest to address, because environmental risks are less personal, less

immediate and, therefore, have less apparent urgency.” In this research, both interview

and document data pointed out that OS was not the strategic priority of many

universities. While many organizations claimed to be ‘sustainable’ universities, in

practice the sustainability of their operations was not seen as core. For instance, one

participant stated: “I'm a little skeptical that the university really, or any university

really wants to put environmental considerations right at the forefront” (Interviewee

6)

Many respondents reinforced this point:

“I think if we would be seeing in 2018 [and before that] the priorities of

developing campuses to improve the student experience, to attract more

international students, to acquire a larger place [share] in the market was

probably bigger than sustainability for many universities. [...] I think the
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barriers where probably priorities in terms of education business; sustainability

wasn't the top priorities.” (Interviewee 15)

“At the moment, it [sustainability]'s not strategic as it could be, … It is important,

but I think that the senior management within the universities, their priorities are

focusing on maybe five or six core areas. Although they connect with

sustainability, they're not sustainability. They are: student numbers, student

experience, teaching excellence, research excellence, and probably research

funding as well”. (Interviewee 4)

The findings are similar to the previous literature (e.g. Leal Filho et al., 2019;

Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Elliot and Wright, 2013; Krizek et al., 2012; Velazquez et

al., 2005). This factor may create or exacerbate other barriers (Shriberg, 2002). The

low priority of OS in organizations could result in insufficient financial and human

resources allocated to these activities. The lack of priority may significantly

undermine their organizational willingness and ability to take serious

sustainability-related actions and implement substantive changes.

4.4.1.1.3 Lack of university senior management commitment to OS

In association with low OS priority, this research indicated that a lack of top

management support to OS could be an impediment to sustainability efforts. It was

suggested that senior managers are very busy and have to deal with many other urgent

problems. The allocation of organizational resources is determined by senior

university leaders. In the absence of continuous support from the top, a bottom-up

programme would probably not work in the long term. Many respondents pointed out

the barrier of insufficient support from top management:

“But the changes going forward that would be more deeply rooted in the business

model itself, we have less support for. I think on the basis of that is a lack of
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sustainability understanding and commitment on behalf of the most senior

management. [...] I think the senior management generally at universities is still

of a past generation and they're in denial of the importance of sustainability

going forward.” (Interviewee 8)

“Those internal things are quite random and quite varied across the whole of the

university. Sometimes they are very much senior leadership, sometimes they're not.

Often they're not, because they've got other pressing issues to deal with as well.”

(Interviewee 4)

Importantly, some participants also noted that the lack of commitment from university

senior executives may adversely affect OS resource allocation, for instance:

“The other barrier is the strategic one, which is if there's enough appetite at the

senior management level for this kind of agenda. Because if you don't have that,

then you won't get anywhere. Frankly, because the university won't see it as

being important enough and won't devote…. So in terms of having the money

and the resources to be able to do things. It's directly in relation to whether

you've got a foot in the senior management camp or not. Those three are, I think,

probably the key barriers”. (Interviewee 7)

The comment above demonstrates that top executives of a university are in charge of

financial, human and administrative resources. In order to ensure the long-term

success of an OS initiative, it is necessary to secure continued support from senior

management (see Avila et al., 2017). The results from this research are consistent with

prior studies which stress an important barrier is the lack of senior management

sustainability leadership (e.g. Ávila et al., 2019; Aleixo et al., 2018; Blanco-Portela et

al., 2018; Adams, 2013; Velazquez et al., 2005). In relation to this factor, further

analysis and empirical evidence regarding the lack of awareness, interest and

understanding of OS issues among top executives of English public universities will
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be provided in section 4.4.1.3.1 ‘Lack of awareness, interest and knowledge about OS

among different organizational members’.

4.4.1.2 Organizational resource/capacity-related barriers

In accordance with interview and document data, insufficient financial resources, lack

of dedicated OS human resources, and other organizational members’ lack of time to

participate were perceived to be the main organizational resource/capacity-related

barriers.

4.4.1.2.1 Insufficient financial resources for OS within universities

This research indicates that financial resources for OS initiatives are the main concern

for most sample universities. A number of OS programmes were not sufficiently or

continuously funded. For instance, several key external stakeholders worked closely

to conduct sector-wide surveys annually with universities’ sustainability practitioners

and other staff and students involved in OS-related activities of their institutions.

Many participants in these surveys pointed out:

“Whilst we are moving forward with several fantastic sustainable projects, the

lack of finances is holding our institution back. In most cases we are applying

for funding and often we receive some financial assistance, however it usually

comes with fund matching requirements and the sustainability budget (that we

are grateful to have) will not support all of our opportunities to grow our

sustainability achievements.” (EAUC, NUS, University and College Union,

Association of Colleges and the College Development Network, 2019, p. 28)

“The only real barrier is MONEY and a lack of allocation to sustainability roles

and projects within the institution. The institutions’ commitment 'on paper' is not

matched with the amount of money it provides for the agenda internally. Same old
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sector story”. (EAUC, NUS, University and College Union, Association of

Colleges and the College Development Network, 2015, p. 44, emphasis in

original)

Similarly, financial barriers were also mentioned by interviewees in this research:

“Other things in barriers are possibly financial. If you're aware that there have been

conversations in the review, looking at university funding. That could potentially have

quite a big impact on university funding. It’s then going to limit the sustainability

projects...” (Interviewee 10).

Furthermore, the global COVID-19 pandemic and related economic downturn

adversely impacted English universities’ overall financial situation and student

recruitment; they, in turn, restricted and reduced OS funding opportunities. As an

interviewee pointed out: “The other barrier is cost and the cost barrier will be

certainly very prevalent after COVID-19” (Interviewee 15). For a detailed analysis of

the negative impacts of COVID-19 on OS, please refer to section 4.4.2.3.

The empirical evidence shows that, to varying degrees, English public universities

lack funding for various OS investments and engagement programmes. The slowing

economy and government policy changes (state funding reduction) have impacted

universities and they have to cut budgets by decreasing expenses amongst

departments and initiatives. Money has been reallocated to other priorities instead of

OS. This problem is compounded by the adverse economic situation as a result of

COVID-19 and Brexit. These results are similar to the prior literature which notes that

insufficient financial resources are constant constraints on many OS projects (e.g.

Avila et al., 2019; Aleixo et al., 2018; Avila et al., 2017; Blanco-Portela et al., 2018;

Elliot and Wright, 2013).

4.4.1.2.2 Lack of dedicated OS human resources
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Almost all interviewees viewed that there were insufficient human resources for

undertaking OS activities, especially dedicated staff resources directly responsible for

OS in universities. If the proportion of dedicated OS staff compared with the total

number of staff and students of the whole university was too low, the small team

might not be able to thoroughly address the complex OS issues associated with

numerous organizational units, the large size of the whole organization, and

sometimes dispersed locations. As a participant stressed during the interview:

“The next one is, obviously, if you don't have the personnel. I'm quite fortunate in

that respect, I have a team. I'm well aware that some institutions don't. It might be

one person, or it might not even be a full-timer that somebody's in post.

Immediately you're going to struggle to be able to deliver things if you've not got

the people on the ground to be able to actually either directly implement

policies or influence others to do so”. (Interviewee 7)

Some other interviewees also shared similar views, for example: “I think lack of

time, probably within the sustainability team, might be a bit of an issue because

obviously there are so many things that you want to do and you can't do

everything because of the resource. Potentially that's a bit of a barrier.”

(Interviewee 13)

“... staff resource availability can be a problem. ... I don't think it changes the aim

of universities to adopt more sustainability, but it can make the implementation a

bit slower.” (Interviewee 15)

These comments suggest that the lack of dedicated sustainability staff could severely

affect the implementation of OS programmes and engagement with the wider

university community. Sustainability practitioners may have to prioritize the OS tasks

and focus on the ‘essential’ ones. As a result, they may not have time to quickly

respond to the diverse demands of a variety of stakeholders.
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4.4.1.2.3 Other organizational members’ lack of time to participate

In addition to the lack of dedicated staff, managers responsible for OS found it

difficult to deeply engage other staff (i.e. academics and other professional service

staff), because they were very busy with their main jobs and responsibilities. One of

the respondents commented: “... you've got a very lean workforce throughout the

university. You've got fewer staff [members] doing a lot more work and adding

sustainability to that work, from a corporate point of view, it is seen as asking too

much or too much of a step”. (Interviewee 4)

Therefore, when managers asked other staff to get involved in OS activities, they

often faced resistance. The interviewees reinforced this point:

“…they [senior management] are apparently so busy that there's very little …

bandwidth that they have either individually or in terms of the requirements they

would ask the university staff to implement. Because the workloads of our staff

are incredibly high, to ask them to also work on sustainability, I think it would get

a lot of resistance.… there's a significant pushback because I think there's a limit

of what people can do”. (Interviewee 4)

“That [lack of time and participation of staff with no OS remit] is definitely

happening more. It's not the fact that they don't want to do it; it's just the fact that

they just can't do it. If we ask for a senior manager to help, come to a meeting

quarterly for an hour, even that is sometimes a struggle. It does get difficult

because we haven't got the number of people here to do the amount of work that

we would like to do.” (Interviewee 9)

These results are consistent with previous sustainability studies. One important

organizational capacity-related barrier is insufficient human resources, especially the
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lack of trained and skilled staff to directly deal with sustainability issues (e.g.

Ceulemans et al., 2014; Jabbour, 2010; Velazquez et al., 2005). Other staff and

students’ lack of time to participate due to other primary responsibilities within a

university is also a hurdle (e.g. Ceulemans et al., 2014; Sourani and Sohail, 2011;

Fenner et al., 2005; Velazquez et al., 2005).

4.4.1.3 Cognition/organizational culture-related barrier

Drawing upon the narratives of many interviewees, cognition/organizational

culture-related barriers comprise lack of awareness, interest and knowledge about OS

among organizational members, and silo mentality.

4.4.1.3.1 Lack of awareness, interest and knowledge about OS among different

organizational members

The evidence from this study revealed the lack of awareness, interest and knowledge

about OS among senior management, professional support staff from different

functions, academics and students. These seem to be the most common

cognition-related barriers to OS further engagement. Specifically, there is evidence

indicating that the lack of interest and knowledge among senior management at public

universities in England hinders the development of OS. Many strategic decisions,

major investments and resource allocations concerning OS must be made by senior

executives within universities. However, the analysis showed that the majority of

senior administrators were perceived not to have sufficient knowledge of or first-hand

experience in managing OS activities or assessing OS investments. Meanwhile, top

managers are very busy with other organizational priorities which may or may not

compete with OS. These may create problems with OS strategy formulation,

implementation and evaluation. For instance, a number of participants mentioned:
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“... what I met with was a lack of general interest amongst the senior people. …

First, you might say the senior managers, that means anyone from VC [Vice

Chancellor] level down with particular reference to the deans and managers and

heads of departments, are fairly influential stakeholders. What I should say about

that is most of these people are probably not overly interested in environmental

matters. ... The chances are most of them might be vaguely aware that there are

environmental issues but wouldn't have any day to day contact”. (Interviewee

6)

“This is a broad sweeping statement, but I think most senior managers of most

universities are of an age where they're still not really grasping the fact that

they have to, the business models have to change for the future, though they

were brought up in a time when sustainability was an expensive add-on...”

(Interviewee 8).

Interviewees also highlighted that top executives did not possess sufficient knowledge

concerning OS topics, for instance:

“But when you go into a senior management team situation, if you take someone

like the VC, they've come from a different background and aren't particularly

knowledgeable about environmental matters in many cases, even though they

might be quite receptive. They're probably not as exposed to the knowledge that's

available from organizations like AUDE or EAUC because they wouldn't attend

the meetings”. (Interviewee 6)

The lack of awareness, interest and knowledge among academics, support staff and

students were also considered as barriers to OS. Some interviewees reported that staff

in relevant departments (e.g. facilities management) needed to develop specific

knowledge and to gain an in-depth understanding of different aspects of OS.

Otherwise, they would be unable to offer sufficient information and support to
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dedicated sustainability staff and implement cross-functional OS projects effectively.

For example:

“Well, possibly lack of knowledge, lack of understanding amongst staff and

students. For instance, I asked for the statistics on waste and asked the facilities

team how they were thinking of driving it down. The reality of it turned out that

they weren't really very knowledgeable about the figures or where they came

from and our waste figures were very imprecise”. (Interviewee 6)

OS should be the responsibility of every member of the university. However, the

analysis showed that many staff from different departments (e.g. human resources or

IT) still viewed that OS was not highly relevant to their jobs or the environmental

impact of their functions was insignificant. For example, document data noted:

“HR teams tend to consider sustainability issues to refer to predominantly

waste and energy management, and struggle to see the relevance of the topic for

their departments”.(EAUC, 2019f, p. 1)

“Often there is a lack of IT staff participation in embedding sustainability due to

IT impacts being (erroneously) seen as insignificant, though at some institutions

advice from IT teams was key to changes in sustainability practices”. (EAUC,

2019g, p. 2)

According to this study, while some academics actively engage in

sustainability-related teaching and research, they are less interested in or less aware of

the sustainability practices of universities’ actual campus operations. In a similar vein,

some students are less interested or less knowledgeable in respect of OS than others.

These issues were illustrated by interview and document data:
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“Absolutely. It's a really rare thing to find an academic who's actually interested

in what the university is doing [about OS]. ... I've been in plenty of meetings with

academics when they have got no idea that there is a sustainability effort in the

university, even though we've been well-established for quite some time. There's

13 of us and we won awards etc. That kind of thing's happening in [name of

university] all the time. [chuckles]” (Interviewee 14)

“... students do not seem to want to get involved in sustainable issues and see it

as something only relevant to the 'Green Societies’”... “Awareness of staff and

students on sustainability and sustainable development is still limited and the

concept is not well understood by many.”” (EAUC, NUS, University and College

Union, Association of Colleges and the College Development Network, 2017, p.

52)

These findings are supported by prior literature (e.g. Brandli et al., 2015; Waas et al.,

2012; Elliot and Wright, 2013; Ceulemans et al., 2014). A large proportion of

organizational members in many higher education institutions still lack interest in or

understanding of OS. Insufficient interest and awareness may give rise to limited

engagement in OS activities (Ávila et al., 2019; Velazquez et al., 2005; Dahle and

Neumayer, 2001).

4.4.1.3.2 Silo mentality

Another cognition/organizational culture-related barrier is concerned with silo

mentality. In this context, the inward-looking silo mentality can be viewed as a

mindset when individuals within an organization do not“act as ‘one business’” (de

Waal et al., 2019, p. 2). People tend to solve individual OS-related problems in

isolation and address parts of the issues that only have an effect on them (Waheed,

2017a). In contrast, one of the key characteristics of OS is that it is interdisciplinary
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and cross-functional, which promotes systemic, whole institution changes (Aleixo et

al., 2018; Shriberg, 2002). As an interviewee noted:

“You find that big organizations tend to end up having a bit of silo and sometimes

a bit fragmented. I think it's part of the challenge for sustainability in general.

Sustainability is completely crosscutting and you need action happening at a

local level and every day, to take some ownership of it. [...] people see different

divisions as just different entities”. (Interviewee 11)

This study shows that silo mentality and siloed working exist in different

divisions/functions, organizational levels and disciplines, deterring the trans-boundary

collaboration and cooperation of OS. Many interviewees pointed out this problem:

“There's definitely a silo mentality within universities where people work up and

down structures rather than across. That can certainly hold things back in

relation to sustainability”. (Interviewee 5)

“... people should realize that you can't work in silo. The challenges you face at

universities can't be addressed by one team. The finance challenges we face, we

are certain the finance team can't address them alone. The challenges we face

with the estate, just the estate team can't address them alone. We need all

stakeholders involved, because they are technical and nontechnical initiatives. [...]

Silo-working is a challenge...” (Interviewee 12)

Silo mentality also seemed to exist among academics. This was raised by some

interviewees, for instance: “... it [silo mentality] can be something to be overcome. It

can be a problem. ... [for example, academic staff may think] if it's not something that

I'm responsible for research on chemistry, if it does not affect my research, I'm not

interested.” (Interviewee 15)
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According to one participant, as part of the reasons for silo mentality, employees

experienced greater pressure and had more limited time to deliver results, due to the

universities’ efficiency maximization in terms of the use of human resources (hiring

fewer people to do more work):

“Silo mentality, even across all organizations, is there. And the reason why it's

there is that people are under pressure for the last 10 years. Most organizations

have lost so many staff. A job that was previously done by 10 people, most

organizations you have probably 5 or fewer people delivering the outcome of 10

people, which means that they won't have time to listen to you”. (Interviewee 12)

The barrier associated with silo mentality revealed in this study supports prior

research (e.g. de Waal et al., 2019; Adams, 2013; Diamond and Allcorn, 2009; Hansen,

2009). Drawing on insights from Newman’s ideas of a university and interdisciplinary

understanding of knowledge, MacIntyre (2009, p. 5) argues that, within a university,

the current institutional arrangements and “the academic division of labor” have some

adverse effects. Researchers and educators tend to only focus on their own disciplines,

but fail to integrate different dimensions of knowledge and see complex

problems/issues holistically. MacIntyre (2009, p. 5) argues that, in certain situations,

“intensive specialization and narrowness of intellectual focus deform the mind”. Such

narrowness not only affects academics’ teaching and research but also hampers their

involvement in the multidisciplinary OS, which is perceived to be outside their

interests and remits.

Moreover, Waheed (2017a) contends that a large number of managers, staff members

and students fail to grasp the complex systemic inter-connections among OS-related

problems. This has resulted in a lack of empathy for others’ troubles and, as a result,

has contributed to polarization inside and around institutions. Such silo mentality has

hindered coordinated efforts and long-term thinking concerning OS. The template
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regarding the organizational-related barriers to OS progress, derived from the data, is

shown in the table below.

Table 4.5 Template regarding the organizational-related barriers to English

public universities’ OS progress

1. Organizational

management/structure-related

barriers

 inconsistency between long-term wider OS and

organizational short-term economic interests

 OS is not universities’ top strategic priority

 insufficient support and commitment from top

management

2. Organizational

resource/capacity-related

barriers

 insufficient financial resources

 lack of dedicated human resources

 Other organizational members’ lack of time to

participate

3. Cognition/organizational

culture-related barriers

 lack of awareness, interest and knowledge about

OS among different organizational members

 silo mentality

4.4.2 Social institutional-related barriers

Based on the empirical evidence of this research, the social institutional barriers are

analyzed from the following three aspects: insufficient or inadequate legal and

governmental coercion, varied and limited social pressures from (non-governmental)

external stakeholders, and the main negative impacts of the COVID-19 crisis.

4.4.2.1 Insufficient or inadequate legal and governmental coercion
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4.4.2.1.1 Weakening coercive pressure and short-termism of central and local

government

Both interview and document data showed the decline of government coercive

pressure on English public universities’ OS in recent years. The UK government used

to be fairly active in promoting OS at universities, especially in the areas of carbon

emission reduction and energy saving. However, by the time of this research, the

overall government influence and support (e.g. central leadership, policies,

enforcement and funding) were perceived to have waned in strength and scope.

Critical comments made by the respondents reflect the insufficient coercive pressure

from the government, especially the central government:

“That's energy and carbon, there is very little legislation. The requirements under

the Energy Performance of Buildings Regulations back in 2010, the aspiration

was that by now 2019, all commercial buildings would be zero carbon through

the building regulations. The present government and the previous coalition

watered that down so we have made almost no progress whatsoever towards

zero carbon buildings. So from that point of view, the leadership has been

woefully poor. And the same has been the case for waste and recycling. Up until

now, there has been no directional policy from the central government to help

organizations. That's the basis of why I say it's been poor”. (Interviewee 8)

Participants also argued that, in addition to the enactment of laws, the enforcement

was not strict enough. For example: “I think in all cases of environmental legislation

for universities, other than universities creating a direct pollution event or something

like that,...there is no fear of enforcement, if you like, of any legal obligations of the

universities”. (Interviewee 8)
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Similarly, when analyzing environmental management system implementation, one

university identified the lack of enforcement could be a barrier. “Lack of enforcement

from regulatory bodies can make it difficult to demonstrate the need to comply”

(University of Worcester, 2018b, p. 5)

Both mainstream media and activist groups also reported that the lack of government

support had hindered sustainability progress in universities’ operations. A number of

relevant government initiatives, sustainability funding opportunities and financial

incentives have been removed, and many English universities missed carbon and

energy reduction targets (People & Planet, 2019b). For instance:

“Before 2010 and the election of the coalition and the Conservative governments,

there was a flurry of carbon reduction initiatives linked to higher education

funding, says People & Planet, a student campaigning network. “Sustainability

drivers such as the capital investment framework (which made tranches of

funding contingent on plans to reduce carbon emissions), the higher education

green academy and the student green fund have all been removed. Today, it

says, “the landscape looks bereft of any significant support or incentive for

sustainable development in universities in England.” (Lightfoot, The Guardian,

2016)

In addition to funding reduction, some government guidance concerning sustainability

has been removed partly because of the recent changes in government policies (i.e.

reducing government restrictions on universities), weakening the influence of the

government. As a respondent noted: “Guidance is available but during the let's say

2010 to 2015 period there was a big push to reduce red tapes for businesses from

central government. Now, … there were literally many hundreds of guidance

documents that were removed. Actually, businesses have less guidance in such matters

than they used to have”. (Interviewee 9)
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From the interviewed managers’ narratives, it is noted that the perceived government

coercive influence was also limited in scope. Although some general acts or

guidelines were formulated, there was not enough government pressure, particularly

in the forms of sanctions, penalties and punishments, on many sustainability areas (e.g.

sustainable procurement, carbon and energy reduction, buildings, transport,

biodiversity, and waste and recycling, etc.). Moreover, respondents pointed out that

there is a lack of mandatory government requirements in a number of aspects of OS.

Without mandatory requirements, managers found it challenging to make real changes

in these aspects. For example, participants commented:

“I would say the requirements for buildings and making them net-zero carbon, I

think there needs to be more pressure applied to reduce the operational energy

consumption of those buildings as far as possible, put pressure on the universities

to do that. I also think there should be pressure on them in terms of contributing

towards sustainable transport initiatives because they are the big areas for our

carbon footprint. ... The other area I would say is back to procurement... that's

more a role around government in terms of forcing universities to look beyond

just the strict fair use of money criteria and look for things like social value

within the procurement framework.” (Interviewee 7)

“I think energy consumption and carbon reduction should have mandatory

requirements. I think waste and recycling should have mandatory requirements. I

think biodiversity should have mandatory requirements but I understand that

these are really complicated and difficult to put in place…. Sustainable

procurement is something that I've had real difficulty with here. It's very difficult

to demonstrate what the benefits to the university are for putting in place a lot of

controls on the way that people buy things. I would very much like to see some

legislative requirement or some central government requirements for

universities to undertake or to demonstrate sustainable procurement practices.

There's quite a bit of guidance there in terms of the flexible framework and other
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stuff, but there's no requirement for universities to do it and I would like to see

that.” (Interviewee 8)

Similarly, in the EAUC’s consultation responses to the government, some of its

members (university leaders and sustainability managers) advocated that universities’

OS issues needed to be forced, targets should be mandatory, and sufficient

government sanction was necessary. The document showed:

“The issue needs to be forced... Mandatory minimum target, with higher targets

incentivised for institutions who are able to be aspirational (although relative

rather than absolute targets will always be more achievable for institutions which

are rapidly growing). For Universities with rapid growth would carbon

offsetting be a sanctioned route to meeting targets? Penalties for failure would

be helpful in the next round of targets because that is how you motivate real

institutional-wide change... Members felt that mandatory targets would motivate

institutions more than voluntary targets. Sustainability orientated staff often

struggle to get senior buy into sustainability measures - mandatory measures will

force the issues further up the decision chain”. (EAUC, 2017, p. 5)

Moreover, interview and document data revealed that, in many cases, short-termism

associated with government regulations and policies impeded the long-term,

continuous development of OS. For example, the government-funded Salix Finance

had five-year payback limits for funding energy efficiency projects. Consequently, the

short-term focus of public funding criteria constrained and even prevented long-term

sustainability investments. For example:

“These loans will be paid back to Salix by direct debit on a 6 monthly basis over

a period of 5 years… Projects will then have to be completed within a 9 month

timeframe from the commitment date. Where Projects must comply with the
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following criteria: The project must pay for itself from energy savings within a

maximum 5 year period …” (Salix Finance Ltd. 2018, p. 1)

In an EAUC’s document, member universities reported that “length of payback” was

“the biggest barrier for your institution to improve energy efficiency and cut carbon

emission” (EAUC, 2017, p. 2). Projects that could provide relatively short-term

payback were likely to be supported by government bodies. In contrast, OS projects

which could not meet Salix payback requirements were not funded.

Both media and activist groups stressed the problem of the government’s

short-termism from the policy perspective:

“We can now see the concerning impact of the current government’s

short-termism with regard to energy and climate policy,” says Hannah Smith,

co-director for campaigns and research [people and planet]. “Environmental

sustainability has been removed from the government’s annual grant letter

setting out higher education funding, leaving the Higher Education Funding

Council [HEFCE] without the resources it had in the past to support

sustainable practice.” (Lightfoot, The Guardian, 2016)

4.4.2.1.2 Decline of coercive influence from the sector regulator

As discussed earlier, the university sector regulator is one of the most relevant and

influential stakeholders in this context. In recent years, there have been substantial

changes in English higher education regulators, their strategies and policies. HEFCE

was taken over by the Office for Students (OfS), and this was coupled with the

significant public funding cuts. OfS claimed that it was a ‘low burden’ regulator. The

perceived coercive pressures of university regulators on OS have waned even further.

As a participant noted:
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“About the sort of power that some of these external organizations have,

unfortunately, HEFCE is no longer around, but is replaced by the OfS, and

universities funding tends to come from individuals now rather than large

organizations like the OfS,… That was quite a change in their ability to

influence what university did, especially motion to carbon management was

vastly reduced, ...” (Interviewee 5)

Interviewees stressed the new regulator’s perceived lack of interest in OS:

“That is a recent change obviously, which has just come on top of a lack of

direction. The focus is the OfS now has got nothing to do with the

environmental performance at the universities and they seem to be entirely

uninterested in that, so there is no driver essentially for universities now. The

progress universities are making now is all on their own backs and this is

without central leadership.” (Interviewee 8)

Furthermore, many participants criticized that the OfS’ changes in relevant policies

even had a negative influence, at the time of conducting these interviews:

“There doesn't seem to be anything at all in their [OfS] remit around

sustainability whereas HEFCE published, we had a sustainability strategy and

framework. Also, HEFCE linked capital expenditure, the university's capital

grant to having a carbon management plan, for example, back in 2010, which

was obviously big influences on the sector. Those have gone largely. And in fact,

the OfS has said that the estate management record which we do each year .... a

large consequence which is around carbon reporting, for example. They're not

interested in receiving that at all. That's quite a step backwards in my opinion.

It shows that, as far as they're concerned, they don't see it as being of interest to

the students. I think they're missing it. ... In a sense, they are having quite a big

influence on those but in a fairly negative way.” (Interviewee 7)
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The estates’management records of universities are not required by OfS and the

Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA). Higher education institutions are no

longer required to give information on carbon reduction and other environmental

concerns to HESA. Participants explained that this change might adversely affect OS

improvement:

“I guess I've already given one, which is the OfS. That's been quite negative in

terms of not asking for carbon data. Then we won't be able to compare, and it

won't keep the pressure on the organizations to improve on the carbon front, or

other utilities for that matter. So that's one [barrier]”. (Interviewee 7)

“HESA [and OfS] just decided that there's no need for environmental

management reporting to be carried out. I think that's incredibly shortsighted.

Whilst a lot of universities will continue to do that reporting, I think it's a really

odd message to send out that it's no longer compulsory but it's just optional. I

think that's a really odd external change that just happened. [...] I think that

makes it harder internally to push why we need to do the reporting”.

(Interviewee 16)

Sustainability literature supports that insufficient laws and government policies

impede OS progress in higher education institutions. And strict monitoring and

enforcement cannot be ignored (Avila et al., 2019; Brandli et al., 2015; Leal Filho et

al., 2015; Waas et al., 2012). So far, many OS areas rely on voluntary activities to

fulfill their objectives, but voluntarism, at the current stage of OS development, is

neither sufficient nor effective in bringing about sustainability transformation.

Therefore, government OS-related requirements and demands should be mandatory

rather than voluntary (Velazquez et al., 2005).
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From the perspective of neo-institutional theory, Oliver (1991) suggests that the lack

of strong and effective legal or governmental coercion is likely to give rise to

organizational resistance to social institutional demands. Hence, in the context of

sustainability, the weak or inadequate coercive pressures exerted by laws and

government regulations may be a barrier to pushing OS forward. Wijethilake et al.

(2017) also point out that insufficient enactment and ineffective enforcement of

sustainability regulations weaken coercive institutional pressures and demotivate

organizations from making further commitments to OS. Under this circumstance,

organizations may only meet minimum legal requirements with respect to OS

(Alotaibi et al., 2019).

4.4.2.2 Varied and limited social pressures from non-government external

stakeholders

Apart from government coercion, the study revealed that, although students, activist

groups and sector professional bodies play active roles in influencing OS, their

pressures on universities to make positive sustainability changes are still lacking.

4.4.2.2.1 Insufficient pressure from students

Interviewees stated that the influences of students and local students’ unions at

different universities were mixed and varying. While some unions’ influences were

strongly felt by their respective universities, others’ pressures were less significant,

and others were not as vocal as expected. For instance:

“... In some instances, I know that the influence [from students and students’

unions] has been very strong in some of my peer organizations. In our

organization, it's not strong enough. I think it's mixed”. (Interviewee 8)
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“We don't have a particularly vocal student body in terms of sustainability. ... If

it was a more vocal and outspoken student body in relation to demands on

climate change and sustainability, it would be much easier for us to get projects

funded, and to get projects off the ground. A lot of the time, it's you're begging

and borrowing for bits of money and people's time to do things, but if there was

more demand from students, I think it'd be much easier for us to get those things

done”. (Interviewee 5)

In some interviewees’ perceptions, with regard to prospective and current students at

large, although the majority of students are aware of the importance of sustainability,

many of them are not actively involved in universities’ OS or do not give priority to

sustainability in their choice of university. There is still room to engage many more

students in such activities. For example, one participant mentioned the lack of UK

students’ involvement and pressure:

“We tend to find that for some of our volunteering projects, it tends to be

international students, who are more willing to volunteer on sustainability

projects, rather than national students, which is a bit strange and yes, maybe

that's the reflection on attitudes in the UK to sustainability…. We run a couple

of focus groups fairly recently. Again, the majority of those have been

international students, and they tend to be extremely engaged in the whole

sustainability agenda, information and knowledge around the Sustainable

Development Goals, but then you don't seem to find that quite so much with

national students.” (Interviewee 5)

It seems that, when students choose for a university at which to study, sustainability is

one of the considerations, but not a priority or a deciding factor. This was raised

during the interviews:
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“Up until now, I don't believe that there's any firm and real evidence that

students choose their university based on sustainability credential. ... They go

somewhere because of the course, because of its reputation, because of the city,

because of the campus, because of their parent. ... What I do think is that if all

things were equal, and there were two universities that I couldn't choose from,

and one was crap at sustainability and the other was really good at it, then you

might get that used as a deciding factor but we're nowhere even near that at all.”

(Interviewee 19)

“I think there is the survey that's done and that's all run by the National Union of

Students a few years ago, where they said something like, "95% of all students

say they consider choosing a university that was committed to the environment."

But when I asked to see the survey from which that originated, essentially it was

from one simple question which says, "Would you think about the environment

when you look for a university?" Of course, most students would say they would

tick the box because there's no cost to them…. The reality of it is, I think, that

when a student comes to have a look around, possibly the average student, if

there is such a thing, will look at the facilities, the buildings, the environment,

the nightlife, the city and so on and so forth, and they will all come a long way

above environmental considerations. I may be wrong in that but I'm a bit

skeptical really”. (Interviewee 6)

4.4.2.2.2 Mixed views on the influence of the People & Planet university league

Based on some interviewees’ perceptions, the influence of the People & Planet

sustainability university league table has waned in recent years. In addition, different

organizational members have mixed opinions about the significance of the

sustainability league table. For example:
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“It [sustainability university league table] does, but less so than it has been the

past, I think that its impact has waned somewhat…. That [sustainability

university league] used to be useful, although that's weakening.”

(Interviewee 4)

“League Tables helps with the PR side of things. It doesn't have much weight

anymore, but initially, when they came out it was a driver to make sure that you

could argue with universities to get things changed. A lot of the universities are

already now doing most of the stuff they're requesting or the league isn't taken as

seriously but there is still that driver if you don't want bad press.” (Interviewee 9)

It was reported that, while many sustainability-related practitioners recognized the

importance of the People & Planet league table, not all senior managers (especially

those whose remits were not directly related to public relations management) agreed

with these views, for example: “Perhaps not as strong as it did, but it is still fairly

strong. [...] I think it probably depends who you talk to within particular

organizations. I think it's got quite a strong influence, but I know that my director isn't

that keen on it. He says, "submit information to it, but don't put a huge amount of time

towards it." (Interviewee 5)

Moreover, apart from the sustainability university league table, there was no mention

of the influence of People & Planet’s other activities/campaigns. Other activist groups

in this sector were less mentioned by participants during the interviews as being

influential. These observations reflect that, with few resources, activist groups may

only play a limited role in pushing English universities’ OS forward.

From the perspective of universities, the ‘reputation management motivation’ for

engaging in OS appears to be strong. Jones (2017) notes that ‘high performers’ in the

People & Planet ranking publicly make a big deal out of it while ‘low performers’

remain quiet about it. Some universities may utilize the sustainability league table as a
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tool to manage their organizational image, because being perceived as sustainable

could be used as a differentiation strategy to recruit more students (Dobson et al.,

2010).

Although People & Planet is well-intentioned, the ranking methodology of the

University League is not without critics. For example, the ranking has dealt with the

essential issue of staff and student dialogue and engagement “as an add on” to other

criteria (Jones, 2017, p. 491) - it only accounts for 5% of the whole scores, having

limited influence on the overall ranking performance of individual organizations.

Moreover, little attention has been paid to the contributions of sustainability research

(People & Planet, 2019c).

One would argue that the current data collection methods are also limited and even

problematic: rather than directly and deeply engage with students, staff and other

stakeholders, the ranking assessments mainly rely on the university website

information and Estates Management Statistics’ data - conveniently based on

secondary information. Consequently, the in-depth first-hand primary data is lacking

in this league table.

4.4.2.2.3 Limited influence of professional associations

The evidence from this research indicates that EAUC, as a sector professional

organization, seems to have an influence on sustainability practitioners at universities.

However, the analysis shows that its impact on university top management and the

whole organization is perceived to be limited. A number of participants reported this

factor:

“I think it's not really worked strongly with more senior members of the

university and the boards, ... From what I can see they [senior management]

don't feel pressured or influenced by them [EAUC]”. (Interviewee 17)
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“They (EAUC) give information, they give tools, they don't have that power to

influence the Vice-Chancellors”. (Interviewee 12)

Adding to this point, a participant noted that, with only a few exceptions, many

university top leaders do not take part in EAUC’s activities:

“I don't have a feel for how effective they [EAUC] are for influencing university

senior management that are not already engaged in the sustainability

question… There are some examples of senior managers within the HE sector

who are highly committed and get the environmental agenda. But it is almost

unheard of that other senior managers would, for instance, go to the EAUC

conference and let themselves understand more deeply what the business is all

about”. (Interviewee 8)

While EAUC promotes OS with good intentions, from a critical point of view, as

indicated by the examples in the previous sections, when motivating universities and

their various departments to engage in OS, in some cases, the rationales and narratives

EAUC espouse and emphasize are still in line with the win-win ‘business case’ logic

which is prevalent among these organizations and divisions. For example, one of the

important EAUC programmes is ‘making the business case for sustainability’ (EAUC,

2019c). There is limited evidence that EAUC has directly confronted and publicly

criticized the current OS practice of English public universities. Further, there is little

indication that such professional organizations have challenged the unsustainable way

the universities operate and demanded a fundamental shift of the organizational

strategic direction. Moreover, while there are several professional bodies in the field

of sustainability apart from EAUC (and two interviewees touched upon AUDE for

developing sustainability tools), there is less mention of the influence of other

professional associations. It appears that their influences were not strongly felt by the

participants.
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Sustainability literature supports that a lack of social pressures from various

non-government stakeholders hinders OS progress (e.g. Brandli et al., 2015; Waas et

al., 2012; Ferrer-Balas et al., 2008). In the context of universities’ OS, the influences

of students, activist groups and sector professional associations are not widespread

(Adams, 2013). Organizations may not have strong motivations to undertake the

structural and cultural changes promoting OS, without sufficient social demands from

diverse constituents (Stubbs et al., 2013; Cortees, 2003).

Scholars, adopting institutional theories, also argue that organizations may not be

fully committed to OS progress, when the relevant social institutional pressures

placed by activist groups, consumers, professional associations and the general public

are weak or absent. Unfavorable institutional conditions and arrangements may

constrain and even undermine the development of sustainability-related activities

(Amaeshi et al., 2016; Campbell, 2007; Deakin and Whittaker, 2007). Hence, the lack

of non-regulative institutional mechanisms is likely to be a barrier to OS advancement

(Aguinis and Glavas, 2012; Chang and Deegan, 2010).

4.4.2.3 The negative impacts of COVID-19 on universities’ OS

While the COVID-19 crisis has had a wide range of effects on English universities in

general and organizational OS in particular, this section emphasizes its most prevalent

negative effects as perceived by the interviewees. Among various impacts, there are

two main themes that emerged from participants’ narratives in terms of COVID-19’s

adverse influences: further reduction in OS-related funding as a result of increasing

financial pressures on universities and new environmental problems. The study

indicates that the lack of financial resources for OS is compounded by the COVID-19

pandemic and related economic downturn. For instance, an interviewee explained:
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“It's possible that, due to COVID-19, some students will not be able to travel to

the UK. It's possible that the UK universities will lose some international

students; and it's possible that because of loss of jobs, unemployment, and

economic difficulties, some students will not go to university. It's quite possible

that universities will have fewer financial possibilities in the next two, three years

or more. [...] I think for [name of university], COVID-19 will not stop

sustainability, but it will slow sustainability. For example, it is possible that we

will not refurbish the same number of buildings very quickly. It will take more

time to do things...”. (Interviewee 15)

Other participants shared similar views:

“Universities will face a funding shortfall and we'll have to prioritize ... their

core business which is learning, teaching, and research”. [...] I suppose that's all

we got really, because there will be less money around sustainability. Certainly,

for the next couple of years, universities will balance all decisions about its

survival really, [...] I would say the university sector was very buoyant, growing,

and profitable but, I think, because of the COVID-19 crisis, there's going to be an

extreme amount of pressure on those universities, which can't change quickly,

they can't go to online learning [quickly]... They ran new business plan without

generating a surplus, and now they're into extreme debt” (Interviewee 18)

“Particularly given the financial crisis, it is essentially going to be, coming after

COVID-19, the tightening of belts; it's necessary. [...] I think most universities

will have to put a pause on their capital plan”. (Interviewee 16)

The COVID-19 pandemic disrupted almost all university activities and negatively

affected student recruitment. Higher education’s funding is under high pressure

because of the adverse economic situation as a result of the COVID-19 crisis (see
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Bolton and Hubble, 2020; Institute for Fiscal Studies, 2020). These external factors

have had serious direct influences on the OS progress in the sample universities.

In addition, the widespread COVID-19 pandemic has posed new environmental

challenges for universities. The emerging waste and recycling problems are especially

serious, as there is a drastic increase in single-use items and a slowdown in promoting

some of the reusable items. Interviewees illustrated:

“Then as we return to campus, you actually get a whole host of new

environmental impact challenges. To give you one is PPE, personal protective

equipment, and the fact that a lot of PPE is going to be used, which is single-use

and disposable. A lot of wipes are going to be used, so it will bring waste

challenges.” (Interviewee 11)

Some interviewees expressed their concerns about the new problems arising from the

considerable increase in single-use plastics waste and severe difficulties in continuing

to encourage the use of some reusable items:

“In the short term it kind of impacts on recycling figures. A lot of waste is now

just being disposed of in general waste rather than recycling. It might have an

impact on that. I think as well it's going to make the single-use plastic initiatives

more difficult because people are now ready to move back to single-use items

especially in catering. It presents a challenge for reusable items too. One thing

that's interesting is that over the last few years paper towels from the toilets

basically disappeared. Toilets now just have an air dryer, but because of

COVID-19 paper towels are now being re-introduced. I think it's going to present

some real challenges in terms of waste”. (Interviewee 13)

“We have a target to eliminate avoidable single-use plastics by 2032. Obviously

we're going to see a lot more [single use plastics]. We had a lot of students use it
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and staff using reusable cups and we don't know if that will happen [with the

promotion of reusable cups]. We were just about to pilot reusable food

containers which we'll have put on hold. It will impact on the hygiene health and

safety element, and also use a lot more hand sanitizer so there's going to be more

products that will have waste like bottles, etc”. (Interviewee 17)

These comments suggest that, on the one hand, the sharp rise in the use of personal

protective equipment, single-use plastics, and many other items associated with health

and safety makes it difficult for universities to keep waste and recycling in a

downward trend (see Rume and Islam, 2020; Singh et al., 2020;

Zambrano-Monserrate et al., 2020). On the other hand, the promotion of

environmentally friendly reusable cups and food containers has had to be put on

hold16. The template regarding these barriers to OS progress, derived from the data, is

shown in the table below.

Table 4.6 Templates regarding the social, institutional barriers to English public

universities’ OS progress

1. Insufficient or

inadequate legal and

governmental coercion

 Weakening coercive pressure and short-termism of

central and local government

 Decline of coercive influence from the sector

regulator

2. Varied and limited

social (non-government)

pressures

 Insufficient pressures from students

 Decline of the influence of sustainability league

tables

 Limited influence of professional associations on

top management and the whole university

3. Main negative impacts  further reduction in OS-related funding as a result

16 It is important to consider that the impacts of COVID-19 are highly complex, multifaceted and
wide-ranging. Some other (including positive) influences of this global pandemic on OS will be
explored in 5.4.2. ‘Contributions to and recommendations for practice’.
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of COVID-19 crisis of increasing financial pressures on universities

 new sustainability challenges

4.5 Chapter summary

Drawing on the interview and document data, this chapter has analyzed and presented

research findings regarding the two research questions. With regard to research

question one, firstly, the study has explored ‘outside-in’ rationales for English public

universities’ OS engagement through the lens of the neo-institutional approach. The

empirical evidence indicated that various regulative, normative and cognitive

institutions exert different coercive, normative and mimetic influences on universities’

OS motivations and actions. Secondly, the researcher has examined the ‘inside-out’

rationales for OS engagement from a legitimacy theoretical perspective. The

organizational rationales in association with a university’s self-interest were discussed.

Different sources of legitimacy and related practical self-serving benefits for a

university to gain their support were analyzed. Moreover, the interplay (especially

conflicts) between seeking moral legitimacy for substantive changes towards

sustainability and ensuring organizational pragmatic self-interest, along with

universities’ conformance and compromise responses (in particular symbolic

legitimacy management), were investigated. In respect of research question two, a

range of barriers (at organizational and social institutional levels) to OS progress were

examined.
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Chapter Five: Discussion and Conclusions

5.1 Introduction

The preceding chapter analyzed the detailed themes/codes associated with the two

general research questions, together with a large amount of empirical evidence from

interviews and documents. It also related research findings to the relevant theories and

literature. This final chapter consists of two main parts: discussion and conclusions.

The discussion is presented in two large sections: the first section, from a critical

perspective, presents further discussion of the results relating to the rationales for

universities’ OS engagement through both neo-institutional and legitimacy lenses; the

second section further examines the barriers to universities’ OS progress. After that,

this chapter makes concluding remarks on the main findings and discusses how the

research objectives are achieved. It then outlines the theoretical and practical

contributions of this study, with an emphasis on how substantive sustainability

changes could be made and how the associated problems and barriers could be

overcome. Finally, a discussion of some limitations of this research and areas for

future studies is presented.

5.2 Discussion

This part of the thesis will further discuss the key findings concerning two general

research questions. The overall framework of the study, derived from interview and

document data, is summarized in the table below:

Table 5.1 Framework of the study

Rationales ‘Outside-in’ rationale:

a neo-institutional

perspective

Coercive influences
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Normative influences

Mimetic influences

‘Inside-out’ rationale:

a legitimacy

perspective

Rationales associated with

instrumental motivations for

organizational self-interest (win-win

business case)

Maintaining legitimacy with different

sources of legitimacy and benefiting

organizational self-interest

The interplay (consistency and

conflict) between seeking pragmatic

organizational self-interest and moral

legitimacy for substantive

sustainability changes

 Compromise, symbolic legitimacy

management

Barriers Organizational-related

barriers

 Organizational

management/structure-related

barriers

 Organizational

resource/capacity-related barriers

 Cognition/organizational

culture-related barriers

Social

institutional-related

barriers

 Insufficient or inadequate legal

and governmental coercion

 Varied and limited social

(non-government) pressures

 Negative impacts of COVID-19

on universities’ OS
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5.2.1 Rationales for universities’OS engagement

Research question one:Why do English public universities engage in sustainability

activities in their (campus) operations?

Interview and document data reveal a mix of social institutional influences and

organizational internal rationales, as answers to this question. This research identifies

a range of coercive, normative and mimetic institutional mechanisms, influencing the

universities’ rationales for OS engagement. Various institutional factors also interact

with universities’ self-interest and their responses to manage organizational legitimacy,

affecting managerial decision-making to undertake OS activities. It seems that, to

some extent, organizational legitimacy seeking motivations act as links between

external social expectations and pressures and organizational internal interests and

goals.

The results of this study suggest that, while strategic legitimacy explanations (widely

adopted by previous sustainability studies) form part of the rationales for an

organization’s OS engagement, the combination of various social institutional

influences on the organization seems equally important. The researcher argues that

utilizing both neo-institutional theory and legitimacy theory provides a ‘richer’

explanation of the reasons for universities’ OS engagement (Borgstedt et al., 2019;

Fernando, 2013; Islam and Deegan, 2008; Suchman, 1995).

5.2.1.1 Rationales: the perspective of institutional influences

The neo-institutional analysis of organizational OS motivations and actions focuses

on the role of the social context in organizational activities. This study not only

explores the questions of who the influential institutional actors are and what types of

institutional mechanisms there are, it also examines the issues of why they are
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influential and how they exert influences. English public universities experience a

mixture of coercive, normative and mimetic influences, to varying degrees, on their

OS engagement. The institutional actors, such as the government, students (including

grassroots student activist groups and students’ unions), peer universities/competitors,

and media are considered as important players in influencing OS-related

decision-making of the sample universities. In addition, different institutional actors

exerted mixed and varied pressures on organizational OS engagement, and the extent

of their influences changes over time (as discussed in 4.4.2 ‘Social

institutional-related barriers’).

Coercive mechanisms focus on forced and/or persuasive influences (DiMaggio and

Powell, 1983; Scott, 2014). All interviewees stated some regulatory institutions that

exerted coercive influences, primarily from central government, local government and

university sector regulator. This is consistent with prior studies employing

neo-institutional approaches which suggest that regulators and other government

authorities are crucial coercive forces, affecting sustainability practices of

organizations (e.g. Wijethilake et al. 2017; Zhao and Patten, 2016; Beddewela and

Fairbrass, 2016; Qian et al. 2011). Importantly, in relation to these institutions, the

participants in this research offered further elaboration about why and how they

impacted organizational OS decisions. Government authorities exerted influence

through laws, regulations (including taxes), targets and policies, combined with

financial resource allocation.

Scott (2014) suggests that normative institutions shape social values and norms. In

terms of normative pressure, “a logic of appropriateness replaces, or sets limits on,

instrumental behaviour” (Scott, 1995, p. 51). In some cases, normative institutional

influences are associated with education, training and professional socialization

(DiMaggio and Powell, 1983). Consistent with these views, the evidence from this

research shows that OS activities are seen as ‘the right thing to do’ and the normative

influences, to a limited extent, come from students, student activist groups and

students’ unions through a wide range of means and channels. This study indicates
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that sector sustainability professional associations may also have some elements of

normative influence to a lesser extent.

According to Scott (2001, p. 175), normative institutional mechanisms imply that

“Social actors working in particular organisational roles are expected to fulfil certain

social commitments and obligations”. This study indicates that some students criticize

and challenge universities’ existing practices and demand that universities take serious

responsibility for their OS-related actions and impacts, reflecting normative influence.

These findings are similar to the previous literature which finds that normative

institutional influences may stem from activist groups, public expectations, and

education and training (Wijethilake et al., 2017; Zhao and Patten, 2016; Qian et al.,

2011).

The OS-related practices and performances of peer universities are perceived as

relevant and influential institutional factors by the majority of interviewees. Mimetic

isomorphism may occur when universities imitate other organizations’ activities. By

doing so, universities try to reduce the uncertainty of adopting emerging technologies

and approaches, avoid the possibility of being left behind, or improve their

competitive advantages (see DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scott, 2014). This is

consistent with prior sustainability-related empirical studies which demonstrate the

existence of mimetic influences particularly from peer organizations (e.g. Ullah et al.,

2020; Wijethilake et al., 2017; Gürtürk and Hahn, 2016; Bebbington et al., 2009;

Zhao and Patten, 2016).

This analysis also unveils that there is a subtle interplay among different institutional

influences. The various institutional mechanisms being discussed do not exist

separately, but are combined with each other to exert pressures on universities’ OS

engagement (DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scott, 2014; Bebbington, et al., 2009).

First, the same institutional actor may exert multiple forms of influences. For example,

this research shows that government authorities are the main sources of coercive

pressure; they also have other forms of influence. The government has developed
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some voluntary guidance (e.g. a sustainable procurement flexible framework). Some

interviewees perceived that, although these voluntary guidelines have no regulatory

coercive power, they assist in universities’ OS to some extent, for instance:

“I think from a procurement perspective, we've actually got [sustainable

procurement] Flexible Framework level 5. ... I think it was 2016, they [the

university] started working on it. It was seen as an opportunity to make sure that

we are getting both consistent procurement, but also addressing our impacts on

procurement as well. [...] It's useful to have something even if it's voluntary.”

(Interviewee 16)

“...it [government guidance] is not necessarily enshrined in law…. this is more

of policy development, just like giving a framework for the business to work out

how we're going to operate… ... it will be guidance or will be best practice...”

(Interviewee 7)

In these cases, instead of being coercive forces imposing pressure on organizations,

government authorities act as facilitators, helping and encouraging universities to

make incremental improvements on OS. These findings show that government

voluntary guidance can be considered as non-imposing flexible suggestions or

recommendations - another form of government influence. Nevertheless, as indicated

previously, there are a number of serious problems associated with government

influences in respect of OS, impeding long-term development of OS (e.g. narrow

focus on cost saving and operational efficiency, short-termism about policy

formulation and investment payback requirements, less rigorous regulations, limited

scope, lack of enforcement, funding reduction, guidance removal, and a new, even

more relaxed, university regulator in this respect). Consequently, there is little

evidence showing that the participants and their universities actually felt the pressure

stemming from such voluntary guidance as a driving force. Furthermore, there is no

indication that voluntary government guidance or suggestions, without any effective
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monitoring and enforcement, could result in substantive and systemic OS changes in

universities.

Second, multiple influences from various institutional actors may interact. For

instance, the findings of this study reveal that sustainability league tables and media

may indirectly facilitate the mimetic influence of peer universities’ OS practice and

performance. Most top executives at universities pay considerable attention to

organizational reputation and student recruitment. They are aware of the powerful

influence of institutional mechanisms such as university rankings and mass media in

this respect. The evidence from this research indicates that a university’s performance

compared with that of its peers/competitors in sustainability rankings plays a role in

influencing organizational rationales for OS. Similarly, when peers’ OS activities are

highlighted by ‘mainstream’media, the positive media publicity seems to enhance

their organizational reputation/image and attractiveness to students. For some

universities, this is viewed as something that they should follow and model, so as to

maintain competitiveness. Hence, these institutional factors are likely to motivate

universities to imitate the OS-related practices of their successful peers, reinforcing

mimetic influence.

5.2.1.2 Rationales: legitimacy seeking and organizational self-interest

Apart from institutional explanations of perceived organizational rationales, drawing

on legitimacy theory, this research examines a range of sources of legitimacy and the

perceived corresponding practical benefits for the universities themselves if they meet

the expectations of these sources. Surprisingly, similar to private companies, the

results of this study indicate that sample public universities (key social institutions

operating for the public interest) often use OS as part of the win-win business case for

seeking organizational self-interest with respect to regulatory compliance and risk

mitigation, funding acquisition, cost saving and operational efficiency improvement,

student recruitment and retention, organizational reputation/image management,
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buildings and facility expansion, and competitiveness enhancement, etc. Many

participants also perceived that university top executives give preference to OS

programmes presented in ‘business case’ terms. These findings are in line with some

prior sustainability literature (e.g. Pedersen et al., 2017; Schaltegger et al., 2012;

Porter and Kramer, 2011). While private corporations privilege shareholder value

maximization and profitability, public universities seem to put the

organization-centric business case in a slightly ‘broader context’, emphasizing cost

reduction and organizational reputation (see O’Dochartaigh, 2014).

From a critical perspective, the business case for sustainability, to some extent,

implies and accepts that the incremental improvements in sustainability-related

technical and management practices will be sufficient. Nevertheless, incremental

responses limit the potential for fundamental, radical system changes which are

greatly needed for achieving sustainability (Landrum and Ohsowski, 2018; Spence

and Gray, 2007). In addition, the business case emphasizes practical solutions to more

immediate problems faced by the organizations (Prasad and Elmes, 2005), but such

pragmatism does not truly challenge and transform the existing (but unsustainable)

organizational systems and core operational models - ‘business as usual’ (Tregidga

and Milne, 2006) - which avoid making the ‘painful choices’ of sustainability (World

Commission on Environment and Development of the United Nations, 1987) and the

conflicts between sustainability and economic interests - ‘win-lose’ situations. In

other words, the ‘doing well by doing good’ thinking is sometimes likely to downplay

the ethical elements of social and environmental sustainability which may not match

the win-win objectives (Crane et al., 2015; Pedersen et al., 2017). Business case “has

also become dangerously confused with advancing a just and sustainable world’’

(Milne and Gray, 2013, p. 24).

Molthan-Hill (2015) contends that the organizational focus on short-term financial

and other self-serving business case benefits is less likely to result in substantive

changes. These (organizational self-interest oriented) ‘business case’ rationales for
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engaging in OS should be challenged and changed, especially in social mission

organizations (including English public universities) that serve the public interests and

give prominence to societal goals over economic ones. She further argues that

business case assumptions should not be the prevalent organizational rationales;

instead, it would be better to replace them with survival or financial stability

rationales.

In this context, the government, students, media and the public are perceived as

influential sources of legitimacy. Each group can offer some forms of regulatory,

financial and/or sociocultural support for universities to pursue their organizational

goals and self-interest. This part of the analysis concerning why universities engaging

in OS emphasizes a mix of organizational self-interest and legitimacy seeking

motivations, in which managers purposely undertake OS activities when different

external (societal) and internal (organizational) factors intersect. Universities have to

meet the expectations of different stakeholder groups through either actually meeting

what they expect or appearing to conform to what they demand.

If particular constituents in the society are perceived to have significant influences on

a university’s long-term survival and growth, the university is likely to attempt to

adopt practices that meet what those powerful constituents (sources of legitimacy)

demand. In return for this conformity, the university would obtain various pragmatic

benefits, ensuring its organizational self-interest (see Leung and Snell, 2017;

Suchman, 1995; Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990). For example, if the university conformed

to the demands of the government, in return for the conformity, it would be ensured

continued operation, compliance risk mitigation, access to funding and operational

cost saving. Organizational participants also perceived that OS offered an approach to

gaining and maintaining legitimacy with students mainly for managing organizational

reputation and branding, recruiting students and increasing income. In addition,

universities recognized the practical benefits of OS in terms of maintaining legitimacy
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with media and the general public for managing organizational image and helping

student recruitment.

These research findings are congruent with prior literature which suggests that

organizations gain support from different sources of legitimacy (Deephouse et al.,

2017; Deephouse and Suchman, 2008). From a different perspective to the

neo-institutional approach, legitimacy theory provides a more focused or clearer view

of the strategic management of organizational activities. Thus legitimacy theory offers

a high level of explanatory power in terms of examining rationales for sustainability

activities, from an organizational/managerial point of view (Deegan, 2014). For these

universities, engaging in OS, in part, seems to be a carefully considered rational

choice, because it could help them manage their organizational legitimacy and it

contributes to protecting or furthering organizational self-interest (see Suchman,

1995). Universities value the practical benefits that some OS initiatives offer. They

would carry out OS activities partly because the perceived benefits of conformity

outweighed the costs of doing so (see Deephouse and Suchman, 2008).

This research unveils the interplay (consistency and conflict) between moral

legitimacy advocating long-term, substantive, whole institution transformation

towards OS and short-term, narrow, pragmatic, organizational self-serving interests,

as well as universities’ perceived responses (substantive and symbolic engagement) to

such interplay. In some instances, some universities in England use OS as a means of

managing legitimacy from stakeholder groups. This research reveals that sample

universities adopt both substantive and symbolic strategies, but their approaches are

more inclined towards symbolic legitimation. Despite the fact that there has been a

normative expectation, among different stakeholders, that universities will engage in

OS deeply and widely and take their sustainability responsibility in a substantive way,

this analysis suggests insufficient adherence to such societal expectations for

substantive actions.
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This study identifies limited substantive OS activities in certain areas of OS. The

analysis indicates that these organizations attempt to conform to powerful

stakeholders’ expectations especially when sustainability demands are consistent with

their practical organizational self-interest (e.g. in the area of energy consumption

reduction/cost saving). These findings are in line with the previous literature, which

demonstrates that conformity (substantive actions) is likely to occur if an organization

thinks such compliance may lead to the fulfillment of its self-interest (Beddewela and

Fairbrass, 2016). Ashforth and Gibbs (1990, p. 182) also assert that “. . .the more

consistent the constituent’s preferences are with those of other key constituents and

with management’s own agenda. . . the more likely management is to offer a

substantive rather than a symbolic response”. However, universities’ OS engagements

seem to reflect limited substantive actions. Individual substantive responses do not

lead to ‘whole institution’ substantive OS changes. There is little evidence that, by

such conformity, universities truly embraced OS in a systemic manner and overall

substantive transformation took place.

The analysis also reveals tensions and conflicts between sustainability-related

managers’ attempts to pursue moral legitimacy for the good of society and

environment (with prosocial, altruistic grounding) and universities’ pragmatic

self-serving benefits. In examining companies’ sustainability-related decisions and

activities, Beddewela and Fairbrass (2016) argue that some organizations use

compromise approaches (Oliver, 1991) to strategically establish legitimacy and

reconcile the conflicts between external stakeholders’ sustainability-related demands

and organizational internal interests. Similar to this view, the findings of this research

show that, in some instances, sample universities tend to make compromises when

facing conflicts between moral legitimacy for sustainability and organizational

self-interest (e.g. organizational expansion, financial payback, and managing

organizational reputation/branding). This is particularly evident in the areas where

direct, short-term and self-serving benefits are not readily visible or coercive external

pressures are weak (e.g. sustainable procurement and ethical banking/investment).
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Ellram and Golicic (2016, p. 599) point out: “While these actions [for seeking moral

legitimacy] are not necessarily free from self-interest, the prosocial perception is such

that the primary goal of such behavior supersedes narrow self-interest (Suchman,

1995)”. Moral legitimacy suggests that, when actions to seek narrow organizational

self-interest undermine wider social and environmental development, responsible

universities are expected not to pursue short-term pragmatic benefits at the expense of

other constituents, including the environment; instead, they may need to sacrifice

some of those self-serving organizational goals and economic interests (see

Molthan-Hill, 2014). However, pragmatic considerations of organizational

self-interest often prevail in practice (see Leung and Snell, 2017; O’Dwyer et al.,

2011; Deegan, 2014).

Furthermore, as a compromise response, universities may sometimes engage in

symbolic OS engagement for maintaining legitimacy in a superficial way. The

examples of symbolic management evidenced in this study include emphasizing

relative rather than absolute carbon reduction performance indicators and using

organizational growth as the excuse; various small-scale, short-term OS initiatives

focused on ‘quick wins’, ‘easy paybacks’ and ‘low-hanging fruits’, primarily for

public relations purposes and appeasing stakeholders. Symbolic activities would show

some level of OS commitment while making no fundamental OS transformation to

their operations, resulting in a symbolic gesture; the substantive responses and real

impact on actual OS performance are limited. These results support the theoretical

view of symbolic legitimacy management (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990). However,

these tactics of managing legitimacy seem to be more beneficial to a university itself

than to the wider society and environment. And these symbolic engagements fail to

make substantive changes to a university’s main goals, strategic priorities and core

operational activities, while they appear to strengthen the university’s position as a

legitimate organization (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990; Rodrigue et al., 2013; Soobaroyen

and Ntim, 2013; Leung and Snell, 2017).
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A variety of external and internal-oriented factors influence the rationales for English

universities’ OS engagement in multiple and sometimes conflicting ways (Hoffman,

1999; Jennings and Zanderbergen, 1995). It seems that organizational self-interest and

existing main goals affect managerial decision-making on universities’ efforts to seek

legitimacy from a variety of powerful social institutional actors. This analysis concurs

with the results of the previous studies which investigate the institutional and

organizational complexity in terms of the reasons for sustainability engagement (e.g.

Leung and Snell, 2017; Bebbington et al., 2009; Islam, 2009). A range of institutional

mechanisms interacts with different organizational/managerial motivations to shape

OS as an ‘appropriate’, ‘normal’ activity for universities, while furthering

organizational self-interest.

From a critical point of view, in the process of OS engagement, some universities’

pragmatic priorities and relevant reactions prevail over the development of true

sustainability accountability. The win-win business case seemed to be the

main/prevalent organizational rationality and, in many cases, OS activities are

oriented to serving organizational pragmatic self-interest and are subordinate to them

(Leung and Snell, 2017). In contrast, to some extent, ethical responsibilities for the

environment and society are ‘add-ons’, no matter how espoused in the organizational

discourse. If OS was developed or used more widely in this vein, it would owe

“…more to advertising, public relations and image construction than it [would] to

accountability and transparency” (Gallhofer and Haslam, 1997, p. 158), with the

danger of a university undertaking OS activities selectively, symbolically and

instrumentally, in accordance with its own organizational pragmatic interests (Leung

and Snell, 2017; Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990; Beddewela and Fairbrass, 2016; Aguinis

and Glavas, 2012).

5.2.2 Barriers to universities’ OS progress
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Research question two:What are the barriers encountered by public universities in

England while engaging in sustainability activities in campus operations and how do

these barriers affect OS progress?

Having examined the complex rationales for universities to carry out OS activities

through neo-institutional theory and legitimacy theory, the study answers research

question two by critically examining the empirical results concerning the main

barriers and comparing them with the existing literature. Furthermore, a conceptual

framework of barriers to advancing universities’ OS is presented. Barriers found in

this qualitative study can be divided into two main categories: organizational and

social institutional. Firstly, the research identifies important internal

organizational-related barriers to furthering OS, comprising organizational

management/structure-related barriers, organizational resource/capacity-related

barriers, and cognition/organizational culture-related barriers. Secondly, the findings

of this study unveil external institutional-related barriers to OS progress, consisting of

insufficient or inadequate legal and governmental coercion, limited pressures from

other (non-governmental) stakeholder groups, and negative impacts of the COVID-19

pandemic.

5.2.2.1.1. Organizational-related barriers

Three key factors revealed in the present study are grouped under organizational

management/structure-related barriers: inconsistency between long-term wider OS

and organizational short-term economic interests, the perceived low strategic priority

of OS within universities, and insufficient top executives’ support. The findings of this

study are consistent with prior sustainability literature. This research unveils that the

expected lack of short-term economic benefits for universities to make long-term

sustainability investments could be a barrier to OS in English public universities (see

Avila et al., 2017; Slawinski et al., 2017; Kuppig et al., 2016; Panwar et al., 2016;

Verhulst and Lambrechts, 2015), especially in the areas where there are no direct,
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visible financial returns, such as fairtrade, sustainable procurement or ethical banking

and investment, etc. Corporate-style management ideas and practices have been

prevalent in higher education institutions, and top university administrators have

tended to act more like CEOs than as academic leaders (Aronowitz, 2000). An OS

initiative is more likely to be supported by senior executives with a business mentality

if it can provide cost-saving opportunities in the short term (Barnes and Jerman, 2002).

Conversely, some OS activities such as composting and sustainable procurement

cannot fit into cost-benefit equations, so these initiatives may not receive sufficient

and continuous management support (Velazquez et al., 2005).

The main argument used by some universities for not investing in long-term

large-scale OS projects is they lack cost efficiency (Dahle and Neumayer, 2001).

They also contend that, after completing short payback initiatives, the savings

generated are often not used to fund projects with long payback periods, but instead

are put to other, more ‘urgent’ uses. Long-term programmes can be left unaddressed

as a result of this, as they seldom appear economically appealing to organizations.

Nevertheless, given that the majority of public universities plan to remain in operation

for a long period of time, perhaps even for hundreds of years, long payback

sustainability investments should be justifiable (Creighton, 1999).

OS demands may be inconsistent with universities’ instrumental goals and interests,

because OS requires substantive changes to what organizations aim to achieve and

how they conduct activities so as to reduce the environmental and social impact of

their operations. The incompatibility between social institutional expectations (in this

context fundamental organizational changes towards OS) and existing overriding

organizational internal goals and interests may negatively influence OS progress in

universities (see Oliver, 1991).

There is a perception that low priority of OS within universities and lack of senior

management commitment to OS could impede environmental and social development
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in their organizational campus operations (see Avila et al., 2019; Leal Filho et al.,

2019; Blanco-Portela et al., 2018; Aleixo et al., 2018; Elliot and Wright, 2013). These

issues could create or exacerbate other barriers, such as a lack of financial and human

resources (Shriberg, 2002).

Another category identified in this research, organizational resource/capacity-related

barriers, comprises three themes: lack of financial resources for OS, insufficient

dedicated OS human resources, and other organizational members’ lack of time to

participate in OS. These results are in line with previous sustainability studies.

Without adequate financial resources, managers find it difficult to achieve the set

targets of these projects or even continue them (Aleixo et al., 2018; Blanco-Portela et

al., 2018; Avila et al., 2017). The small number of dedicated sustainability staff may

not be able to meet the various expectations of a broad range of OS-related

constituents efficiently and effectively (Ceulemans, et al., 2014; Jabbour, 2010). It

should be noted that, in some cases, the problems with insufficient resources seem to

be more significant to many small, teaching-oriented universities than certain large,

research-led ones (e.g. some Russell Group member universities), as these smaller

institutions have more limited income sources and greater budget constraints.

In addition, managers responsible for sustainability issues are largely dependent upon

volunteers for the promotion and implementation of OS programmes and expect

active engagement from the wider university community. However, executives,

academics, professional service staff and students all have other primary obligations

and are very busy. Consequently, when sustainability staff ask other organizational

members to engage in OS, sometimes they face resistance (Sourani and Sohail, 2011;

Velazquez et al., 2005).

According to interview and document data, lack of awareness, interest and knowledge

about OS among different organizational members and a silo mentality are perceived

to be the common cognition/organizational culture-related barriers. The lack of
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interest in and understanding of OS may result in limited engagement of senior

university administrators, academics, professional service staff and students (Avila et

al., 2019; Aleixo et al., 2018; Dahle and Neumayer, 2001). People with an insular silo

mentality tend to put their ‘parts’ before the ‘whole’ (de Waal et al., 2019). And

organizational silos may adversely affect cross-boundary OS collaboration and

cooperation, hindering the ‘whole institution’ changes towards sustainability (Waheed,

2017a; Adams, 2013).

5.2.2.1.2 Social institutional-related barriers

Given the nature of the participants’ responses from interviews and document

evidence, social institutional barriers are analyzed from the following three different

aspects. Firstly, the results of this research indicate that the lack of adequate legal and

governmental coercion is considered to be an institutional barrier to OS development.

According to the data, the coercive influences from the government on higher

education institutions’ OS have decreased in recent years. The government authorities,

in particular the central government and the sector regulator, used to be relatively

ambitious about promoting sustainability at universities. However, the strength and

scope of the overall government pressures and commitments, such as central

leadership, laws and rules and compliance enforcement, have diminished.

Government authorities have discounted a number of related programmes and

removed some funding opportunities and guidance. Government authorities

sometimes appear to have had inadequate and even adverse influences on

organizational OS, owing in part to their short-termism. In the long run, the

continuous development of OS is obstructed by the government’s short-term thinking

and inappropriate regulations/policies.

Drawing on insights from both sustainability literature and neo-institutional theory,

this study shows that the lack of adequate coercive pressures imposed by the

government could be a barrier to moving universities towards OS transformation.
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Prior sustainability research suggests that insufficient enactment, monitoring and

enforcement, and the government’s short-termism weaken coercive regulatory

pressures (Avila et al., 2019; Wijethilake et al., 2017; Brandli et al., 2015; Sourani and

Sohail, 2011). In this respect, mandatory compliance seems more effective than

voluntary activities (Alotaibi et al., 2019; Sourani and Sohail, 2011; Velazquez et al.,

2005).

These findings are also consistent with neo-institutional theory (e.g. Oliver, 1991;

DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scott, 2014), which stresses that legal or governmental

coercion influences organizational reactions to institutional expectations and norms.

“Institutional control describes the means by which pressures are imposed on

organizations” (Oliver, 1991, p. 168). Organizational resistance may occur if an

organization experiences a low degree of legal or governmental coercion (Oliver,

1991).

Secondly, limited social (non-government) pressures are perceived as another

institutional-related barrier. Interviewees stated that local students’ unions at various

universities have varying and mixed influences. Some participants did not strongly

feel the influence of their students’ unions. Despite the fact that many students seem

to recognize the importance of sustainability, some are not deeply engaged in their

own organizational OS. And, when deciding at which university they want to study, a

large share of students may not consider the university’s OS as a key deciding factor.

While the influence of the university sustainability league table is viewed to be

significant, its pressure has decreased. Additionally, it appears that influence from

professional associations is largely limited to sustainability practitioners in the

university sector rather than influencing the top management of various universities.

These findings are in line with the previous sustainability literature, which points out

that a lack of social pressures from various non-government stakeholders hinders OS

progress (e.g. Blanco-Portela et al., 2017; Brandli et al., 2015; Ceulemans et al. 2014;
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Waas et al., 2012; Ferrer-Balas et al., 2008). Moreover, researchers, through the

institutional perspective lens, argue that, if the relevant (non-regulatory) social

institutional pressures are insufficient or inadequate, organizations may not fully

engage in sustainability-related activities (Amaeshi et al., 2016; Campbell, 2007;

Deakin and Whittaker, 2007). When social pressures are undemanding and promoting

OS changes is largely on a voluntary basis, universities may undertake OS activities

in a symbolic rather than a substantive manner, especially in the areas where there are

no short-term practical benefits for organizations (Aguinis and Glavas, 2012; Chang

and Deegan, 2010).

Thirdly, the negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic are found in this study as a

crucial factor adversely affecting OS progress. According to the interviewees,

universities’ financial situations have been hit badly by the substantial decrease in

student enrollment/accommodation and grants as a result of COVID-19 (see Bolton

and Hubble, 2020; Institute for Fiscal Studies, 2020). The considerable loss of income

will probably result in a further reduction of OS-related funding.

Additionally, universities experienced a significant rise in both healthcare and

domestic waste because of this pandemic. These issues have contributed to

environmental degradation and presented extra waste and recycling challenges.

Fadare and Okoffo (2020) report that plastic-related safety devices, such as face

coverings and gloves, may be sources of microplastic fibers in the natural

environment. “Usually, Polypropylene is used to make N-95 masks, and Tyvek for

protective suits, gloves, and medical face shields, which can persist for a long time

and release dioxin and toxic elements to the environment” (Rume and Islam, 2020, p.

5). In addition, due to COVID-19, lockdown, quarantine and other restriction

measures have resulted in a dramatic growth in internet shopping, causing a surge in

domestic waste produced by additional home delivery package materials

(Zambrano-Monserrate et al., 2020).
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5.2.3 Linking the issues of ‘rationales’ with ‘barriers’

Based on the findings of this research, it is interesting to note that the influences of

various institutional mechanisms in this context are complex and changing. When

linking the research issues of the ‘rationales’ with the ‘barriers’, it appears that, at the

time of the study, the legal, governmental and social conditions relating to OS were

having some influences on English public universities’ OS activities, but overall they

were relatively undemanding. In these circumstances, universities in England were

not widely regarded as having serious legitimacy gaps in some areas of their OS and

were not under strong institutional pressures to make substantive sustainability

changes. For example, these universities seemed to experience decreasing coercive

pressure from the government; they may also face limited normative and mimetic

pressure from other constituents. Thus, the insufficiency of institutional pressures can

weaken the significance and urgency of legitimacy to be conferred by the OS-related

stakeholder groups. In the absence of widespread and strong institutional pressures,

some universities are likely to shape OS in ways beneficial to themselves (see Leung

and Snell, 2017).

This research examines two ‘sides’ of institutional pressures. It not only explores the

positive changes towards OS that the coercive, normative and mimetic institutional

mechanisms bring about, it also analyzes the limitation, decline and even inadequate

presence of such institutional influences, from a reflective and critical perspective.

These findings differ from some previous studies which only identified the existence

of institutional pressures on organizational sustainability engagement.

For more than a decade, English higher education institutions have been working

towards the integration of sustainability into their systems (Shiel and Williams, 2015;

Waheed, 2017c). Consistent with the literature, in this study, sample universities’

internal documents showed that the majority of English universities have initiated

some activities in certain aspects of OS for years (e.g. published sustainability-related
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statements, formulated sustainability strategies and/or policies, recruited OS-related

staff on either a full-time or a part-time basis, and set up relevant working groups and

committees, etc.).

Interestingly, while the previous literature considers that a lack of sustainability

policies, committees, working groups and offices act as barriers (Avila et al., 2019;

Avila et al., 2017; Gudz, 2004), they were less mentioned by the participants at the

time of the interviews. This may be partly due to the fact that those studies are not

English public universities-specific; many sample universities in this context have

already developed these structures. However, one would argue that, even if

universities adopted these measures, they do not seem be sufficient or effective

enough to make substantial progress to sustainability and lead to systemic changes,

without deeply understanding the complex rationales and the main barriers discussed

above and addressing them in a fundamental and even radical way. For instance, if a

university does not hold the Vice-Chancellor and the senior management team

directly accountable for its OS performance and does not shift its existing strategic

focus and give priority to OS, in certain circumstances, these structures may even

become ‘box-ticking’ exercises to some extent and be used by the organization to

show that it has made improvements and OS-related problems are under its control,

appeasing the relevant stakeholders and symbolically managing legitimacy.

From a critical perspective, in universities, while certain OS-related efforts are helpful,

they are still operating inside the prevailing ‘business as usual’ framework. In the

course of analyzing their empirical data regarding organizational rationales for

sustainability-related practice, Bebbington et al. (2009, p. 613) adopted an approach

to searching words “usually associated with more radical articulations” of

sustainability. A similar method was used in this study and the researcher found less

mention of words like moral or ethical responsibility/obligation, accountability, social

justice and equality, workers’ rights, absolute carbon reduction or ecological footprint.

In contrast, the words frequently mentioned were saving money, operational
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efficiency, business case, maximum five-year payback period, expanding buildings

and facilities, recruiting students, managing reputation/public relations, relative

carbon reduction or statements that OS “did not pose significant challenges” to

universities’ main goals and core operations (Bebbington et al. 2009, p. 613).

In addition, the findings of this study corroborate Molthan-Hill’s (2014)

considerations that, in many British organizations, sustainability-related

issues/challenges seem to be reconstructed as largely technical problems.

Organizations and managers tend to use conventional top-down, technocentric and, in

many cases, short-term measures to analyze and tackle these problems. However,

Molthan-Hill (2014) points out that sustainability-related problems should be viewed

as ethical problems. Such technology-oriented bureaucratic, and sometimes

box-ticking, quick fixes are not enough and are even inappropriate (Jones, 2017).

Ashforth and Gibbs (1990, p. 181) warn that “the organization might adopt certain

highly visible and salient practices that are consistent with social expectations while

leaving the essential machinery of the organization intact.” Gray and Milne’s (2002, p.

67) further argue that substantive changes towards sustainability would require

organizations to “demonstrate that they were both reducing their total impact on the

environment (a most unlikely outcome when they are seeking growth) and also

reducing the disparities between the poor and the wealthy (again a most unlikely

outcome for a successful capitalist organisation)”. In this light, the current OS

activities in English public universities are possibly incremental, ‘business as usual’

oriented, and even sometimes symbolic and superficial (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990;

see also Leung and Snell, 2017). And they do not seem to undergo the

‘whole-institution’, fundamental transformation towards sustainability. Therefore, it is

a crucial, urgent and challenging task for academics to work with law and policy

makers, university administrators, student organizations, activist groups, media and

professional bodies together to move universities away from this trend of maintaining

‘business as usual’, change organizational rationality, revise organizational systems,
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create new operational models, and push them towards substantive sustainability

transformation.

On a broad level, there are concerns that, instead of deeply engaging students with

sustainability decision-making at a strategic level, the idea of a university as a

business and students as customers (derived from New Public Management and

neoliberalism) may lead to the institutional focus on university finances,

commercialization of sustainability (i.e. using sustainability activities as devices for

marketing organizations and recruiting students) and even the possibility of

‘greenwashing’. “The commodification of sustainability was linked with doing so for

improved ratings, reputations or enrolments, all of which also tied into superficial

sustainability and university finances” (Elliott and Wright, 2013, p. 12).

The prevalence of New Public Management has changed the funding structures and

operational models of universities and influenced their management ethos. Corporate

ideas and approaches have been widely adopted in university operations, e.g. value

for money, return on investment, students as customers, universities as service

providers, and academic CEO’s, etc. (see Elliott and Wright, 2013). In the

increasingly competitive higher education market, English universities have become

more “fiscally focused, businesslike and managerialist... The changing direction of

university strategic plans and policy priorities towards increased income generation,

innovation, commercial enterprise, business engagement” highlight the significant

changes led by New Public Management (Bessant et al., 2015, p. 420).

This study unveils that English public universities, in many cases, pragmatically

manage legitimacy with the government, students and media and align their OS

responses to cost reduction, income generation, student recruitment,

marketing/branding, and competitive advantages, representing a New Public

Management approach while downplaying and even avoiding difficult and painful
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systemic OS change. This reinforces neoliberal ideas of efficiency, market

competition and quasi-corporate culture.

This research also reveals the conflicts between pragmatic organizational interests for

universities themselves (partly as a result of the strong influence of neoliberal

ideology and policy structure) and moral responsibilities for holistically addressing

environmental and social problems (advocated by the sustainability ideal). To some

extent, sustainability is inconsistent with neoliberalism (Hatzisavvidou, 2020). Some

scholars argue that the primacy of a neoliberal ethos in the university sector has

undermined the underlying values like social and environmental accountability and

making decisions through a bottom-up, democratic process (Bessant et al., 2015;

Devaney and Weber 2003; Saravanamuthu and Tinker 2002).

Within this neoliberal climate, universities and their top executives tend to focus on

financial and operational efficiency, market competition and top-down

decision-making, while not giving strategic priority to OS. And senior leaders are

reluctant to make a full commitment to OS due to various restrictions. As a result,

sufficient financial resources and dedicated human resources are not allocated to OS.

Moreover, New Public Management encourages the adoption of private sector

business-style managements which emphasizes a range of established,

discipline-based teaching and research assessment metrics, student recruitment, and

marketable skill training for students. These practices may contribute to a silo

mentality and the lack of awareness, knowledge and participation relating to OS

among students, academics and professional service staff.

Moreover, this research shows that the efficiency/market competition-oriented New

Public Management policy model may be associated with deregulation and removal

of OS guidance, pragmatism and the short-termism of central and local government

and the sector regulator in this respect. Such trends in government directions may, in

turn, result in the weakening legal and governmental pressures on organizational OS,
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funding reduction in OS, shortsightedness and incrementalism of universities’ OS

engagement (see O’Neill and Sinden, 2021).

Environmental and social sustainability often inhibits the continuous accumulation of

economic capital and the depletion of natural resources (O’Neill and Sinden, 2021).

However, the current, prevalent, usually efficiency/market-driven systems are

incapable of resolving serious sustainability-related crises such as the climate

emergency. In fact, the existing “system of capital accumulation with its commitment

to material growth of economies” (Gills and Morgan, 2020, p. 897) seems to maintain

the status quo and become an impediment to more ambitious sustainability changes

(O’Neill and Sinden, 2021). For this reason, both the government and universities

need to search for democratic and even radical alternative systems which disrupt

‘business as usual’ and go beyond the neoliberal New Public Management model

(Bessant et al., 2015).

5.3 Conclusions on research aim, objectives and questions

As identified in Chapter One, the aim of this study is to explore the rationales for

English public universities to engage in sustainability activities in campus operations,

and barriers to OS progress, with a particular interest in the perceptions and

experiences of university personnel directly involved in these activities at a

managerial level. Based on the research aim, two research questions are posed to

guide this study: (1). Why do public universities in England engage in sustainability

activities in their campus operations? (2). What are the barriers encountered by public

universities in England while engaging in sustainability activities in campus

operations, and how do these barriers affect such activities?

In addressing the research questions, the specific research objectives are:

1. To understand the rationales for public universities in England to engage in

OS-related activities as perceived by managers directly involved in such activities.
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2. To explore barriers to OS progress in English public universities.

3. To make theoretical and practical contributions and offer suggestions that could

practically help universities, sustainability-related professionals and constituents to

advance OS.

To answer the research questions and achieve the research aims and objectives,

semi-structured interviews were conducted with one experienced manager from each

of 20 English public universities with different organizational characteristics. More

than 800 relevant external and organizational internal documents were also collected

and analyzed. The findings of this thesis are summarized and concluded below.

Exploring the rationales for English public universities’ OS engagement

On the basis of empirical evidence, this research unveils two main rationales: external

institutional influences and internal organizational motivations. Interview and

document data have been examined through the lenses of both neo-institutional theory

and legitimacy theory to explore how the managerial decision-making in terms of OS

is affected by a variety of institutional forces, and the universities’ efforts to maintain

organizational legitimacy and protect multiple forms of organizational internal

practical interests. First, this research has found that, in this regard, universities

experience various coercive, normative and mimetic influences to differing degrees

(DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scott, 2014). Furthermore, different types of influences

may be applied by the same institutional actor; these institutional mechanisms

sometimes interact with each other.

Second, this research has also revealed the inter-connected, internal organizational

rationales for OS engagement. Universities wish to appear ‘legitimate’ to differing

legitimacy sources (e.g. the government, students, the ranking tables of the activist

group, media and the public in this setting). Each source can offer some types of

regulatory, financial and/or social support to organizations. If particular stakeholder
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groups are seen to be influential to a university’s survival and development, the

organization may comply or appear to comply with the expectations of these powerful

stakeholders. In return for this conformity, it would obtain a range of practical

benefits, securing its own organizational interests.

Moreover, the findings of this study have shown the inter-relationship (compatibility

and incompatibility) between promoting moral legitimacy for substantial and

meaningful (but difficult and painful) sustainability transformation and ensuring

universities’ internal self-serving interests. According to the (in)consistency between

moral legitimacy for OS and universities’ own pragmatic interests/objectives, sample

organizations appear to use conformance and/or compromise strategies to respond to

OS-related demands from various constituents. A compromise approach may be

adopted when organizational narrow, instrumental motivations (e.g. campus growth,

economic return, cost reduction or organizational reputation management) conflict

with normative ideals of caring for the broader environment and society. In many

cases, it seems that some universities symbolically and pragmatically use OS in order

to manage legitimacy with influential stakeholder groups mainly to promote their

organizational self-interest. The substantive responses and real impact on actual OS

performance are limited and insufficient.These symbolic legitimation practices may

stifle the implementation of substantive changes that lead to OS (moral legitimacy).

The summary of the rationales for universities’ OS engagement is presented in the

table below.

Table 5.2 Summary of the rationales for universities’ OS engagement

1. ‘Outside-in’

rationale:

different social

institutional

influences

1.1 Perceived

coercive influences

Coercive influence of central government,

sector regulator and local government

through laws, regulations, target, policies

and funding
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1.2 Perceived

normative influences

Limited normative influence from

students (to a degree, grassroots student

activist groups and students’ unions) and

sustainability professional bodies

1.3 Perceived mimetic

influences

Perceived mimetic influences mainly from

peer universities’ practice and

performance

Universities influenced by peers’

performance in sustainability league

tables and media publicity, reinforcing

mimetic influence

2 ‘Inside-out’

rationale:

legitimacy

seeking and

organizational

self-interest

2.1 Rationales

associated with

instrumental

motivations for

organizational

self-interest

Such pragmatic rationales emphasize

win-win business case

2.2 Maintaining

legitimacy with

different sources of

legitimacy and

benefiting

organizational

self-interest

Maintaining legitimacy with the

government and mitigating compliance

risk, obtaining funding, and saving cost

Maintaining legitimacy with students and

managing organizational reputation and

branding, recruiting students and

generating student tuition fee income
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Maintaining legitimacy with the media

and the general public and managing

organizational reputation/image and

helping to recruit students

2.3 The interplay

(consistency and

conflict) between

seeking pragmatic

organizational

self-interest and moral

legitimacy for

substantive

sustainability changes

Limited substantive actions especially

when normative sustainability demands

(moral legitimacy) consistent with

organizational pragmatic self-interest

Compromises (symbolic legitimation)

when confronting tensions/conflicts

between pragmatic organizational

interests and moral legitimacy for

sustainability

 Conflicts between gaining moral

legitimacy and organizational

expansion, making investment/saving

cost, and managing organizational

reputation; symbolic engagement

 Symbolic legitimacy management

and lack of substantive OS changes

Understanding the barriers to OS progress in English public universities

The study has achieved this research objective by critically analyzing the interview

and document data concerning the barriers and relating them to the extant literature.
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The barriers revealed in this empirical research can be categorized into two groups:

organizational (internal perspective) and social institutional (external perspective).

This study has identified organizational-related barriers impeding OS comprising

organizational management/structure-related barriers, organizational

resource/capacity-related barriers, and cognition/organizational culture-related

barriers. From a different dimension, this research has also shown social

institutional-related barriers to furthering OS, such as insufficient or inadequate legal

and governmental coercion, limited pressures from other (non-governmental)

stakeholders, and the adverse influences of COVID-19. The table below provides a

summary of barriers to OS advancement. This is also the refined conceptional

framework which is examined and supported by the empirical evidence of this study.

Table 5.3 Summary of barriers to OS progress

1. Organizational-related

barriers

1.1 Organizational management/structure-related

barriers

 inconsistency between OS and organizational

short-term economic interests

 OS is not universities’ top strategic priority

 insufficient support and commitment from top

management

1.2 Organizational resource/capacity-related barriers

 insufficient financial resources

 lack of dedicated human resources

 Other organizational members’ lack of time to

participate

1.3 Cognition/organizational culture-related barriers
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 lack of awareness, interest and knowledge about

OS among different organizational members

 silo mentality

2. Social

institutional-related

barriers

2.1 insufficient or inadequate legal and governmental

coercion

 weakening coercive pressure and short-termism of

central and local government, the decline of

coercive influence from the sector regulator

2.2 Varied and limited social (non-government)

pressures

 insufficient pressures from students, the decline of

the influence of league tables, and limited influence

of professional associations

2.3 Negative impacts of the COVID-19 crisis

 further reduction in OS-related funding as a result

of increasing financial pressures on universities

 new sustainability challenges

Making theoretical and practical contributions and suggestions

To achieve this objective, this research makes several theoretical and practical

contributions which will be discussed in the following sections. A number of

recommendations for practice and policy will also be provided.

5.4 Research contributions
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This section summarizes several areas in which the present study has contributed to

theory and practice. The relevant research gaps identified in the literature have been

highlighted in Chapter Two.

5.4.1 Theoretical contributions

This professional DBA research seeks to make three theoretical contributions to

sustainability literature relating to higher education institutions. The first part of the

present analysis investigates how managers perceive the organizational rationales for

undertaking OS activities and interpret these from the perspectives of organizational

legitimacy theory and neo-institutional theory.

First, the previous sustainability research, applying legitimacy theory to understand

the rationales for OS engagement, tends to emphasize society as a whole, but

sufficient attention has not been paid to particular stakeholder groups within society.

Deegan (2014, p. 265) criticizes “this provides poor resolution given that the society

is clearly made up of various groups having unequal power or ability to influence the

activities of other groups”. This empirical study conducts an in-depth analysis of

different stakeholders who confer legitimacy to a university with regard to its OS

engagement (e.g. the government, students and the student-led activist group and the

media) and the influences of these stakeholders. This research also addresses this

issue by examining why and how universities respond to the demands of these

different stakeholders and maintain legitimacy from them. Universities manage

legitimacy from these stakeholders mainly for protecting/furthering universities’

pragmatic organizational self-interest.

Moreover, Crossley et al. (2021) point out that there are very limited empirical studies

relating to the use of substantive and/or symbolic legitimation approaches (Ashforth

and Gibbs, 1990) within operational sustainability research generally, and they are

almost non-existent with respect to higher education institutions’ OS. This research
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reveals that sample universities adopt both substantive and symbolic strategies, but

their approaches are more inclined towards symbolic legitimation. In the process of

OS engagement, universities experience conflicts between pursuing moral legitimacy

for the good of society and environment and seeking universities’ own instrumental

benefits - these two rationales are sometimes competing. As a compromise response,

universities in many cases respond to the sustainability demands of stakeholders in a

symbolic, superficial way. Symbolic legitimation tactics used by universities include

espousing socially acceptable goals but actually adopting less socially acceptable ones,

offering excuses and ceremonial conformity (Ashforth and Gibbs, 1990). There are

limited and insufficient substantive OS engagements. Short-term symbolic

legitimation activities may undermine the long-term development of moral legitimacy

for sustainability.

Second, while studies adopting neo-institutional theory have focused on analyzing

private companies’ sustainability practices (Juárez-Luis et al., 2018), there is a lack of

empirical research examining the organizational rationales for OS engagement in

public higher education institutions through neo-institutional perspectives. The

purposeful organizational legitimacy seeking motivations, based on rational,

deliberate, resource-dependence managerial decision-making, may only provide

partial explanations of the complex reasons for universities to engage in OS.

Neo-institutional theory broadens our understanding and provides a differing but

complementary view on how a mix of societal pressures affect the rationales for OS

engagement. This empirical research sheds new light on the reasons for English

public universities to undertake OS activities utilizing the neo-institutional framework

(DiMaggio and Powell, 1983; Scott, 2014). Apart from identifying the influential

institutional actors and different forms of institutional mechanisms, this study adds to

our knowledge of why they are influential, how they apply pressures and the

limitations and decline in some of their influences.
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Third, the second part of the present analysis adds to the body of knowledge about the

barriers to advancing OS. There is limited in-depth, engagement-based, qualitative

empirical evidence on the barriers to OS progress in the context of universities

(Blanco-Portela et al., 2017; Ceulemans et al., 2014; Shiel and Williams, 2015). This

research actively engages with key organizational personnel managing OS-related

activities within universities. On the basis of the themes emerging from the data, the

researcher broadly divides the barriers to OS progress into two main categories:

organizational-related barriers and social institutional-related barriers, which comprise

a number of detailed elements. This study empirically explores such a wide range of

impeding factors and develops a comprehensive conceptual framework analyzing the

barriers to progressing OS in higher education institutions.

The researcher argues that some of the barriers identified by the previous

sustainability literature may not be appropriate for OS progress in the context of

English public universities. For example, the prior sustainability literature considers

that a lack of sustainability policies, committees, working groups and offices acts as a

barrier (Avila et al., 2019; Avila et al., 2017), but the participants in this research did

not identify these barriers. This may be partly due to the fact that those previous

studies are not English public universities specific; many sample universities in this

context have already developed these structures. This finding implies that sufficient

attention has to be paid from a contextual perspective in sustainability theory

development. However, one would argue that, even if universities adopted these

measures, they do not seem to be sufficient or effective to make substantive progress

to sustainability and lead to systemic changes, without deeply understanding the

complex rationales and the main barriers discussed above and addressing them in a

fundamental radical way. In addition, the researcher adds new factors such as the

impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in the discussion of the barriers. The findings of

this research show the unprecedented negative impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic

on English universities’ OS (e.g. further reduction in funding for OS and new
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sustainability challenges). These emerging factors have not been deeply addressed by

the existing sustainability literature in the context of higher educational institutions.

5.4.2 Contributions to and recommendations for practice

With regard to contributions to practice, it is pivotal for university senior executives,

sustainability-related managers and professionals, student and staff sustainability

advocates, lawmakers and government departments, and other related stakeholders

(e.g. activist groups, professional bodies, media and the general public) to deeply

comprehend the multiplicity and complexity of organizational OS engagement

rationales. The results of this study may be useful in guiding the operational

sustainability of organizations (particularly universities) in the right strategic

directions by emphasizing the long-term social and environmental moral

responsibilities and limiting short-term organizational pragmatic self-interest. In some

cases, an organization has to put sustainability above organizational self-interest. It is

also necessary to develop a comprehensive understanding of various internal and

external barriers to OS progress, because it enables higher education institutions,

other public sector organizations, companies and the aforementioned stakeholders to

anticipate such obstacles and make well-informed decisions.

Moreover, this research has important implications for universities, senior

management, OS-related managers/practitioners, government authorities and other

stakeholder groups, as it synthesizes the research findings and proposes a number of

approaches that are likely to progress OS. While the researcher noted how these

approaches could be used to overcome the identified barriers, the strategies proposed

in this study are not prescriptive to each of the barriers; rather, they are considered as

the general strategies which should be adopted together to address overall problems.

Drawing upon insights gained from researching the issues of ‘rationales’

and ’barriers’, the researcher makes the following general suggestions for practice and

policy:
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5.4.2.1 The general suggestions for universities and various stakeholders involved

5.4.2.1.1 Emphasizing long-term wider social and environmental impacts and

making OS a strategic priority

From the internal organizational perspective, the findings of the current study reveal

that, in the process of engagement, universities may sometimes make compromises

when they face the conflicts/tensions between instrumental motivations for seeking

pragmatic organizational self-interest and moral responsibility for making substantive

changes towards sustainability. Respondents viewed that universities’ focus on project

short-term economic returns hampered the OS development in the long run. To tackle

this problem, universities need to think deeply and even radically with a view to

shifting their focus from short-term narrow financial returns to long-term broad social

and environmental aspects of sustainability which may not have direct economic

benefits for the organizations. This change of focus is an essential part of strategic and

systemic transformation.

It is important to note that such refocus on long-term, wider social and environmental

impacts requires a substantial change of universities’ strategic priorities. However, as

discussed previously, the low priority of sustainability within organizations is

considered a key barrier. Therefore, a related strategic change is to make OS a core

priority. And such whole-institution priority changes should be led by universities’

governing bodies and senior management. Meanwhile, student and staff dialogue and

engagement should play a vital role in such a strategic change process.

5.4.2.1.2 Strengthening support from senior management

This study unveils that there is a need to increase university top executives’

commitment to OS. In order to facilitate sustainability leadership, universities should
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develop the formal management structure responsible for the consistent development

of OS, with emphasis on managers at the department, school and top levels.

Particularly, senior managers should strongly advocate and proactively lead the

strategic direction for ‘whole institution’ sustainability changes, and it is crucial to

establish systematic and rigorous university senior management accountability

mechanisms for OS which are suitable for specific organizations. The

President/Vice-Chancellor, in particular, should ideally be held directly responsible,

since this appears to be the most influential role for bringing about fundamental

sustainability change. Top executives must take direct responsibility for organizational

OS performance and advancement with appropriate senior management OS-related

accountability measures in place.

5.4.2.1.3 Ensuring sufficient dedicated organizational financial and human

resources for OS

This research shows that it is difficult for universities to push OS forward without

adequate financial and human resources. Specifically, organizations need to ensure

sufficient dedicated funding for the relevant tasks, especially for the implementation

of sustainability strategies. Ensuring sufficient human resources, especially dedicated

sustainability staff, is also critical. Otherwise, the university is unlikely to accomplish

systemic transformation (which are much more than the minimum compliance) and

tackle a broad range of social and environmental challenges in the long run.

Essentially, greater efforts are needed to ensure senior management commitment to

funding and staff resource allocation. In addition to the availability of financial and

human resources, participants pointed out the specific areas of OS which especially

needed more resources: procurement, buildings, energy, water and transport, etc.

5.4.2.1.4 Tying OS to all organizational members’ work responsibilities and

performance assessments
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Moreover, tying OS to all organizational members’ formal work responsibilities and

performance evaluation may be one possible way to tackle the problem of lack of time

and involvement of other organizational members and improve the effectiveness of

the implementation of university-wide sustainability strategies. The relevant

objectives and criteria could be integrated into everyone’s job descriptions, work

responsibilities and performance reviews. It is suggested that incentive structures

within universities, at both individual level and divisional level, need to be adjusted to

emphasize OS efforts.

5.4.2.1.5 Increasing adequate legal and governmental pressure on universities

This study may also have some implications for legislators and government

authorities in relation to English universities’ OS activities. In the context of

universities, government coercive influence is seen as one of the key driving forces to

OS-related changes. The findings and analysis indicate that the coercive legal and

governmental pressures on universities to engage in certain OS areas (e.g. carbon

reduction and energy saving) used to be strong, but they have become weaker in

recent years. Therefore, there is a great need for central government, sector regulator

(OfS) and local government to increase legal and governmental pressure on

universities to progress OS.

The government should establish tougher regulations and more rigorous policies,

develop and implement more effective performance monitoring and enforcement

systems, and tie reward (such as funding or tax incentive) and punishment (such as

financial penalty and legal action) more closely to universities’ performance. This

study reveals that government requirements and demands in respect of OS should be

mandatory rather than voluntary. Otherwise, organizations may be reluctant to fully

commit to OS. In addition, government authorities should increase funding for

sustainability initiatives and hold long-term views on sustainability investments.
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There is also a need for the government to deeply engage with diverse stakeholders,

truly understand their expectations and broaden the scope of its influence.

5.4.2.1.6 Strengthening collaboration among external stakeholders

The research shows that there are varied and insufficient pressures from students,

students’ unions, activist groups and professional associations. As these individual

campaigning organizations have limited financial, human and political resources and

influences, by taking collective actions and combining their resources, they may exert

stronger pressures on universities to do the right thing and push sustainability to the

top of their agendas. Further developing various stakeholders’ partnerships could

facilitate the understanding of diverse views about OS and the promotion of a shared

vision. Hence, it is suggested that external stakeholders should substantially improve

communication with one another and join forces. With the strengthened and concerted

institutional influences, universities would be more accountable for their social and

environmental impacts and make serious long-term commitments to OS.

5.4.2.1.7 Using COVID-19 positive impacts as opportunities for making

substantive sustainability changes

As well as challenges, the recent COVID 19 pandemic has also presented some

opportunities which could help universities to engage in the substantive

transformation towards OS. For instance, COVID-19 has accelerated trends such as

mixed-mode working and blended learning (both online and face-to-face). The

pandemic and associated social distancing rules have significantly limited face-to-face

activities and travel. In and around university campuses, working from home and

online education have risen while on-campus learning and public gatherings have

dropped. Remote working and studying, facilitated by the advancement of digital and

online technologies, are likely to result in a considerable reduction in transport and
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travel. The decrease in traffic has also substantially reduced congestion, noise

pollution, air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions.

The adoption of these emerging and important approaches is likely to improve

campus space management and decrease travel, which will in turn significantly reduce

environmental impacts. Universities need to rethink their existing space utilization

and building expansion strategies and get ready for more radical strategic changes. If

universities could make working from home and online learning essential parts of

organizational operations in the long run, campus space utilization could be

maximized. The mixed-mode working and studying, along with other COVID-19

influences, could slow down new building expansion, and even change how

universities traditionally operate, potentially leading to transformative and sustained

changes towards sustainability. Therefore, this research suggests that it is imperative

for all relevant stakeholders, including government authorities and universities, to

work together to discuss how to use COVID-19 positive impacts as opportunities for

making universities more sustainable in the post-pandemic period.

Holding the Vice-Chancellor directly accountable for OS, strengthening active and

effective student and staff representation in sustainability strategic decision-making

committees, integrating OS into all organizational members’ formal work

responsibilities and performance evaluation, and changing traditional university

incentive structures at both individual and divisional levels to emphasize OS may

enhance the procedural and structural (moral) legitimacy. Furthermore, systemic

organizational transformation towards OS requires top-down and bottom-up

approaches. A paradigm change is needed in the way universities traditionally operate.

Hunting and Tilbury (2006) encourage organizations, including universities, to

rethink their ways of engaging with stakeholders. Many organizations still consider

stakeholder engagement as a technique to collect information/intelligence and reduce

risks. However, the interests and demands of constituents should be regarded as

constructive inputs to driving more informed OS changes. Through continuous critical
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reflections as a group, universities and relevant stakeholders need to employ more

systemic strategic thinking by recognizing and acknowledging their own limitations

and biases. “Traditional modes of practice, teaching and research are no longer

enough; society is demanding alignment with societal challenges” (Waheed, 2017c, p.

2). Both the government and universities need to shift the emphasis to disrupting

‘business as usual’, making the whole system change towards sustainability; “a

movement away from the primacy of neoliberalism” (Bessant et al., 2015, p. 423).

In practice, the continuous growth in physical campus estates in many universities

seems unsustainable. The growth in English public universities’ operations needs a

change of strategic direction. For instance, instead of the increase in constructing new

buildings in and around campuses, universities may shift their direction of growth by

focusing on the significant enhancement and enrichment of their online education and

research, decreasing students’ learning costs, and benefiting students/communities

from different parts of the world (especially deprived areas and developing countries

where there is a shortage of high-quality educational opportunities), while reducing

their operational impact on the environment. As a summary, the proposed general

approaches to OS advancement are shown in the table below.

Table 5.4 Summary of the suggested general approaches to OS progress

Main themes Sub-themes

Emphasizing long-term wider

social and environmental

sustainability and making OS

a strategic priority

 Emphasizing long-term broader social and

environmental sustainability rather than

short-term financial benefits for the organization

 Making OS a strategic priority

Strengthening support from

senior management

 Creating the effective, formal management

structure responsible for the development of

campus operational sustainability, with emphasis
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on managers at different levels

 Holding the President/Vice-Chancellor directly

accountable

Ensuring sufficient dedicated

financial and human resources

for OS

 Allocating sufficient dedicated financial

resources

 Preparing sufficient dedicated human resources

Tying OS to all organizational

members’ work

responsibilities and

performance assessments

 Integrating OS into all organizational members’

formal work responsibilities and performance

evaluation

 Changing traditional university incentive

structures at both individual and divisional levels

to emphasize OS

Increasing legal and

governmental pressure on

universities to make OS

progress

 Toughening up government regulations and

enforcement

 Making mandatory government requirements in

broader aspects of OS and broaden the scope of

government influence

 Increasing government funding for sustainability

initiatives and holding long-term views on

sustainability investments

Improving university-external

stakeholder collaboration and

collaboration among external

stakeholders

 Improving university-external stakeholder

partnership and collaborating with other peer

universities

 Developing the shared visions and collaboration
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among diverse external stakeholders

Using COVID-19 positive

impacts as opportunities for

making substantive changes

towards OS

 Taking advantage of the accelerated trends of

mixed-mode working and blended learning

 Using COVID-19 positive impacts to improve

and sustain campus space efficiency, slow down

new building expansions and reduce travel -

leading to substantive changes

5.4.2.2 Practical implications for managers in higher education institutions

In addition to the general approaches discussed above, this study also proposes a

number of suggestions for improving managerial practices in universities’ OS. While

the above-mentioned fundamental approaches are for a range of internal and external

stakeholders, the following specific, practical strategies are mainly for

sustainability-related managers in higher education institutions.

5.4.2.2.1 Broadening and deepening stakeholder engagement and

trans-disciplinary collaboration

Universities are unlikely to make substantive sustainability changes if stakeholders

are not fully engaged. While some universities carried out limited engagement

activities, it is necessary to deepen and broaden stakeholder engagement in the

university community at all levels. Stakeholders should be included in all stages of the

sustainability integration process. In order to overcome barriers such as the lack of

awareness, interest and knowledge among different organizational members and the

lack of time and involvement of non-sustainability staff and students, a variety of

engagement actions could be taken. These involve active and effective student and
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staff representation in sustainability strategic decision-making committees, the

appointment of engagement officers, developing a full range of communication

channels and promoting different engagement events and campaigns, etc.

To further improve stakeholder engagement, it is of crucial importance for universities

to broaden and deepen trans-disciplinary collaboration among academics, students,

supporting staff and other relevant parties. Inter-disciplinary collaboration could

reduce the perceived disconnections between academic and operational departments

and change silo mentality. It is strongly recommended that people from all fields offer

their knowledge.

Among various trans-disciplinary engagements, particularly, Living Labs is

recognized as a way of facilitating collaboration17. In taking part in a sustainability

Living Lab project, faculty members are involved through their educational or

research duties; students are engaged by undertaking their studies, theses, formal

volunteering, internships, summer/winter schools or other structured extracurricular

activities; professional personnel participate as part of their job obligations by

providing real-life campus operational problems/cases to academics and students. The

boundaries among the traditionally separated practices of teaching, research and

campus operations may be dissolved by engaging in Living Lab programmes.

Participation in such initiatives is also likely to link the siloed constituents in and

around the university community. Combined, the multidisciplinary stakeholder

dialogue, engagement and collaboration may strengthen the whole institutional

sustainability strategies.

5.4.2.2.2 Reinforcing ‘whole institution’ systematic awareness-raising and

knowledge training at a deep level

17 In the context of universities, “The Living Lab initiative hosts projects where participants from
all stakeholder groups collectively address real-life sustainability
challenges.” (Waheed, 2017a, p. 4).
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To increase all organizational members’ interest in and understanding of OS,

university-wide, systematic awareness-raising and knowledge training should be

undertaken deeply and consistently. Rigorous knowledge training should be

conducted systematically at the senior management, sustainability leads and general

levels. For instance, the awareness and knowledge enhancement activities should

include leadership training courses for management and champions, sustainability

learning during the inductions and promoting communication with various channels,

etc. The university-wide awareness promotion and knowledge training should aim to

change people’s attitudes, behaviours and organizational culture. It is impossible to

quickly achieve fundamental behavioral and cultural changes, so the organization has

to develop long-term plans, reinforced by mid-term and short-term milestones.

5.4.2.2.3 Implementing effective monitoring and evaluation with regard to OS

Although some universities introduced management systems like ISO14001, the

effective implementation of appropriate mechanisms for holistically monitoring,

assessing and controlling the performance of OS activities is lacking. Effective

monitoring and evaluation involve regular environmental and social impact audits of

the whole university’s campus operations. The audits should have clear qualitative

and quantitative indicators. The comprehensive environmental and social impact

audits should be carried out at least every five years. The audits should be related to

holistic sustainability; audits only focus on a part of the OS (e.g. waste recycling or

water) are not enough. The performance of OS initiatives should be directly tied to the

job performance of the relevant organizational personnel, not only at the operational

level but also at school and university senior management levels. A number of

assessment and management tools are available to the universities; they can also help

universities integrate sustainability into the operations and promote a cultural shift:
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 Environmental audits and environmental management systems (e.g. ISO, EU

EMAS or Ecocampus)—for identifying environmental inefficiencies and impacts

from an operation or system;

 Environmental and social impact assessment;

 Life cycle assessment—for identifying ‘hot areas’ in the life cycle;

 Systematic risk management process.

5.4.2.2.4 Assisting senior executives in formulating and implementing OS

management accountability mechanisms

To facilitate sustainability leadership, sustainability-related managers should work

with senior managers closely to formulate and implement the formal management

structure responsible for the consistent development of OS, with emphasis on

managers at the department, school and top levels. Particularly, it is crucial to

establish systematic and rigorous university senior management accountability

mechanisms for OS which are suitable for specific organizations. Ideally, the

President/Vice-Chancellor should be held directly accountable, because it seems to be

the most powerful leadership position for delivering sustainability change. With

effective senior management OS-related accountability systems in place, top

executives must take direct responsibility for organizational OS performance and

progress.

5.4.2.2.5 Supporting senior executives to ensure sufficient dedicated

organizational financial and human resources for OS

Sustainability-related managers should work closely with senior management to

ensure sufficient dedicated funding and manpower for the relevant tasks, especially

for the implementation of sustainability strategies. Without adequate financial and

human resources, the university is not likely to achieve systemic OS changes. For

financial resources, sustainability-related managers need to prepare the detailed

https://peopleandplanet.org/ext/03da4a13ad55bd51ca2dc9348e270504/http://www.nqa.com/en/atozservices/section.asp?SECTION=498
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budgets, in short, middle and long-term, for OS programmes and discuss with senior

managers and gain their formal approval. And both senior managers and

sustainability-related managers should monitor the execution of OS budgets closely.

For human resources, under the leadership of top management, sustainability-related

managers need to design the whole-institution OS human resource strategies (e.g.

mobilizing senior executives, academics, professional service staff and students for

different OS programmes) and implement them effectively.

5.4.2.2.6 Strengthening university-external stakeholder collaboration

There is a recommendation that sector-wide and even cross-sector collaboration have

key roles in progressing the OS agenda. Many relevant issues are inter-connected with

the activities of various constituents outside the campus. It is suggested that

universities should collaborate with other peer universities and external stakeholder

groups to exchange information, learn from each other and seek out new opportunities.

When organizations within or across sectors work together, they may be able to

achieve more. Through openness, transparency and cooperation, trust can be built

among universities, NGOs and local communities, resulting in fewer complaints and a

higher possibility of collaboration.

5.4.2.2.7 Emphasizing social aspects of university’s OS and making further

improvements in environmental OS.

This research revealed that many English public universities emphasized their campus

environmental management, but sufficient attention had not been paid to social issues

in connection with their operations (e.g. ethical banking and investments, workers’

rights for staff employed by outsourced contractors and across its global supply chain

and living wages for all employees on campus). A number of universities are not fully

aware of the importance of sustainability in tackling problems like social and

economic inequalities in and around the organization. Therefore, the existing OS
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practices in universities are not inclusive and holistic. These observations are in line

with the extant sustainability literature in the field of higher education institutions

(Avila et al., 2017; Waas et al., 2010, 2012).

If the institution has investments, it should disclose all of them every year (at the very

least, indicating what percentage of the fund is invested in which industries). In the

meanwhile, the university should reinvest in low-carbon / renewable energy firms or

funds. In terms of ethical banking, the university should only do business with banks

that have an active policy of excluding funding fossil fuel corporations and projects.

On its investment committee or finance committee, the university should include

effective student representation; student observation roles in committees are not

sufficient. With regard to workers’ rights, universities should promote living wages

for all employees and guarantee that outsourced contracts are based on providing

adequate wages, conditions and pensions that are regularly checked. Universities

should also ensure workers’ rights for those working for their suppliers are well

protected. Workers’ rights are incorporated into contracts and proper monitoring in

collaboration with civil society organizations on the ground is resourced, in order to

improve their supply chains. OS-related managers need to put more emphasis on the

social issues mentioned above and promote holistic sustainability in the whole

university and throughout its global supply chain.

While all English public universities supported the UK government’s ‘zero carbon’

targets, two-thirds of universities were not on track to meet the carbon emission

reduction targets (Lightfoot, 2019). Many universities still used the less

substantive/meaningful relative carbon reduction targets (compared against

organizational growth), this must be changed. Instead, universities should concentrate

on absolute carbon reduction. Furthermore, very few universities seriously took into

consideration reducing the scope 3 carbon emissions. The university needs to

calculate scope 3 emissions and attribute scope 3 emissions to university operations.

The carbon management plan should contain a baseline for scope 3 emissions and
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reduction targets. This study indicated that some universities may adopt substantive

approaches to improve the energy efficiency of their buildings. However, in other

areas of OS, the substantive actions were limited and insufficient.

In some instances, universities did not seem to put in significant efforts to tackle

problems associated with sustainable procurement throughout their supply chain,

because these supply chain problems are difficult and outside universities’ direct

control. Tender specifications with external partners should be covered by the

university’s sustainable procurement policy. The accomplishment of an externally

validated sustainable food accreditation, such as the Soil Association’s Food for Life

Served Here award, or the Food Made Good Membership by the Sustainable

Restaurant Association, is a common way to promote sustainable catering. Therefore,

more substantial efforts are required to make progress in the following environmental

aspects of OS: carbon emission reduction and sustainable procurement, etc. To

summarize, the proposed practical strategies of advancing OS managerial practices

are shown in the table below.

Table 5.5 Summary of the suggested practical strategies to improve OS

managerial practices

Main themes Sub- themes

Broadening and deepening stakeholder

engagement campaigns and

trans-disciplinary collaboration

 Strengthening stakeholder

engagement throughout the

university and at all levels

 Broadening and deepening

trans-disciplinary collaboration

among academics, students, service

staff and other relevant parties

through initiatives like Living Labs
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Reinforcing whole institution awareness

raising and knowledge training at a deep

level

 Reinforcing university-wide

awareness-raising at a deeper level

 Reinforcing systematic knowledge

training consistently

Implementing effective monitoring and

evaluation with regard to OS

 Regular environmental and social

impact audits of the whole

university’s campus operations

 The performance of OS initiatives

should be directly tied to the job

performance of organizational

personnel, not only at operational

level, but also at school and

university top management levels

 Using assessment and management

tools to integrate sustainability into

the operations

Assisting senior executives in

formulating and implementing OS

management accountability mechanisms

 Formulating and implementing the

formal management structure

responsible for the consistent

development of OS, with emphasis

on managers at the department,

school and top levels

 Ideally, the

President/Vice-Chancellor should be

held directly accountable

Supporting senior executives to ensure  Preparing the detailed budgets, in
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sufficient dedicated organizational

financial and human resources for OS

short, middle and long-term, for OS

programmes, gaining senior

managers’ formal approval, and

monitoring the execution of OS

budgets closely

 Designing the whole-institution OS

human resource strategies and

implementing them effectively

Strengthening university-external

stakeholder collaboration

 Collaborating with other universities

and external stakeholders to

exchange information, learn from

each other, seek out new

opportunities and build trust

Emphasizing social aspects of

university’s OS and making further

improvements in environmental OS

 Emphasizing the social issues (e.g.,

ethical banking and investments,

living wages for all employees on

campus and workers rights across its

global supply chain) and promoting

holistic sustainability

 Make progress in environmental

aspects of OS: carbon emission

reduction and sustainable

procurement, etc.

Additionally, Blanco-Portela et al. (2017) note that, in spite of the differences among

entities, higher education institutions and companies face some similar issues in

respect of rationales, barriers and approaches concerning sustainability. Some insights
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gained from the OS engagement of higher education institutions may be applied to

other organizations in the public, private and third sectors, particularly big and

complex organizations offering professional/social services to the public.

5.5 Research limitations

This study has some limitations, as every piece of research does. Owing to the

exploratory nature of this study and because the data are based on in-depth qualitative

interviews with participants from 20 English universities and over 800 documents

from a large number of universities and relevant stakeholders, the results are not

generalizable outside the specific research context. Although this study has examined

OS activities in a wide range of English universities, the researcher cannot claim that

the sample is representative of all public universities in England. Nevertheless,

interpretivist qualitative studies provide thick description, broad and varied evidence,

and detailed research findings so that readers can relate the information to their own

decision-making (Bryman, 2016; Bassey, 1981).

Moreover, this study mainly focuses on the perceptions and experiences of key

organizational personnel, within the universities, directly managing OS activities. In

addition, this research has collected and analyzed a great number of documents

produced by students, activist groups, students’ unions, academics, legislators,

government authorities, professional associations and media, etc., in order to examine

the research issues from different perspectives. For the purpose of developing a

deeper and broader understanding of such activities, it could be helpful to seek the

views of other internal stakeholders and external stakeholders about the same issues

by conducting in-depth interviews with them directly.

5.6 Suggestions for future research
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This research has offered empirical insights into the rationales for and barriers to OS

in the English public universities. It is suggested that future studies could investigate

these issues in wider contexts, such as the whole UK higher education sector, by

considering the various political, regulatory, cultural and historical backgrounds of the

four devolved regions. Furthermore, in future studies, researchers could extend this

exploration to higher education institutions in other developed and developing

countries, and even other types of organizations like public sector organizations,

not-for-profit organizations and private companies.

Another opportunity stemming from this research is that further studies could be

undertaken to investigate other internal and external stakeholders’ perceptions and

experiences of the same issues analyzed in this thesis by directly engaging with them.

Such future research could offer different perspectives of other constituents who are

influencing and being influenced by the universities’ engagement of OS. Scholars

then could compare and contrast these views with those of managers/practitioners

within organizations, resulting in a fuller and richer picture.

Several interesting issues emerged from this research; they also merit further analysis.

For instance, the Times Higher Education Impact ranking is a new external

performance assessment indicator launched by the traditional ‘mainstream’media,

which takes account of various aspects of OS as part of key criteria and may be

potentially influential to universities in the near future18. However, there was very

18 It is interesting to note that, although the criteria of impact rankings are broad (comprising
dimensions of 17 United Nations’ SDGs), a university’s overall score is only determined by four
SDG areas rather than the entire 17 areas. As the Times Higher Education explained: “A
university’s final score in the overall table is calculated by combining its score in SDG 17 with its
top three scores out of the remaining 16 SDGs. SDG 17 accounts for 22 per cent of the overall
score, while the other SDGs each carry a weight of 26 per cent. This means that different
universities are scored based on a different set of SDGs, depending on their focus.” (Times Higher
Education, 2021a). Therefore, one would argue that its ranking methodology for the overall score
is limited (could have been more comprehensive). Moreover, in terms of the data collection
methods, the rankings rely on participating universities to provide their own data which cannot be
externally verified in many areas. And a university has to make its own estimations and
interpretations in some areas (Times Higher Education, 2021b). Hence, the data collection could
have been more rigorous and accurate.
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limited discussion about this ranking by the participants mainly because the Times

Higher Education had just published its first ranking (very new) during the time of the

interviews. Future work could be undertaken to explore how the Times Higher

Education Impact rankings would affect the motivations for universities’ OS

engagement and influence OS development.

The findings of this research show some aspects of the unprecedented and complex

(both negative and positive) impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic on English

universities’ OS. This global crisis affected almost every aspect of people’s activities

unexpectedly and profoundly. There is a dearth of research empirically investigating

the effects of COVID-19 on OS in this research setting and how universities could

mitigate its adverse impacts and take advantage of its positive influences to make

sustainability changes. Future studies in this respect may provide some new insights.
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Research Participant Invitation and Information Sheet

Dear Title Surname,

I am writing to ask whether you would like to participate in a study project. The aim

of this research is to explore the rationales for English public universities to undertake

sustainability activities in campus operations and the barriers to making progress in

sustainability activities in campus operations. The research is being undertaken as part

of my Doctor of Business Administration Degree programme at the University of

Northumbria.

Campus operational sustainability activities are concerned with universities’ decisions

and actions regarding their carbon, energy, waste and recycling, water, travel and

transport, construction and refurbishment, biodiversity, sustainable procurement,

workers’ rights in the global supply chain, fair trade, ethical investment and banking,

and equality and diversity, etc.

Your participation in this study is important and valuable. I hope that you would like

to undertake an interview with me. Participation in the interview is voluntary. You can

withdraw from the research at any time or feel free not to answer any questions. The

interview will be semi-structured, open-ended, and there are no right or wrong

answers. The time required for it is approximately one hour.

The interviewees’ and universities’ names shall be kept strictly confidential and

anonymous. With your permission, interviews will be recorded and transcribed.

Interview data will be stored in a secure place. The information you offer will be used

for research purposes only. If you have any concerns, the procedures governed by
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Northumbria University research ethics are available at

https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/research/ethics-and-governance/

If you are willing to take part, please contact me. Then we will arrange an interview at

your convenience. I would be grateful if you could please complete and sign the

attached Informed Consent Form and send it back to me. Please also view the

attached questions as the interview guide. Thank you very much for your assistance.

Yours sincerely,

Researcher: Hongyi Zhang - Doctor of Business Administration student, Northumbria

University

Address: Flat 10, 10 Craigour Green, Edinburgh, EH17 7NQ

E-mail: hongyi.zhang@northumbria.ac.uk

Tel: XXXXXX

Supervisor: Dr Alex Hope BSc (Hons) PhD MAAIEMAMCMI FHEA

Head of Department, Leadership and Human Resource Management

Associate Professor of Business Ethics, Northumbria University

Vice-Chair UK & Ireland UN PRME Chapter

Address: Room 428, City Campus East 1, Northumbria University, Newcastle upon

Tyne, NE1 8ST

E-mail: alex.hope@northumbria.ac.uk

Appendix 2. Research Participant Informed Consent Form

Research project: The aim of this research is to explore the rationales for English

public universities to engage in sustainability activities in campus operations and the

barriers to making progress to sustainability activities in campus operations. The

research is being undertaken as part of my Doctor of Business Administration Degree
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programme at the University of Northumbria. Prior to signing this form, please

consider the following:

Your participation in this study is important and valuable. I would like to conduct an

interview with you. Participation in the interview is voluntary. You can withdraw from

the research at any time or feel free not to answer any questions. The interviews will

be open-ended, semi-structured, and there are no right or wrong answers. You have

read the participant information sheet, have had the chance to ask questions regarding

the research and have had your questions answered satisfactorily.

The interviewees’ and universities’ names shall be kept strictly confidential and

anonymous. With your permission, interviews will be recorded and transcribed. You

agree to the interviewer taking notes during the interview. Interview data will be

stored in a secure place. The information you offer will be used for research purposes

only. If you have any concerns, the procedures governed by Northumbria University

research ethics are available at

https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/research/ethics-and-governance/

By signing this form, you confirm that you have read and understood the information

provided above and are willing to take part in this research.

Participant’s signature Date

Researcher’s signature Date

Researcher: Hongyi Zhang - Doctor of Business Administration student, Northumbria

University

Address: Flat 10, 10 Craigour Green, Edinburgh, EH17 7NQ
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E-mail: hongyi.zhang@northumbria.ac.uk

Tel: XXXXXX

Please retain a copy of this form for your personal records

Appendix 3. Interview Guide

Introduce the research

Discuss all relevant research ethical issues

Sign consent form (if not completed)

Set recorder on

General questions

 How would you describe your role in the university?

 What professional background and experience do you bring to this position?

Main interview questions

1. What do you understand about sustainability?

Sub-question

 What does ‘sustainability in a university’s campus operations’ mean to you?

2. Why do English public universities in general or your university in particular

engage in campus operational sustainability activities?

3. When undertaking campus operational sustainability activities, did the university

experience any incompatibility or conflict between pursuing practical benefits for the

university itself and taking social and environmental duties and responsibilities?

 If yes, how did the incompatibility or conflict affect the university’s

sustainability activities? If not, why not?
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4. In relation to the university’s campus operational sustainability, who are the

influential external and internal stakeholders and what are their

concerns/expectations?

 How do they influence sustainability in the university’s campus operations?

5. What, if any, are the barriers hindering the university from engaging in campus

operational sustainability activities; why and how do these barriers affect

sustainability activities?

6. What areas/issues of campus operational sustainability have been emphasized or

actually improved, if any?

 (Where relevant) Are there any areas/issues of campus operational

sustainability that you think the university has not addressed/emphasized or

is less likely to fully engage in, and why?

7. Does the absence or conflict of external stakeholders’ influences have any negative

effects on the university’s campus operational sustainability or not?

 If yes, why and how? If not, why not?

8. Did the university try to associate itself with (or engage in) sustainability-related

rankings, certifications or awards?

 If so, what did the university do and how did it communicate such

associations? If not, why not?

End with: Is there anything else you would like to discuss in relation to the research

issues?
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